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In the paranoid imaginings of the left

Northern Ireland is sometimes re-

garded as a testing ground for poli-

cies that may still he unacceptable in

Britain. Although this view is naively
extreme and the analogy unfairly far-

fetched, the Government's proposal
to revoke the present charter of the
New University of Ulster at Col-
eraine nnd to create a new-new uni-
versity bused on NUU, its Magee
satellite in Derry, and the Ulster
Polytechnic on the northern outskirts

1

of Belfast cannot be regarded as a
local issue. For those who interpret
this plan as an effective decision to
take Coleraine out of the university
sector, the closure of a university in
however oblique u form is bound to
send a chill through a beleaguered
university system. For those who arc
prepared to give the Government the
benefit of the doubt, this proposal to
create a new kind of university with
many sub-degree courses and a grow-
ing commitment to continuing educa-
tion sets a radical precedent whicii
may help to shake loose our present
far-loo-ngid binary policy in England
and Wales.

It is difficult to criticize the Gov-
ernment's intentions but all too easy
to feel profound scepticism about the
eventual outcome of its plan. It was
right to reject the cramped conclu-
sion of the Cliilver report that NUU
should become in effect a centre of
continuing education nnd other mod-
ish ly Model E-style development.
Not only would such a plan have
reduced Coleraine to a .subordinate
and even marginal position in rela-
tion to the rest of Northern Irish
higher education (just as Coleraine's
foundation undermined the future of
Magee), but the prospects for prog-
ressive but peripheral development
in a higher education system caught
in a process of enforced retrench-
ment are very slight. If the conclu-
sion is reached that Coleraine is not
working as a university - a conclu-
sion that is by no means inevitable
on its record - then it is extremely
difficult to see how it can work bel-
ter as a sub- university.

Although the Government was
right to reject Chilver, its own plan
may turn out to be very little diffe-

rent In its final outcome. First, it is

clear that its proposal would involve

a similar down-grading of the status

of NUU. Under the new arrange-
ment Queen's would provide tradi-

tional university education in North-
ern Ireland with the new institution

providing the rest. So although it is

possible that under these new condi-
tions Coleraine might be able to

hane onto its conventional under-
graduate courses and to maintain its

research commitment, neither seems
very likely.

Secondly, as the Chilver report
points out, the centre of gravity of

'ill almostany merged institution wi
certainly be in Belfast (Ulster
Polytechnic) with a secondary centre
in Derry (Magee) and Coleraine in

an uncomfortable third place. Not
only are the polytechnic's present
practices far closer to (he mission
suggested for the new-new university
but its position close to a major
centre of population means that it is

far better equipped to undertake less
conventional and less traditional
forms of higher education than a
purpose-built green-fields campus
university a mile or so outside a
small market town.
Of course, Coleraine is well equip-

ped and sited for in-service courses
for teachers and other short residen-
tial courses and of course for “dis-
tance learning". But it is difficult to
see such activities growing to a point
where they cun sustain even a much
shrunk Null, As for moTe conven--
tjan&l courses Coleraine cafe fere hot
better, and maybe worse, within a
merged institution than as a free-
standing university. In the end the
Government's proposal can soften
but not deflect the blow.
The whole exercise - Chilver and

the Government's alternative plan -
is a demonstration of the simple fact
that if the wrong question is asked
no satisfactory answers can be found
however well intenrioned and well
Informed the participants in the exer-'

rise may be. The starting point, that
Northern Ireland has too much high-
er education and that this over-supp-
ly must be seen against a background
of a more contestable over-supply of
higher education in the United Ki.
dom as a whole, poisoned the whole
exercise. So it is not surarising that
all that whnt we are offered is de-
cline with passivity and pessimism
(Chilver) or with a human face (the
Government’s alternative).

The idea that the merged institu-
tion may act as a path-finder in high-
er education, as the first trans-binary
or comprehensive university, is in-
stinctively attractive. But it is ba-
lanced by the rather more sober idea
that in the present public expendi-
ture climate mergers are all too fre-
quently a prelude to rationalization,
that over-worked euphemism for a
sad retreat from diversity and for
contraction. Both are perhaps wide
of the mark. What is proposed is a
Northern Irish solution to a Northern 1

Irish problem.
There is little point perhaps in

going back over the decisions, many
difficult to understand today, that
have led to the unhappy present.
The original decision to establish a
new university in Ulster (and to
build it in Protestant Coleraine
rather than Catholic Derry), the
rapid, comprehensive, but uncontrol-
led development of the polytechnic,
despite the danger of duplication
with Coleraine and Queen’s and the
distorting effect this development
had an further education in Belfast,
the (understandable) failure to pro-
duce a rational system of teacher
education in .Northern Ireland - .all

no doubt will continue to be much
disputed. The real question is

whether Chilver and/or tne Govern-
ment’s alternative plan offer a solu-
tion or merely an addition to these
earlier failures. Sadly they are both
far more likely to be the latter than
the former, another monument to
the insensitivity of the English to the
needs of Ireland rather than a gener-
ous exercise in responsible public
administration.

The first meetings of the National
Advisory Board, (NAB) were bound“ be

,

edSy- ll was only with great
difficulty tnat the polytechnic direc-
tors and college principals were per-
suaded to send representatives to a
body which they believed to be
dominated by the local authority in-
terest. Their instinctive hostility to a
body which represented such a sub-
stantial retreat from the Govern-

A fair trial for NAB

tively free from local authority con-
trol was not reduced by the fact that
it was to be presided over by an
Oxford head Of house; The favourlip

of the previous meeting, always an
ommous sign, and the drift of much
of the discussion about the chair-
man's appointments to the chair-
manships

.
of the board’s working

groups seemed to be to a position
that such appointments should be
made on '‘political" as much as
academic grounds.

It is in no one's interests that this

ira-

oard

. .
- - — which

the board and the whole of the non-
university sector will have to face
over the next two or three years are

enough already without the

debate about the future government
of tne polytechnics and colleges, let
alone a ceasefire on the local author-
ities terms. Dr Birch's suggestions
for the reform of the National Advis-
ory Board (page 11) are an important
contribution to that very necessary
debate (although we have more sym-
pathy for his detailed recommenda-
tions than for the context that in-
forms them). But it is important to
keep the two strands of policy sepa-
fate. The detailed operation of the
board is not the proper context for
this wider debate about the. future of
the polytechnics and colleges. ‘
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Dear Mr and Mrs Dobson,
I am writing in connection wb

your son s application for^
to this department in Octobw ft
year.

I must admit that we thotii

Michael was something of a V
hoper" when we first looked at kUCCA form. He had scraolfcj

through a very routine set of 0
levels, failed to pass in either auk
or modern languages, and was it

scribed by his headmaster in ftc

accompanying reference as "sou •

from the neck up".

More from a wish to see suchai

obvious chump than from any sera
thought of admitting him, wr de-

cided to give him an interview sift

as you will probably know, ml
place last Wednesday.

“Disaster” is putting it midly. Net

only did the dumb cluck go to the

wrong college and end up tw airing

nearly an hour late, but ne'd ife

plainly forgotten the subject be

wished to pursue. And would pi

believe it, when we asked him

he wanted to come to this uiawsitj.

he just stared back in that gwnto

way which you and Mrs Dobson

must know so well and said “W#
university?” Would you credits?

So, as you will understand,

no difficulty .whatsoever In total

that your son’s application mi
veritable dog’s-dinner. One of to

,

rejects where you really rirtk * •

box with enthusiasm.
.

However, in the final processuan

his UCCA application « «
obsei^e that Mr Dobson's oenjw*

was described as company ujrecw

and noted that yoqr nome

was given as “The Uurek", Esto

Surrey. This suggests that

may "be eligible tor a new

which this department has wptf

introduced in response 10 certam &

terna! administrative pressures, i/-

This scheme, which we Ws

named the WADI)AM wWg*
allows the rich parents of eotnp«

dead-beats and no-hopers W
admission of their offspring^

versity by what we call an

live route”. There are some «««*
uve ruuic . iiicic t»«v . y
cated aspects to this

roughly speaking what it arrwf®-

is this. If you feel y°u
,
wlVJL

put 500 quid's worth °f

in an envelope and send it W ,

the next 24 hours, then we I JPgj
the pencilled rings round iw

box and put a big tick ® j&JB
ditional ' offer section. AH

,

then needs to do to ensure

versity place is to stay
;

ali«

October. (Although I must

given the amoant of traffic w _
and his

.
present sUUa °f ^

this is - by no means a foregone

elusion .)
- . -

r
i *i v'f ; : v

If you do deride to enterjw.
for the Wadham v Schri*gj%Li
might also be interested fo W*.;
we are at-present offering! mi

limited period only, •

"jygJJ
second degrees at: foe *L. -

reasonable price of &*•}??JiSL
problem here though is

would have to coJIeci Ms

^AhyWy, let mq ik?*
think ghaut- all

.
Mw-'

(Engineers press for UDI as
SERC ponders staff cut
'by Robin McKie

Science Correspondent

A proposal to cut staff in its engineering divisioi

almost a third is being studied by the Science
Engineering Research Council. This comes as engir

by Robin McKie

Science Correspondent

division by
Jcience and

^Engineering Research Council. This comes as engineer-
ing professors have decided to press for their own

Engineering Research Hnd Development Council be-
cause of “mounting dissatisfaction’

1

with the SERC's
‘inadequate" support.

Hie internal SERC plan, prepared by its manage-
ment services group, is bound to embarrass the council
a its officials arc now defending attempts to split it into

;jfparate scientific and engineering research organisa-
tions. last week senior SERC officials attended the
usual Enaineering Professors’ Conference to defend
ecounclrs record for supporting research.
At inspection report of the engineering division

urges that staff responsible for running and supporting

3
fleering research grant awards be cut from 72 to 52,
ding the removal of 11 executive officer posts.

Professor Robert Smith, outgoing chairman of the
utgifleenng Professors' Conference said: "If these fi-
pies are correct I will be very worried for such
reductions run counter to all the pressure we have been
iwumlng for engineering to be treated as a sector as
^portant as basic science".
Al its meeting last week, the EPC instructed its

SB* ' l0 urgently explore ways" of achieving an
In particular the professors are to seek the

mnul news and support of the newly-formed En-
uring Council and the engineering institutions. It is

also intended to make a submission to (lie Lords’ Select
Committee on Science and Technology and to discuss
the issue with the SERC’s engineering board.
Professor Smith acknowledged that the engineering

professors campaign could take many years although
he, and the new chairman Professor David Johns of
Loughborough University, both believed they would gel
the new body eventually. In its official discussion pap-
er the EPC recommends that the Department of
Education and Science be asked, by no later than
^rner next year, to inaugurate a separate council.
The EPC report states that historical factors have

resulted in engineering occupying a weak position in
hiriier education. “The ‘respectibility’ of pure science
and its resulting power, have tempted engineering
teachers to emphasize those parts of engineering which
impinge closely on basic science. Engineering is not a
sub-set of science like astronomy or high-energy phy-
sics. This distortion will never be cured until engineer-
inghas its own base”.

The professors also complain that in 1979-80, only 16
per cent SERC's funds were spent on engineering
research and postgraduate training. “The SERC's fi-

nances make clear why engineering is a minority in-
terest within it - although the national interest could
well require a reversal of this position".

Professor Smith added that although it had originally
been intended to set up the proposed ERDC unaer the
DES, there was now pressure from some professors
that it be set up under the Department of Industry.
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New man in the driving seat - Neil Stewart at the wheel of a 1931 Alvjs featured in a competition

Students say
by David Jobbins
The Left Alliance, which has controlled

the National Union ofStudents since Us a ~ tney accused nuls or ri

formation three years ago, was allbnl A A MOTIpp deliver the votes promised to
es In a HU / ullullvv and Instead 'supporting Ms Viwiped out by Laboiir candidates

series of defeats in this week's elections

for the union’s full-time posts,

Mr Nell Stewart, the Labour candi-

date for the presidency needed only

three ballots to secure a convindng

347-193 votes victory over Mr Doiigie.

Herd, of the Alliance. The National

Association ofLabour Students went6n

to take three of the five full-time posts

ini the Communist Party was left

irithout any of the mrin posts for the

first lime in more then 10 years. -

• Immediately after Tuesday's voting

the first tentative steps, towards ensur-

ing that the tables are turned ntttyear

bring taken. But.it was dear that If the

Left Alliance, a loose association of the

cannot stage a return then, ll will be
finished,

Mr Alan Watson was re-elected for a
second term as the national treasurer

wlthotit a challenge from the Alliance.

And Mr Tommy Sheppard, one of

NOLS 1
toughest campaigners beat the

Left Alliance rival for vice-president

(education) by381 to 256 votes after five

ballots.

While Left Alliance activists were
disappointed at (hat result they were ...

bitter at the outcomeof the elections for [ While the Tories bad failed fo make
the vice-president, welfare. NOLS had much Impact. It was clear that the new
pledged support' id the Left Alliance link between the Social Democraticand
candidate, Mr Trevor Gill, who Is a Liberal student* had begun to make
member pf the Labour Party. Instead major-Inroads into the middle ground

Labour Party but standing for (he
Socialist Students' Alliance. .

They accused NOLS of falling to
' to Mr Glfi

. „ „— Veale. Bnt
senior NOLS people attributed Veale's
win to her considerable personal vote,

an explanation greeted with scepticism
by the Left Alliance. Its only mll-llgie

executive member Is Ms Jaue Taylor,
who was supported by NOLS and
elected on the largest vote of the day -
421, 343 votesdear ofhernearest rival,

"wet" Tpry; Mr Paul Goodfnan. ,

,

.
The outcome was a persona) blow to

Mr Dayld Aarimqvitcb, the- retiring
president.

km Alliance, a loose aspocuuunw u« raemuer o* mt umur rafijr. uinew -iuivwus mu
Communist Party and centrist students the post went to Sarah Veale, also In the ofsludent politics,

Aberdeen
redundancy
row grows
by Olga Wojtas
Scottish Correspondent
A power struggle whs developing at
Aberdeen University this week folrow-
ing the sennto veto of the court’s
decision to declare a state of redun-
dancy.
The senate rejected the court’s

stance by 50 votes to 33 with two
nbsentions. However the principnl.
Professor George McNichol, and the
administration maintain the court’s
decision still stands.

Last week Professor McNichol said
he hoped to luse 57 posts by voluntary
means as far as possible, but (he
university had to secure its position by
taking preliminary steps towards com-
pulsory redundancy. He hoped the
senate, “a body of reasonable men”,
would accept this.

But the senate, which has already
rejected compulsory redundancies
three times, condemned the court’s
move as unnecessary, and unanimous-
ly passed a motion calling for the court
to “evaluate in detail" an alternative
scheme of work-sharing and of
academics foregoing a possible 6 per
cent pay rise.

The Association of University
Teachers is taking legal advice on

|

whether the court can be interdicted
from declaring redundancies. U claims
the court has exceeded its powers by
taking initiative on matters which
should have bepn referred to it by
senate.
Mr John Akker, deputy general

secretary of the AUT, said if the
principalrejected the senateview, “the
university is on a collision course with
academics and theAUTwhich will tear
it apart.**. . v

•

Toprove thatcompulsoryredundan-
cies are unnecessary, the AUT has
appointed accountants to examine the
iu Diversity's finance.

The court is to meet on April 27, and
Dr Henry Sefton, president of Aber-
deen’s AUT, said it would be duty -

bound to take what the senate had said
more seriously than it had.
The AUT is to hold an emergency

national executive committee meeting
next week on Aberdeen, to consider
contingency plans for industrial action
including pulling out all Aberdeen's
external examiners if the court trill not
change its decision.

Poly student boom
Now enrolments bn full-time and
sandwich courses In colleges \ and
polytechnics rose by 10 per cent this
year, according to statistics released
by the Deportment of Education and
Science this week. 98,000 students
joined the first year of courses In
October compared with 89,000 in

1980< / ?

Statistical Bulletin 6182; Enrolments
pn Advanced Further Education
Courses 1981-2; DES.

My fears abouta merger byNUlPs vice chancellor
by Ngdio Crequer Dr Cockcroft said *•* .—**>*—

Ml.

my academic staff tire conccffied with do persist."
the whole problem or hdW they con "

;
However thorc was tremendous de-

preserve a uitiverslty-ityle educatloti. terdiination to succeed at NUU. “My
;

* w? sp.'mwiy difilcufttMJ tht university was bom ia politics, has
unions, academic problenyi, ihe. wst Ovedin politicsand by golly llwilldie in

nyum.. « mw/. mw sharing wtw&orii advanced' further politics. If there were a prospect of
correctly, he said,

:
then education and postgraduate .wofk. I dosing ui down, it would raise everv-

its would be only subtly think the steeriim group must i» set up qnd's tackles in the north-west",
iveragd foralluidve^es. . vc^oufoklyamTI hope ibfepfoMenw . ;Hoyso 9aid thatsome questionshad

b. - .i.
e '‘. -

merge, iviu - W“W‘ V?— .— - f-n-—-7—•r -r-rr.

tHES this week! “I regard thfe as a
: costs qfrahqlPB Acqmprehensivp sine-, a downgrading0

tfeline but a pistol is befog held at my. .
le uniyertity on a solU rile it may well; 'going tq mako i,^ „„„ «

ueadat the sSne time.” 'Hie Opventv, Rnd foey prt toahigh. r :»

,

. \ .
.unfversHy %n you must assume that

ment had saidtWtS merger dSs not "I l^ik itc^workbut (her? Rave Wu are, upg^dfogj.HuTyra, talking to

wprk, the NUU wiili cloS i' - . ' fo’be lvgher uil(t'c«|8..i am also sure students some stflft, Iheir doSbts

JoVemfnertt.such ns theintrica-
(es; involved in setting up a charter,
and (he question or validation of
courses.

coutlnued eh page 2
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Bedford
merger
approved
by Ngaio Crequer

London University's Bedford and

Royal Holloway colleges have agreed

to merge, with Bedford moving to

the RHC site at Egham, Surrey.

After months of speculation and
negotiation, with both colleges court-

ing and being courted by different

Kiers, King's and Westfield with

Drd, and Brunei with RHC, a

decision was made this week.
Bedford will sell its lease on the

Regent's Park site and (he first de-

partments are likely to be operated

tram Egham by this summer. The
University Grants Committee will be
asked to provide extra money to pay
for the merger.
With this development in the west,

London's other main growth point

wilt be Queen Mary College in the

east, which is also naving confiden- „
tial talks on either merger or col- Sir Keith Joseph, at

laboration with Goldsmith's Col- Blackwood Hodge Me
lege. by a charitable fund
The Bcdford/RHC merger will be

a great boost for the Bedford prin-

dpal, Professor Dorothy Wcdder- ^i.1^
bum, who came under pressure from Jr 1 1 | || 1

many staff who preferred a Westfield A. VKA ill'
merger.

Professor Randolph Quirk, vice by Patricia Santinelli

chancellor of London, said this

week. “This is an academically Cuts of 20 per cent in

Sir Keith Joseph, Secretary of State for Education, meets students at the opening of Nene College's

Blackwood Hodge Management Centre in Northampton. The centre cost £1.7m, all of which was provided

by a charitable fund established by the first chairman of Blackwood Hodge Ltd.

Further teaching cut proposed
Cuts of 20 per cent in the intake of

. 111 — -trio*!

courses, particularly In the secondary

training sector, where the major re-

duction has to come.

This would mean that from next

year admissions to PGCE would be

limited to 7,350 students, 4000

realistic solution and it does see 1 teacher naming students for 1983 It is believed that the committee in universities and 3,350 in the public

emerging out of tfie University followed by a smaller reduction over

Grants Committee the academic Ihe next two years were expected to

master plan for a stronger University be recommended to the Government

of London.” this week.
He said the potential growth of The cuts were discussed by the

the new college was most exciting. Advisory Committee for the Supply

“This scheme maintains the unity and Education of Teachers meeting

followed by a smaller reduction over thinks that a 20 per cent cut in one sector. Secondary BEd admissions

(he next two years were expected to year will not damage the system would be limited to 2,250, 250 fadne a « 4

be recommended to the Government beyond repair but further cuts for in universities and 2,000 in the public f tW
this week. 1984 and 1985 are more likely to be sector. li Sefflel JSlS
The cuts were discussed by the jn the range of 15 to 12 per cent. ** jl, tea n

Advisory Committee for the Supply The committee was also expected At the same time the committee

by Paul Flather

Social science and arts lecturcm

Birmingham Polytechnic are to R
fuse to teach students transfer

from other institutions where cmhb
have closed because of swafc

cuts. :

The faculty board of social •

ces and arts has passed. a resohsu

pointing out that institutions haiei

contractual obligation to aU the a
dents they admit, and stating dun
will not accept forced transfers,

The resolution has been passed c

the academic board for append
;

.

with a further resolution liutiki’.

commended to all other boards ^
studies, and to all other potyttfav
academic boards.

-
* v

The British Sociological Asm ft,

tion has already approved a petal

asking members to refuse to

students turned away or iniuHf

from courses that are closed bail

has not intervened at Binning)* I
Mr Cyril Spector, head of if

Birmingham faculty said: "Went

very concerned about Iht wStt'

course closures and about redoctM*;

in student intake. (•

"Cuts as a whole are patou

students. We realise that stator

involved may suffer. Bui h * .

end everyone suffers if counts *

closed; We want to fight to rowa
i

•

the range of work offered in

rent institutions."
,

.

and integrity of Bedford, which none
of the other options gave promise of.

It follows exactly the academic
guidelines laid down by the subject

area review committees and. the
Academic Council •

to find a solution to the oversupply

of newly-trained teachers and the

need for a swing from secondary to

primary training in the next decade.

If the cuts are recommended it secondary

The committee was also expected

to endorse a recommendation tor the

20 per cent cut in intakes to post-

graduate certificate of education

At the same time the committee
will recommend the primary PGCE
courses should increase to a total of

3,200 students each year, 1,000 in

The social work course wctsM

per cent cut, and course of*** 1

the fibrarianship could, gp.

The BSA has asked raemW®
graduate certificate of education J.ZUU students each year, l.uuu in '

f .. .

courses imposed last year should universities and 2,200<in the public l

°°lf transferred taKStd?

continue in the following years for sector. For primary BEd the increase stude

J

ts

,
kg, m sail

secondary PGCE and secondary BEd would be to 6,250, 250 in universities «»» ctSSlJS
Academic Council.^

, .

•'*

. . UpcHs clos^ ^for lntUtutions. and courses. . . '
.

. and 6,000 in the public sector.

V-cs talk with Sir Keith 1 Firms call for flexibility
Hie rice chancellors of Aston, Brad-
ford, Keele, Bradford, Surrey and
.City universities met Sir Keith
Joseph, the Education Secretary, this

week to press their case on the cuts.

The meeting which the rice chan-
cellors bad been frying to arrange
since last November, covered both
policy Issues and detailed problems
.arising Out of implementation of the

.cuts.; .V
: A number of . questions revolved

.
around the limitations of the Gov-'

:eminent compensation shceme for

fefcfarers; the .legal fand fiscal piob-
:

ferns of- re-employing redundant
; . staff, part-time and staffing, difficul-

ties as courses are run down or dis-

established in 1984.

. The Government • has also
. announced details for > compensation

for nob-academic staff. In reply to a

.
parliamentary -question, Mr William

Waldegrave, junior minister, said Academics concerned over the in- numeracy in systems thinking; and
that for non-academic staff made re- creasing scarcity of sandwich course the right attitude to work,
dundant before September 30, 1984 placements were faced this week Mr Peter Daly,, education and
pensionable staff over 50 may have with .renewed and tough demands training manager of Thorn-EMI Ltd,

their accrued pensions and lump sum frbm industralists to adapt to indus- said that a large number of educa-
benefits paid immediately, .with en- Uy’s changing needs. tionalists and academics at the con-
hanced years, up to a maximum of .‘ nr christnnher Wilsdn president forence felt that the Industrial repre-
ten years- Hi. upper

1

eamlngS limit 0f Ihc SSton for’SS sentatives were blaoilne educators
relating to the copulation for com- Education and Training and an ex- without looking at the limitations on
pensatFon.will n°l "Pi3^ '

i .:. ,
.ternal consultant for Logica Ltd, told education.

.

'
•

•
. a tWo-dav conference in rnmhrldac . Mr Alan Daniels, chairman Of

; • University trade unions ure dr-
that . fortSer^ and higher education ASET, agreed that institutions had

S? had to be mote fkrible and react to adapt But befell that the Govera-

SJS
13K5 ASt mSJS i 9uicker to business plans if it wished «»ent could protect education by pro-

latea unions and the National union ,flnjIIn‘,k vidina orants to hefo comnanles pro-
of Students as part of the effort 1 to

get thefe opposition over to the

sandwich courses to be successful,

"As educationalists,. whether you
general public. The unions sank their [jkc k. or not you are running a

differences to :set up the Universities business and' the same principles.

National Joint Union Committee last "JW to you as a company. If you
year, to fight the threat to their mem- don’t sell ydur product you will die”,

bers' jobs and to educational oppor- he said at the joint meeting of ASET
tUnitfes

nnir! tkf. Piimk rr»h nnrl A rltric.

tnd 6,000 in the public teeter. d8g2SXSS^J!E .

negotiate a long-term
.

Lexibility =£ XStfttgA
r5ss7.isl

«‘wr,ing: "d

Mr Peter Daly,, education and Sen
!j5,j°™f

e
Academic

training manager of Thorn-EMI Ltd, tor Nation
polyittk**

'

aid that a large number of educa- funded talks ;

tionalists arid academics at the con- Mo
J}

d°X *
Hards froni ott- 6

*-

finance- felt that the Industrial repre- acaS fn

stL Birmingluin^ '

sentatives were blaming educators content to lot

without looking at the limitations on standards for the
. —.

—
' •

education. _ — :
-

Mr Alan Daniels, chairman of ^\TT rnQV •

ASET, agreed that institutions had v/
to adapt but he felt that the Govern- . *

ment could protect education by pro- TQ 0

riding grants to help companies pro- adna»d.
w

-

:

vide sandwich places. More teenagers m»y ^ ;

Mr William Shelton, under secret- the Open University _ r

arv. of state at the Department; of- a decision lo-tbe conir j-

Education and Science, called for the year. pa*®}®

maximum cooperation between edu- Proposals to 21,^^ :

nuu s mei er
mtinued from page one

Hhope we will be nble to

o
pers
blit

ffleu

uade
what
Ity.in

we been

he said at the joint meeting of ASET Tec^ fo7T?eduetl™ In young
people’s wages, to encourage em-

ory Centre, attended by 190 people, piorere to telco them on.
°

Sandwich course students had a
* ‘^The Government would like tp

good future and their, chances of see some relative reductions in

obtaining employment were better young people's wages and closer

than their fclltime counterparts, sai{l links between those wages arid the*

Mr Wilson. But courses needed to stage which young persons have
fulfil four basic requirements: flex- actually reached in usefolhess to. his
Ibillty; multidisciplinary capability; or her employer,” he said,

Architects score
awards victory ;

[*' r?. t

. A thw^year battle to secure manda-,
tbry awards.for students qiri courses
at thd • Architectural

;
Association

School ;of
'

'.Architecture ended Mv sue?.

I'd
•*'=. this

1

Week. "
Iri

’
i a surprise

inriorihcairieiiti Mir William Waideg'
rave; -

: liriderrsecretary for higher
education,

f fold"MPa courses at the
school would bd '-designated • frpm

,Scptembcri y ;>.«* > u;
:

’-

1/

ififee' scjib'OL :wW10 Weltfoming tiib

i

mW,
,

-

claitncd ihat.:!t wduld be'tref
Jenefo^iy. than' University

t iBucklnghlijm^whlch submit?:

itv adverse dpm«nc ’
,

"

working conditions

tilcnlv to affect chteer d*
,

.

'«S22&st-
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Censorship row at

Trent Polytechnic
by Paul Flather

Relations between the academic

board and the chairman of governors

at Trent Polytechnic have been

strained by a row involving claims of

ttosorhips.

The academic board claimed the

right to submit independent views to

ike Department or Education and

Science on last year’s consultative

(been Paper on the future funding

and management of non-university

higher education.

It was strongly In favour of cen-

tralized control: as laid out in model

B, but was instructed by Councillor

Fred Riddell, chairman of the gov-

emore and of the county council

education committee, not to send in

its views.

The matter was then taken to a

governors' meeting where the right

of the academic board to submit its

views was upheld by 20 votes to five

alter a lively debate. After a second
debate the governing body opted by
15 voles to 12 in favour or model A,
retaining local authority control.

The issues raised were firstly if the

academic board had the right to sub-
mit its own views, and secondly how
far did the governing body have to
endorse those views. “It does raise
the issue of who has the final say,”
said Mr Riddell.

He said the academic board must
have clear freedom to discuss and
advise on academic matters. “But I

doubt very much if the control of
finance comes under its remit," he
said. "This is a political, not educa-
tional matter.”

He denied allegations of cen-
sorship. "In fact the exact reverse
has occurred because we have
allowed the academic board to send
in its views.” Two submissions -
from the academic board backing
model B and from the governors
backing model A - are now being
sent to the DES.
Trent polytechnic is reluctant to

comment on the matter. The poly-
technic is also concerned over a
£500,000 cut in its £27m budget for
1982-83 imposed by the local au-
thority.

Overseas fees rise halved
Aston University is to increase its

fees for overseas students by 10 per
cent, rather than the 20 per cent
originally proposed.

Inis means that fees for science
courses will rise to £3,960 a year,
plus guild fees, and arts to £2,970,
The university Grants Committee
recommended minima are £3,600 for
science and £2,700 for arts,

'

Yesterday a special meeting of
court at Bristol university was being
held to discuss university proposals
on the cuts, particularly a senate
decision to close the school of
architecture.

Oxford dons have been invited to

College rejects its local roots

send in suggestions to a new commit-
tee investigating ways of cutting

administration costs.

The committee, headed by Sir Rex
Richards, the former Oxford vice

chancellor, has been asked to look
for savings above the 8 pet cent ,

target set for all departments.

It was set up after dons made it

clear they preferred extra cuts in,

administration and fewer academic l

posts “frozen” to meet cuts ordered
t

by the University Grants Committee.
Administration accounts for

£2,970,000 (about 4 per cent) of the

university, recurrent budget, and in-

volves 300 staff.

by Olga Wojtas
Scottish Correspondent
Edinburgh’s Napier College of Tech-
nology has voted to back the recent
report of the Scottish Tertiary
Education Council which proposes
its removal from local authority con-
trol.

The council advised that Scotland's
three most prestigious further educa-
tion colleges including Napier which
specializes in advancer) further
education be centrally funded and
run with non-advanced further

EEC pledges help
for young people
The first step In a strategy to give all >

school leavers In Common Market;
countries a guarantee of education
and training Is nearing completion, a
conference on Ways to Work was
told In London this week.
Mr Ivor Richards, member of the

Commission of the European Com-
munities, responsible for employ-
ment, social affairs and education, 1

said he hoped that during the review
of the European Social Fund this

year It would be possible to stretch
the rules on fund eligibility to sup-
port the strategy.

The strategy will start with "a
progressive extension In the number
of tralnina places for young people.” 1

Mr Richards said that the commis-
sion will be shortly presenting its

action programme on the training Im-
plications of new technologies. By
summer it hoped to produce a more
comprehensive strategy regarding Ini-

tial and continuing vocational

training.

’These Initiatives will provide

many basic policy guidelines for fu-

ture Community financial Interven-

tion by the European Social Fund. It

is also quite likely that In May educa-
tion ministers will decide to repeat

the success of pilot programmes laun-

ched In 1976 by agreeing to a second
series of projects”, Mr Richards said.

education remaining in the hands of
local authorities. However a minority
of the council added its own report
suggesting that all tertiary education
excluding the universities be central-
ly funded but run by the local au-
thorities.

Virtually all the members of
Napier’s academic board backed the
majority report, maintaining that the
college was a national provision, and
that there would be more room for

expansion under the Scottish Educa-
tion Department than Lothian re-

gion. The academic board's view was
upheld at the latest meeting of the
college council.

Lothian region's education com-
mittee will consider Napier's views
after Easter, but is unlikely to accept
them as Lothian’s director of educa-
tion, Mr David Semple, was one of
the authors of the tertiary council's

minority report. The committee will

then comment on the tertiary report
to the Scottish Secretary, but it is

thought Napier will make a separate
submission.

16 plus exam delayed
There will be no end to O levels and
CSE exams until (he Government
has firm evidence lhat a single 16
plus examination would be more effi-

cient, it was decided this week.
In a draft policy document on 16

plus examinations, Sir Keith Joseph,
Secretary of State for Education,
makes clear that the introduction of
a new exam depends on the comple-
tion and BpprRtsal of draft national
criteria which examination boards
have been asked to prepare by next
January.

Announcing the publication of the
document at the Secondary Heads
Association conference in Exeter, Sir

•Keith said: “The deficiencies of the
existing system are very real and
reforms are needed. But we are not
prepared to make a leap in the

Local authorities, teachers unions
and associations, examining bodies
and other organizations have been
given until the middle of May to
comment on the draft document.

In its outline of deficiencies, the
document states that the CSE certifi-

cates are held in low esteem and that
this may Teduce pupils' motivation,
and lead teachers to expect less of
them.

Moreover it stresses that it is in-

efficient because it duplicates efforts

Sir. Keith Joseph: four tesla

by the examination boards and be-

cause pupils enter for both O level

anti CSE examinations in the same
subject.

A new single examination might,
according to the document, be
known as the General Certificate of
Secondary Education, and be
awarded on a single scale of seven
grades by the GCE and CSE boards
acting jointly.

The single system would be judged
on four tests: whether it does justice

to alt pupils in the range of ability

for which the current examinations
are designed and sets equal stan-

dards, whether it promotes good
educational practice, makes arrange-
ments intelligible to parents and em-
ployers and is more efficient^
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:
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afe Richard Miller's The

.

.
Aaeasirtntof College
J^tormance Is a handbook

'

.

^' techniques and measures
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j°r evaluating an entire
institution

( doth £14.75 ). .

•* ?}ton Mflhnan’s Handbook
Evaluation deals
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You talk to colleague? and students, you check assessment results, you perhaps prepare for course review

visits. You do everything you can to make sure that what you do Is working. But jhow representative is the

student who tells you he doesn’t like the course? How can you show that the other students don’t feel that

way at all? A course management team glumly reports no firsts this year. How can you reassure Them that,

with an enrolment of six students, no firsts is about right?
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MPs hear evidence

from Stirling
by Olga Wojlas
Scottish Correspondent
The University Grants Committee’s
fundamental problem has btjen that

it does not know enough about uni-

versities, particularly new ones, said

Stirling University's principal during
the first major examination of the

UGC cuts by an independent body.
The Commons Select Committee

an Education, Arts and Science

chaired by Labour MP Mr Christ'

opher Price, this week visited Stir-

ling, the newest and worst hit Scot-

tish university with u-23 per cent cut

in grant and 27 per cent cut in stu-

dent numbers.
There were inconsistencies, the

committee heard, between the

UGC’s general recommendations
favouring science, and Us specific re-

commendations to Stirling cutting

student numbers by ISO in arts and
300 in science.

The UGC recommended cuts in

maths, physical sciences and a cut of

more than SO per cent in biological

sciences, said principal Sir Kenneth
Alexander, although one in every six

biology applicants in the United
Kingdom implied to Stirling.

“Although wc like to think wc are

innovative, wc would prefer our fu-

ture shape to reflect the future needs
of the nation as seen by the UGC.
This recommends a misshapen future

for us," he said,

Stirling pointed out the “acute
weaknesses'* of the UGC proposals
and in February were told to concen-
trate on their existing strengths in

biological sciences. But the UGC
had not taken account of the knock-
on effect, said Sir Kenneth, for the

university was now forced to cut its

physics staff from six to two, and the
honours physics programme would
not be able to continue.

Staff student ratios would become
such that staff could no longer be

expected to carry out both teaching

and research, the committee heard,

and the range of options for students

would be cut by about 20 per cent.

Deputy principal Doctor James
Trainer said cuts in arts staff over

the next three years from 84 to 62
brought a number of departments
"close to the cliff edge", and that the

present Spanish language degree
would probably be replaced by a

more general Hispanic studies. "Mod-
ern languages are interdependent on
one another, and I fear we will get

into a downward spiral," he said.

The UGC arts sub-committee had
visited Stirling last month, their first

for 12 years, nut there wns a feeling

"that it was not a genuine fact find-

ing visit, but a public relations exer-

cise", said Professor Trainer.

Stirling has estimated that 63 posts
must be shared as a result or the

cuts, but scope for early retirement
was very limited, the committee was
told, with only nine academic staff

aged 55 and over. The opportunities

for academics being re-employed
were so slight that few people were
expected to take a voluntary redun-
dancy which had been offered last

week, said Sir Kenneth.
"The attitude of our court has

been that compulsory redundancy
should be a last resort, but it would
be misleading if [ pretend I don't

think it becomes very probable.”
However, Sir Kenneth, who

emerged “quietly confident” from a
meeting with the UGC in October,
said he still hopes there will be some
reprieve In n UGC letter in May.
Even if there was no financial

change, there might be on increase
in student numbers.

At present students were com-
pletely demoralized, and were talk-

ing about leaving their courses mid-
wa^said student president Mr Jack

Poet’s

corner

Seven Poets, an
exhibition of

Alexander Moffat’s

paintings and
drawings of Scots

poets, Is at Stirling

University's

Crawford Arts

Centre from today

until May 2. Poets’

Pub shows, left to

right; Norman
MacCaig, Sorley

MacLean, Hugh
MacDiarmld, Ian

Crichton Smith,

George Mackay
Brown, Sydney
Goodsir Smith,

Edwin Morgan,
Robert GarTocb

and Alan Bold In

the foreground.

Physics teams join forces News in
by Robin McKie
Science Correspondent

One of London University's most
l. .L.

versity College, is to be resited at

Imperial College.

A total of 17 staff and £500,000 of
equipment will be involved in the

1 transfer which unites the laboratory

,
with Imperial’s atmospheric physics
group to form a single teaching and
research unit. The head of the new
unit will be Dr Hunt, a well-known
figure on British television because
of his close involvement with some
of America's most spectacular
planetary space missions, such as
those to Jupiter and Saturn.

Dr Hunt said the present Imperial
group's main strength lav in the field

of atmospheric dynamics, while his

group were particularly strong in the
area of image processing. “The two
groups are complementary to each
other and when combined should
prove to be a very powerful research
outfit," he added.
Dr Hunt said that none of the

UCL group had tenured posts and it

was hoped that a more permanent
unit could be established with some
ung researchers being integrated

mperial’s staff eventually. “Im-

, .. ... deserve at least a chocolate
medal for showing initiative in this

way."
He added that he had kept the

provost of UCL, Sir James Lighthill.

informed throughout discussions ab-
out the transfer and painted out that

the equipment being moved had all

group's main strength lay in the field Engineering Research Councii’

Pharmacy cuts come under fire
by Ngaio Crequer

The Commons Education Select
Committee has backed pharmacists'
criticism, of the way the University
Grants Committee made its cuts.

Tlie select committee has tole the
UGC, "We feel the Pharmaceutical
Society has made a rather strong
case that the UGC took action re-

garding pharmaceutical courses with-
. otit -first seeking proper professional

:

advice."
. . .

The society protested to the UGC
•about haw the cuts were made, spell-
ing out liie effects (hey will have and
demanding more consultation. The
UGC has rejected their criticisms

• and suggestions.

The • society ooraplalned that
although it was the statutory registra-

tion .authority, it was not consulted
about pharamey yet the UGC’s con-
clusions were based on a workforce
survey published in. its Pharmaceuti-
cal Journal.

fn fact the survey was misinter-

preted and the society's policy has
been to recommend a Iff per cent
reduction in intake to schools of

pharmacy. The UGC specified

pharmacy for a 25 per cent cut.

The society pointed out other fac-

tors which might increase the de-

mand for pharmacists. In the past

decade about half of the entrants

were women, many of whom did not
go on to work full-time.

The shorter working week, the
growth in Information advisory ser-

vices would also mean more call for'

pharmacists.

The society also cites the 1977
view of the UGC's own pharmacy
panel which said evidence was not
conclusive enough tojustify dissuading
universities front minor increases in

intake.

It was also likely that the public
sector would make similar cuts: there

was already evidence that it was con-
sidering a 20 per. cent reduction. •

The society asked the UGC to say

in its 1982 spring letter that phar-
macy cuts should not exceed 10 per
cent; that a UGC pharmacy subcom-
mitte be set up, or one on subjects
allied to medicine with a pharmacist in
the chair. There should also be regular
discussion, particularly beforce a state-

ment on pharmacy.

In reply the UGC told the select

committee that it did not generally
consult professional bodies nut met
them

,

(including the Pharmaceutical
Society) Whenever useful.

It says it consulted its medical sub-
committee and "knowledgeable indi-

viduals’’ who referred to the survey.
It says the latest figures, published in

the January 1982 PharmaceuticalJour-
nal, provide little evidence that de-
mand will increase.

,The UGC also had to. consider
that pharmacy was taught in the pub-
lic sector as well and there might be
room for a shift in the balance be-
tween the two sectors. It rejected the
proposals on committee stricture.

r a

All-male college drops entry Listen while
A Cambridge college is following in plications have been increasing in 4-Lait iirnttlr
the footsteps of ten; Oxford colleges recent years, the trend, at both Ox- UlCy WUlIv
marine "iinonnrfitlnnjil * nFfar in fnwi f. V,.
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A Cambridge college is following in
the footsteps of ten Oxford colleges

' making ^unconditional .* oEfer to.
'A; pressing? candidates on the mini-

‘ mum entrance, requirement of two
V grade Bs at A level. •

.

. ' Magdalene College hopes, hbbut |ti

per, cent of its projected intake of
• about 90 undergraduates : will come
;

. through <• ro-daflbd ’’matriculation

offers , .designed, to attract bright

; !
candidates from, state ftfibofe. -

1

Places will -be offered.Uroutstand-
ing pre-A level candidates on the

: .bails
,
of a school report, O ' level

results, and Interviews In' September.
In some 'subjects brief written tests

|ij ’i

1#ii
1 r,i

' .'

i’\[i*

I Vi

or examples of school wOrk may be
' required, - :

*

Dr Rno Mitchell, assistant admis-
sions tutor, said.' the. college: .-hopfed.:

the scheme would broaden the
;

In*

take and -give more flexibility to

candidates, avoiding all the pressures

of the conditional A level offer, .
-

' Magdalene, which
1

admits - only
ihale 'students, also hopes'The actrtnle

will boost applications. Wfiffo j>ijr

plications have been increasing in
recent years, the trend. at both Ox-
ford and Cambridge, it. for single-sex
colleges to do less Well, vr? "Jr :? .

•

’ At Oxford the ..total number’ of
colleges using ‘'unconditional offers}’,

first pioneered , by Hertford' Id the

l?6Qs, -now .stands at tph. 'with six

new ^colleges, using the- scheme for
the- first. Un^ tWi.year,;; v ;.

_

", These .ariri...^rasbnblse- (allocating

TO ,pcr cent of Its Intakd to . the
scheme); ‘Mansfield. (20 per ..cent),

Pembroke (33 'phr cent); Somerville

(20 per cent), y/adhwp (10 per cent)

and University (10 per cent), ; , :<

College
are: Bam

using the scheme
r, ^hy.StHugh’s

.The- ; educationally disadvantaged
are hat being reached by “ghetto"
broadcasting, according, to Dr Tony
Bates, head of the open University's
audio visual' media research group. -

' yin ^ .paper given at tjfe first Euro-
' Broadcasting

,Unfan Intertfe-
ttpnal . conference .On educational

^ Belgium, fie smd British and
Dutcfi studies showed tiigtTess than
a 'third, and.ohe in 20 respectively of
the .members of classes linked. -w
radio, juries ;

Were from the , larger'
Audience,. : •

•

;v^6^ng the ifnpSet- of educa-
tlonaliradfo on the: Open-University

flafe* critf

conditional offers" and feay they art
r.pleaied with the rasults^; TT«sir^ la jio

doubt “unconditional
1

: off^'^afe •

i helping: to tfp thqt: balandtiiawfy frqm
private ,:sch,Qol >entrhntf.tow^ds
i^cfipol bqtrtipia'K

f

^ cbmpare'd
lyflth the; amount of production effort

Ept IqfojWs Vind ot;brqadcksting,

Teaching ‘not

attracting

minorities’
by Patricia Santinelli

Teacher training institutions are not
doing enough" to attract students
from ethnic minority groups, accord-
ing to a Schools Council report pub-
lished this week.

The council urges teacher trainers
to look at ways to boost recruitment
and. give ' multicultural education a
high priority in evidence to the Swan
committee of inquiry into the educa-
tion of children from ethnic minority
groups.

It says the provision of special
preparatory courses to help students
from minority groups gain entry
qualifications though welcome is far
too limited.

L “Extra resources and mandatory
grants are essential to maintain the
momentum of providing access
courses. But the students for whom
they are designed must be of an
equal professional and academic
standard as all other teachers when
they qualify," the report says.

All student teachers should be
givep.a foundation course on multi-,
cultural curricUIum. U argues. “They
should become aware bfwhat is In-

volved in providing special education
provision for minority: groups," The
council., forther argiies that all.

teachdr ...education should be de-
veloped In the' context multicultural
education policies. It;.; believes the
nfeih avenuo-for change is through a
developed teacher -education policy
at all levels, initial* induction and
ifi'-Mfyiro. :.v;i •

"

l At .iii^ervice .training level, the
council wants, courses that enable
teachers - to :better understand the
PWblerhs faced by ,'pupils as well as

• A/ call for; student uniois in'
.teacher education to change their
cbllegW current-non-racist attitude to
-ft nndHtAi t. _

SSRC funds

two fellows
;

Two three-year fellowships o Id
'

ness histoiy are to be funded by ih

Social Science Research Court
'

The fellows will be expected lolfei

experience of economic hisuxy

bear on modern business ledwfyaf
-

and management education, u e L

tirely new departure for the SSRC >

Tne fellowships will be leiuNei
,

the school of management al Bd J
University, and at the Lmm

;

Graduate School of Business Stria
;

Research topics could include rap
;

rate strategy, entrepreneurfel fl)*

and effectiveness and goyeiwrt •.

industry relations. Applications^

reach the SSRC by the end of Art “

With one fellowship starting u» IK

and one in 1983.

Dear Mary I

More than 700 letters

Chamberlain, father of Prime! WJJ

I

ter Neville ChambwUta, to

wife Mary Endlcatt, to 1#
sented to the library at JHrniap"

University. The coUwIton

the years 1887 to 1914 finite

the library’s holding of

the Chamberlain famlly>

IThe long run_
A relay run from "orthJ|ff
to the House of Comnwra^J
planned by an arilon

up to save Madriey

the sties of North Staiw?*

Polytechnic, from ^ a
TTie committee

dents union has.wn.JjSJJL
L

number of top Bnbsh atWj

eluding Martin Woodtyw®

Olympic swimmer ago

ner, a former BndSh

player.

Poly professors
•Sunderland WWw^ 1

^
pointed four of Ha «"or

the status of proftarort-.

B. A. Hemsworth, dean

i rrn-Biwn i rrrr^i nr

y -

-'‘v .
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Stalemate m redundancy talks Call for reduction
teftotiatfons°over better redundancy Education. saitMhe^ union ^eme- meS?ondo«

rS m h^P^r- 111 academic coursesby David bobbins ISfiS*
in F

i

urt
t
ier ai

?
d Higher design course programmes but implc- ltl £lf*£)HPlTll

Negotiations over better redundancy Education, said the union repre- mentation does not have to be car-
compensation for polytechnic and wntatWMJiad been “incensed" by lied out by highly-qualified and Only half of our universities should
college lecturers under 50 are dead- the employers stonewalling at last therefore highly-paid people,” a offer n high .academic stundard of
tacked but u” l°n

mpph'L
nat,onal

i
oint counci l «“ior management source com- education and award degrees, the

taat to .say that the
u ^ k ,

menled. annual conference of the Higher
negotiating conditions of service is Their answer had been no to a The union’s executive and national Education Foundation wbs told last
again in jeopardy. •

!
lst °* demands ranging from the council meet this weekend to review week.

They have agreed to ralk with the improved compensation and 12 the lack of progress on the redun- The other universities. the
employers next week about the im- months notice down to study leave dancy scheme, and the policy to- polytechnics and colleges should bc-
pljcations for conditions of service of and an agreement on' disciplinary and wards the rival Association of come vocational training schools nnd
the Government s youth training dismissals procedures. Polytechnic Teachers. expand to offer places to all who are
schemes, while the unions want to The proposal from the employers Negotiations arc effectively block- qualified. They would not grant dc-
safeguard existing agreements, the for an instructor grade came during ed until the APT question is re- grees but instead make an award
employers want to open up the pros- a session of the pay structure review solved, and the management is ada- similar to the French “licence". Em-

random," he said. A minority of

students would be educated to a high

intellectual level, to form a think

tank of future top people.

The applied sector would expand
and give the majority of students

vocational training and the academic
elements would only be taken at lhe

level each course needed, he said.

"What one can no longer have is

an effective higher education sys-

tem which tries to provide courses

Mi Peter Dawson, general secre- larly skill centres,

uiy of the National Association of "Qualified Jectu

Rothschild

told SSRC
is essential
by Paul Flathcr

If Hie Social Science Research Coun-

cil, or a similar body, did not exist it

would have to be invented, Professor

Margaret Stacey, professor of sociol-

ogy at Warwicx University, has told

Lord Rothschild's review.

la another submission to the Gov-
ernment-ordered review of the

SSRC, the powerful Social Science

Action Committee says the distinc-

tiveness of social science theory,

methods and content, would make a

merger with any other research coun-

;
organizations, particu- necessarily sougnt by tne teachers is

tires. also unlikely until Burnham FE can
lecturers are needed to meet.

til inappropriate.

Professor Stacey, who is also presi-

dent^! the Britisn Sociological Asso-
ciation, says in her submission that

dent of the British Sociological Asso-

the SSRC should receive a fully

adequate share of the science
budget, and not contracts from Gov-
ernment departments.
She says it is essential that social

science research should be carefully
protected from political influences
“to ensure independent, scholarly,
and scientific work is pursued in a
spml of free inquiry".

Private funding alone would be in-
adequate because of the. labour-in-
tonuve character of the research, and
•*ttuse of the need for long-term m

She adds that the only sei
icasiWe basis for involving the Uni- ha
waty Grants Committee would be “•

Education Overseas, told the confer- to keep the degree pure, as we have,

cnce in a discussion oF education for toeu only give it in the academic

capability. stream. Give the others something

He criticized the British obsession different."

with the honours degree and said

that the majority or students should
be educated nccording to their capa-
bility.

He advocated splitting post-secon-

dary education into pure nnd applied
sectors. The ncndcmic stream would

He said that Britain had
created polytechnics and institutes

of higher education and then foolish-

ly let them run degree courses. The
council for National Acndemic
Awards was then created to ensure

that these degree courses are of full

take in Oxbridge nnd London nnd ncndcmic standard. "Education for

about half of the other universities, capability in these- centres doesn't

“These would be selected by the need the acudemic knowledge of the

University Grants Committee or tit level of nn honours degree,
,r

lie snid.

Instant revolution needed
Britain needs a prompt revolution in

education and training if it is to
avoid being "flushed down the
plughole of history." As things stand
we arc faced with certain failure in

the industrial and technological
world, and then relative penury and
obscurity as a nation, Cambridge
historian Correlli Barnett told tne
conference.

go into the labour market with no
training while in Germany only 6 per

cent do. Although 89 per cent of

French and 78 per cent West Ger-
man chief executives have degrees,

only 40 per cent of British managers
have, he said.

“In British manufacturing industry

nearly 70 per cent of the workforce

Tire 1990s could see us a back- from shop floor to boardroom lack

water, a negligible force in the world, ^
ind

,P*
professional or skill qual-

having missed the tide of the new
technology,” he said.

He blamed the failure on Ox-
bridge, the public schools, and Bri-

tain^ sorry history of education and

lOcation."

Mr Christian Schumacher, Seear

Fellow of the London School of Eco-
nomics until last year and now an
independent consultant said; "1 re-

training which has been 50 years Gently looked at the list of lectures to

behind our competitors for more be held in my old college here in

Laser beams in on muscles
Dr Eric Flitney (right) of St Andrews through small muscles which can pta-

Universlty’s department of physiology point structural changes inside the

and pharmflcol©iv f pictured with re- muscle cells. Development of
_
new industries and

searen assistant Mr Julian Eastwood, "Spectacular changes occur In mus- technologies has always been too late

has been awarded a £37,381 grant by de tissue in a fraction of a second, and tod smaU leading to failure in

(he Wellcome Trust to research a -as the muscle contracts or relaxes, the fastest growing n>0rkats.

than a century.

Since the 1840s, he said, we have
suffered from a "one beat behind the
band” syndrome. We Jiave adapted
our methods, products and markets
much more slowly than our rivals.

Development of new industries and
technologies has always been too late

lf « broke with custom and ear- laser technique he pioneered (o study and It Is these changes which contain Oxbridge has beeri reluctant tq in-

nwreed funds for up to 20 years to muscle contraction. the key to understanding how muscles traduce science related to Industry,

sciences. The three year study should lead to work," said Dr FUlney. Pure research prospered but, Mr
She criticizes the civil service far a better understanding of how muscle He has also been awarded £42,000 Barnett said, this was just another

containing too few people who works, and Improve the chances of by the British Heart Foundation and form of intellectual snobbery to en-
wjereiand properly what social sci- mccessfol treatment and prevention the Medical Research CouncU for an tice the gifted away from a career m
EL?® do «nd how to use it, of muscular diseases. Dr Flltaey’s Investigation tato the biochemical industry.

to
? waste of research and technique Involves shining a laser mechanisms which control the heart. Now 44 per cent of scbool-leaVeis

PJWems in commissioning new

miXS Action Com-
1851 y«r ,0 contribute

dftli .S "J*5, 58J* in hs submis-

.

lh® nature of the most
™P0rtani social science contributions

m iJ?
a
H
misu,,derslood

- Thes6m me “rccnnn>nfuaii«aiinM

^Fjttithts chaired* bvJW P
f the fasti

anthropology. M( Oxf<

Oxford. Not a single lecture in a
whole terra had any direct or con*

temporary relevance."

He called for socially acceptable

criteria for' deciding what wa$ legiti-

mate research. Mr Schumacher
warned of a dangerous

^

polarization

of view between the employers and
t

the educated end said ^the two sides

regarded each other with suspicion

and even a slight contempt.

He said that graduates should have

ten years successful experience in the

real world before returning to

teaching. He called for abolition of

tenure and validation of staff, os well

as students, through examination.

:t i„ ....

pY®** commit
wben

; Modre.

rone, nm
FTSPiP*statistics at South-
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North American news

Academics fear security clampdown
from Peter David

WASHINGTON
A clash over new rules on govern-

ment secrecy has created additional

strains in relations between the

security-conscious Reagan adminis-
tration and academic historians and
scientists.

President Reagan is expected to

sign an executive order this month
despite claims that it will give gov-
ernment officials too much control

over the dissemination of informa-
tion nnd could be used to suppress
findings in basic science research.
The executive order on secrecy

would be the fourth issued in 30
years. Its critics maintain that unlike

those issued by president Eisen-
hower, Nixon and Carter, the

Reagan order will create more, not
less, government secrecy.

“It represents a significant reversal

from previous executive orders and a

potential infringement of scientific

freedom ,” Dr Rosemary Chalk, an
official of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science said

last week.
Although the president does not

need congressional approval for the

order, a House of Representatives

subcommittee under Democratic rep-

resentative Glenn English has been
holding hearings on its impact.

To the annoyance of the commit-
tee, administrative officials declined

an invitation to testify. But witnesses

representing the interests of
academic research and the media
have been queueing up to tell the

committee that the order will

threaten the free dissemination of

information.

Scientists are concerned that the

new order may be used to conceal

advances in basic science research

“under the control of the govern-

ment" regardless of whether any
direct connexion with national secur-

ity can be shown.

Under the existing rules, Intro-

duced by President Carter, basic sci-

ence is exempted from government
secrecy controls except where a

direct link can be proved.

Other changes in the order would
broaden the range of government
information which would be classi-

fied as secret and increase the num-
ber of government officials permitted
to issue classification orders.

In contrast with the rules imposed
by President Carter, officials will be
instructed to err on the side of secre-

cy when they are unsure how sensitive

a document is and the automatic

review of classified documents after

six years would be dropped.

Historians claim that the order will

inhibit basic research on American
and diplomatic history. The Amer-
ican Historical Association told Con-
gress that the FBI, anticipating the

new order, had already begun to

stow the pice of its declassification

of wartime records.

Journalists claim the bill cedes too
much authority to government
bureaucrats. The Society of Profes-

sional Journalists told Congressman
English that the administration was
using the executive order to achieve
by administrative fiat what it had
failed to achieve by legislation -
amendment of the Freedom of In-

formation Act.

Scientists warn that defence
will eat up real growth
In its first measured response to the

1983 science budget, America's re-

search community nas given the pres-

ident's proposals a lukewarm recep-

tion.

A report on the budget by 16

learned societies and higher educa-
tion organizations concedes that sci-

ence fares better in the federal gov-
ernment's 1983 spending plans than
other areas of national endeavour.
But it warns that defence research,

according for three out of every five

federal dollars, will consume all the
real growth.

The report is produced every year
under the aegis of the American
Association for the Advancement of
Science. Using their own analysis of
inflation and spending trends, the

contributing organizations dissect the
government's budget documents and
predict the fate of individual disci-

plines and. research agencies.

The report estimates that an in

One result will be a rapid growth
in defence’s share of federal money
spent on research in universities and
colleges. The report reckons that the

Defence Department share will in-

crease to 15 per cent in 1983 from a
1980 level of 11 per cent.

The universities, too, will begin to

consume a growing proportion of
Defence Department research funds.

The department's allocation to high-

er education institutions will grow
nearly 33 per cent over the 1981

level.

Although the defence budget is

understood to include a $30m prog-
ramme to upgrade university instru-

mentation, the report argues that the

position of univrsity laboratories will

improve little.

The Reagan administration has not

restored President Carter's SlOOm
laboratory improvement programme
and the report says there is no evi-

dence that the tax incentives for cor
>

;

'»
:

'

portions to donate equipment to

faTrcal di"
universities will be effective.

ivi.V
y.\ ,.s ::

j
'

:

hi.S'..
iiki

1
' iiiT
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dine of more than 6 per cent in
other research. By 1983 the federal
government will spend $27,100m on
defence research and only $17,300m
on other research.

“These figures reflect in rather
dramatic fashion the impact' of the
Reagan administration's emerging
science arid technology policies on

.
Federal R and D funding," the re-

port says. •"Defence, an area where
the government itself Is lire primary,
user of the R and D it sponsors,

. receives large increases In line with
the high priority it has been assigned

: by the administration —
'‘Growth in non-defence basic re-

search Is limited, however, by the
budget austerity imposed on the civi-

lian Sector, Applied, research and de-
velopment outside of defence are re-

duced aharply, in keeping with the
administration's more restrictive view
of the role of government in such
endeavours."

Soda! sdence has not been attack-
ed as viciously as last year but the
1983 budget continues to reflect its

"low priority” for the administration,
the report says.

Government funding for research
on drug and mental health problems
is being switched towards biomedical
and biochemical approaches with se-
rial research being phased out.

'
In. the .National Science Founda-

tion budget the amount spent on
social ana behavioural research will

Increase by 2.5 per cent but, aj a
result of the cuts last year, the figure
will still be over 40 per cent below
the 1981 level.

Nor have all the natural sciences
fared equally. In physics the report
predicts contraction and. the closure
of some facilities. In chemistry the
only real increase will take place in

the Defence Department while in

mathematics and computing the in-

crease is expected to be “generous.”

Army urged
to invest in

research
A plea for more defence funding of
university research was made in

Washington last week when Dr
David Saxon, president of the Uni-
versity of California, told Congress

•axon, pr

ilornia, told Congr
to forget the Vietnam • era and the
unhappy stresses” which had sullied

relations between academe and the
armed forces.

In testimony to the House Armed
Services Committee Dr Saxon,
speaking on behalf of the Associa-
tion of American Universities and
the Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges, said uni-

versities had become increasingly im-
portant to national security.

Arguiug (hat fundamental research
and basic science was essential to
develop new technologies, he wel-
comed the administration’s proposals
to' increase the amount of money to
be channelled to the universities

through the Department of Defence.
He continued: “In the military

area, our technological superiority is

a key element of our basic strategy.

We cannot affbrd to be taken oy
technological surprise. The best in-

surance we have against that conting-
ency is a vigorous and vital scientific

capacity, especially a sustained com-
mitment to basic research and a com-
mitment across a broad spectrum of
research.”

Dr Saxon's appearance before the
armed services committee came soon
after publication of a report by the

Students get more money
Reagan's plan to make big Washington-based Action Committee

nits Id student financial aid suffered 1 ori Higher. Education. “We think, the
v • uA Mtback; witiva house

,
budget committee With

,
go

j .HouSA of Repretenia*. along7
with. this decision altbodgbw*

V::W«i ^Appropriations '(^mmuteeJn- ekpect some difficulty fa:mo Senate,*
: rayout of boosting . spending on

1
•

•

- "
, .,

,
,

loans." • • a .Members of Congress hev* been
! :

l"' ’A. -i
' fauihfawj .'vitlv letters frpm parents

: Although the administration's pian
:
add students ^protesting against the

v-lora reduction oLmorerthaa 40. per, 'Whltc Honse proposal fo.foTcepoti-
uctat In student aid /In the -1983

:
graduates but pf the government-sub--

budget has already- suffered at the iidlzed GSfc programme and ,lntd f a
hands otjbnior committees; the vote more expensive; alternative. program;.

me not yet introduced Iri all states,

,

Fears that the alternative program-'
me would be unable

)
to : wdte ;

,: the
ipjace. of the GSL We re.reinforced fa:
1

a report last week by the, Cdrigfts-

fast week was the first tadjcalfon that

Major budget committees In Con-
fining up against the higher

lu^tion ciits^
'

:•

This house

Dr David Saxon: plea for universities.

Pentagon’s defence science board
urging that links between university
research and the Department of De-
fence be strengthened.
While welcoming the report, Dr

Saxon stressed that the best research
would rome from “open, flexible and
competitive" academic environments.
He said the government would be
ill-advised to make federally-sup-
ported research .in universities more
mission-orientated.

Instead the Department of De-
fence should commit itself to real
growth in university research, and
take steps' to reimburse universities
for the indirect management costs of
the research it sponsored, he said.

Yaleman loses maths grant
in row over project rules

rslly was . compelled to
$30,000 government re-

Yale University

turn down a _
search grant last week because its

recipient said he would’ refuse to
comply with federal regulations rer
quinng him to,account tor the time
he spent on the project.
Dr Serge Lang, a Yale mathemati-

cian, told the university authorities
that although he would
use the National Science

promise to

grew are’ll

education 1

hhus® u^roprlaltons^^coni- Vional Budget Office, which provides
mlttrie sets spending. Jmwb . for all , fo owpanulysis of tfie White House

ind forwards Its recom-: budget, 1budget areas and fojrwer Ji.

mendatlans tdihe>udgel oommitt<».1''.

i
,. ta

Last week members : added
,
more !

.

'Mrs . .Alice ; Riylfa.- the officeV
than $320m to the administration's idtrMor.i: warned; “Tlie.risk-afisocl-

1983 : allocatiah .af $978m for guaren-r i fajprfrach Is !lhai
;
ch6se.

teed loans; " i/ .
! / : .. .

>e|!glbjr wopld^b^ . irtable.! tp;

an effort to simplify them and save
money: .. ....

|

The American Council on Educa-
tion, which represents most universi-
ties and colleges; has already submit-
ted proposals to, the vice president’s
task force for rolling back an array
of regulations, including the A-21.
Some university economists claim
that compliance with federal regula-

; v- dundatiptt tlons inflates . university costs
“,u

^ B

wn
-r£

r r
-?i!^

0W’ i

'

1

:
1 November, the Association of

The ,reports are .required under a American Universities, which repre-

!w miS IOl
”r

Iga,cd scnls thc of the main search
b
L!?

e White House office pf man- campuses, also called for revisions in
agement and budget, people who re- the . A 2i and claimed that .many

ar® required to, academics who filed effort repom
file detailed accounts of their aefivi- filled them in inaccurately.

^
SropSv^S® ^ gtanU m a^ to the.OBli the asso-

Sri?
s 8-° he is Ukely to fill
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States say

loans plan

too tough
from our north American efiior

Officials of stale uawtmm
gathered in Washington IasiwS
warn Congress that most states cJ
not afford to make up the bigewsa
federal student warns an5 \m

?98?°bSd8e?.
PrCSi3en ‘ Reaga" S

Although the administration ta
explicitly excluded student aid bn
its plan to devolve more Koveromnt
responsibilities to individual

state governments fear that the puh

lie will expect them to fill (be

»

left by federal spending cuts.

In a letter to leading memben d
Congress, state higher educatm

officers claim that it would cm
states more to replace the reduced

programmes than the federal govern-

ment would save,

“Our members are deeply con-

cerned lest the Congress be kd to

believe that the proposed reduction

in federal support could readily k
absorbed by tne states,” the m >'•

;

says. i.

“With the exception of 6 very fet \-

states that for the moment are k- f

nefiting from unusual revenue at- >

pluses arising out of energy produo- <

tion, our analysis and our memben |-

discussion with the govemois lead w .

the inescapable conclusion that sad l

an outcome is virtually inipossiMe."
1

j..

State governments .believe iha r

their own budget will come onda» t

double strain as a result of the ato-

lustration's cuts in federal grantsm
loans to students.

.

First, the scarcity of federal ask-

ance would drive many students wt

of the high-fee private colleges 4
into the heavily subsidized Mate afr

versities, adding to the cost of u#

higher education systems.

At the same lime, the states ex-

pect to come under public pres«

to create their own replacement!iw

the reduced federal propwj ’

although student aid would be me

more expensive if it weft

through states rather than the fwra

government. ' •

“We find, for example, twt

lishing a state-operated gu a|

^J°
student loan programme!

mayrq*»

outlays more than ^oublc
.

curred through a comparable i«b

effort, as a result of diffeaw^lj-

rowing and statutory powen,
,

letter to Congress says-
ih|

. ^
If more students attend pug!

leges and universities, the

expected to be three to ^
higher than the new tuition re-
generated, It says.

-But at their meeting
Jf

ton, state higher edwaWJJ_*“"
were warned not to rtjecl the

Overseas news.

Liberal approach to

university changes
from Bernard Kennedy
,r ANKARA
Five new universities are to be estab-

lished in Turkey, stretching from the

Bosphorus in the west to Lake Van

in the east. At the same time the

country's "academies" (institutes of

higher education) are to be integ-

rated into the university system.

These are the proposals of the new

Higher Education Council, which has

the power to reorganize and control

education. Introducing the proposals,

which are now before the Ministry of

Education, Professor Ihsan Dogra-

oaci, Chairman of the Council, said

all Turkish universities would now
have science and a languages and

humanities faculty. Changes ere to

be made at several existing universi-

ties and the reintroduction of uni-

versity evening classes is also on the

agenda. They were suspended during

ihe anarchy in Turkey before the

military intervention of September
12, 1980. The move is further evi-

dence thnt thc HEC is determined to

streamline and renew higher educa-

ikm in Turkey.

The integration of the ncademies
into the university system had been
expected for months. It will make
die academies subject to the same
regulations as the Higher Education
Council Act of November 6, 1981

inlroduced for universities. Thus all

teaching staff in higher education will

face the same controversial appoint-
ments procedure and all students will

fae the same entrance exams.
The academies had been losing

ground to the universities for many
wars. Student numbers had fallen
from 34,000 in 1975 to around
24,000. So their integration into the
univtisity system can be justified on

the basis of reducing administrative
costs. However, some of them, such
as the Istanbul Academy of Fine
Arts, had become highly prestigious.

If the proposals of the HEC (in-

cidentally Turkey’s best-paid civil

servants) are accepted, Turkey will

have 24 universities, five of them
(including two new) in Istanbul and
for (including one new) in Ankara.

New universities will also be estab-
lished at the Mediterranean resort of
Antalya and in the eastern provincial

capital of Van. The latter is to be
named in honour of the centenary of
the birth of Ataturk, Turkey’s found-
er, which was celebrated last year.

While the universities to be estab-

lished in Turkey’s two largest cities

will be built mainly atouna existing

academies, much work will have to

be done to render the Mediterranean
University and the Hundredth Year
University viable. A school of tour-

ism and hotel management is to open
in Antalya with other faculties; ut

present the resort has only a medical
faculty attached to the University of
Ankara. Van has only a science and
literature faculty attached to the Ata-
tllrk University in Erzurum.

Some will question the wisdom of
opening universities in outlying re-

gions - a number of the existing

institutions in central and eastern

Anatolia are often unkindly called

“paper universities". But the move
accords with the ruling generals' be-
lief that more attention should be
paid to Turkey’s less developed re-

gions- The HEC also seems to have
opted for a liberal concept of the

university and not been tempted by
highly-specialized institutions.

tunity offered by the new ^
ism” to reassert the

tion of. states in providing

education. , .

.
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Scientists

recalled
from A, S. Abraham

.
BOMBAY

Indian scientists and researchers who
«« abroad, mainly In the West, are

sought out by the Indian gov-
tnuh*nt under a scheme to put thetf

10 practical use at home.
The scheme, announced In New

by Jhe Director-General of the
hrian^ouncll of Medical Researdi,

uj "toUngaswaml, does not aim
r

,

'’S experts home for good,
Mead they will be asked to set up
Projects, launch them and go back.
^Jtost 25 scientists have already
•ponded encouragingly.

.

muS, ,he government is partl-
““dj Interested In is molecular blol-

IT ?>
prne,lte fa which, accord-

b5tn«L?“?alln8a5Wgn,,
> are ,eadi

•dwaces In tackling com-
many of which

Sh?St-^ F*** or India. By
area? sofautlsts abroad who

of research, the
hopes to-be able to bring
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ne *!** ,a wBh'tts commit-

S '‘Healtb for all

JSrl* 4
S fllnU !° ProVlde
10 tt|0Se ™ are

Medical^4, ^ re*cH. of effective

Arabs die in student riots
from Benny Morris

JERUSALEM

A number of Arab youths were shot
dead and all universities in the West
Bank ground to a halt as a result of
clashes over the past fortnight. Stu-
dents, many from the closed Bir Zeil
University, played a prominent part
in the rioting.

Several dozen Israelis who demon-
strated in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv
against last month’s military closure
01 Bir Zeit University and the
occupation policies in the West
Bank, were also briefly arrested by
tear-gas lobbing police.

The present conflict has assumed
the dimensions of a mini-rebellion
with a general strike in the major
West Bank towns and in east Jeru-
salem and a heavy Israeli military
presence throughout the area. It was
sparked not by the Bir Zeit closure

but by more general political moves.
The military government, after

riots in Bethlehem, set up road-
blocks around Bethlehem University
deterred most students and lecturers

from turning up for classes. In Heb-
ron. students of the semi-academic
technical college threw stones and
bricks at cars on the main road and
the army “laid siege” to the hilltop

campus until order was restored.

Dozens of students from Hebron,
Bethlehem, Ramallah, Hl-Bireh and
Nablus are currently under arrest.

Meanwhile, a senior Israel defence
force source admitted that the num-
ber of books banned for distribution
or sale in the occupied areas has
doubled in the past year, from about
600 in 1981 to about 1,100.

Professor Mi Ison, on loan to the
government from the Hebrew Uni-
versity where he lectures on Arabic
literature, passionately denied allega-
tions which were published in Israel
nnd Abroad, that the banned book
list consists of 2,000-3,000 titles, and
includes Alan Moorehead’s The Blue
Nile and the White Nile , George
Orwell’s 1984, William Shakespcurc's
The Merchant of Venice and books
by Egyptian novelists Naguib
Mahfouz and Tewfik El-Hakim. Pro-
fessor Milson was particularly in-

censed by the inclusion on the
alleged list of thc Egyptian authors,
on whom he is a recognized expert.
He said he did not know how many
books were on the official list, which
is compiled and added to periodically
by thc Israel defence forces censor’s
office.

Thc senior IDF source said that
thc IDF, based on Jordanian cen-
sorship luws which are in effect in

thc West Bunk, bans only books that
arc “propaganda, pro-PLO or by the
PLO, can lead to public disorder or
violence, undermine thc security of
thc state or are antiscmitic (such ns
theprotocols of the ciders of Zion)."
Tne IDF source alleges that the

"distortions" about what is banned
stems from a mistake made in thc

West Bank military government
offices at the end of 1976, when an
officer erroneously compiled and dis-

tributed a list of books, mostly per-
mitted for import, under an IDF
imprimatur as "the banned books
list". "The mistake was quickly cor-

rected,’’ snys Professor Milson, "but
Israel's and the government's critics

have continued to base allegations on
this."

However, thc LDF refuses to give

copies of the official list to journal-

ists or to publish the list.

contains books that should not be
banned. "Why else is the IDF refus-

ing to publish the list?" asked Or!
Bernstein, a poet who recently pub-
lished un article critical of thc cen-
sorship in thc literary quarterly, Si-

man Kcrish.

Bernstein alleged that among the

banned honks arc volumes of poetry
by Israeli poets such us Mohammed
uarwish, many political hooks and
even nn Arabic translation of a book
by Yiool Alton, former Israeli

General und foreign Minister. Pro-
fessor Milson said that he knows
nothing about volumes of poetry and
thnt thc Allon book in arabic was
published with an “antisemitic intro-

duction."

Support for

research

‘a disaster’
from Geoff Maslcn

MELBOURNE
The chairman of the Australian Re-
search Grants Committee, which
apportions money for fundamental

research in universities, has de-

scribed the level of support offered

by his committee as a disaster.

Professor Max Brennan, professor

of plasma physics at the University

of Sydney, told a graduation audi-

ence that it would cost an additional

$10m (£5.8m) a year over the next

10 years to repair damage caused by
the financial neglect of the 1970s.

Professor Brennan said that be-

tween 1970 and 1980. ARGS support

had fallen from an average of $2,600

(£1,500) per academic staff member
to an average of $1,810 (£1,060) in

1982 prices. He said his committee

had constantly sought more funds,

but had been held to the same leve

College cuts opposed

Health care fbt everyone by 2iOO0 Ad

versities would have “slithered down
the slope to the point where they me
no longer able to contribute effec-

tively to the worldwide research

programme," be said.

“The universities and Australia

with them, will loro touch with de-

velopments overseas Bnd wjll have

entered a kind of dark age from

which it will be very difficult to

escape. All of us must work to en-

sure that this does not happen," Pro-

fessor Brennan sbW. ...
The size of fat problem could also

be' seen from the average amount of

the grant, which had fallen' from

$38,200 (£22,470) when the Austra-

3SU .W t ^o4
. (
— strike over

Aimelise Hopson . an important part Of their tTatoing.
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Mr Jesper PouJsen, spokesmaiirof

FADL says: “We have finally come
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claim/ The County Council,
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ell fpr basic; research projects.

"Indeed fa my own: field oft

physics, $13iQ0tf/£7 k647) .hatdf

plasma

pnysics, »iJiuuuA*rivi» 1

|5j£
ets the cost of a relatively mlqor

piece of equipment;” Profess.Brenr-

oan said/ He added, that while there

were other sources or rands for re-

search, most hjgh quality; research irt

universities depended on- the ARCS.

It, was basic research,^ motivated by

the desire for new knowledge,mwhich

universities had thc niaior role,

"TWs kind of research -contributes

.

most tothe natlon's'cultural develop-

ment and iaternatiohiil prestige, and

»rma the platform from wh|ch ap-

lled resbaicb can be launched, pro-j|eo reseafvu w»i w

The proposed closure of three higher

education establishments in Yugosla-
via's autonomous province of Kosova
has run Into opposition from thc

Kosovo ’Economic Chamber. The
colleges in question - the Higher
Technical School in Titova Mitrovi-
ca, the Higher Economics School in
Pec, and the Albanian language
branch of the Higher Pedagogic
School in Pristina ace threatened by
three bills put forward by the Koso-
vo Provincial Secretariat for Educa-
tion, Sdence and Culture.

. The schools were to be closed

.

under ' educational reforms intended
to introduce a "single and flexible"

capita]; usi iriOKlij uisic iu»,.ugcii

pressure from Belgrade to reduce
student numbers, which, jl was
claimed, were out of proportion to-

the employment
(

nefcds or the pro/
vince.

During the past .three months,
there have been sporadic renewals of
- ' *

’ Albr
and

...... raised

to the Stahls of a full Republic iyithin

thc Yugoslav Federation, or else that

it should be granted total independ-
ence. A baseball match in Kosovo
February, at which the home side

won, led to an unprecedented out-

break of chanting “Kosovo - Re-
public”.
The demand to cut back student

numbers lost much of Its force when
it was discovered last autumn that

the 45,000 students claimed by the

University of Pristina when applying
for federal funds represented only
25,000 full-time undergraduates. The

• balance was made up of part-timers,

drop-outs stiU on the books, evening
extension course student. And, as

the economic ' chamber said last

week, the provincial economy still

heeds graduates'from thise three col-

leges. The Secretariat, for Education,
it claimed, had failed to indicate, in

the briefing' td the biJZ, the high
standard of achievement of the three
colleges over the past 20 years. The
chamber’s coordinating ' council for

cadres and economic education' de-

clined to approve the Bill, urging
that the ministry should prepare a
“more detailed analysis”, about the
proposed closures - a clear signal for

indefinite delays,

Drugs teaching for doctors
psychiatry. University

Teaching Hospital, and
e UN Fund for

Cana
Agei

1 The project follows an intei

al conference of specialists fa
to in 1980 which sought n

The department of menial health at

the University of Benin in Nigeria Is

developing a couree for doctors on
drug : addiction. The three-yCar pro-
ject may be broadened to embrace
other African universities as the con-
tinent confronts (he flood of psycho-
tropic drugs illegally imported from
western Eutope and-North America.
The illicit trade in addictive pharf

maceuticals flourishes in growing
urban slums and is proving to be a
major public health problem which
contributes directly to violent crime.
All the drugs affect the central ner-
vous system. They include depress-,

ants such as phenofrarbitone, a bar-
biturate, and methnqualone; stimu-
lants such as amphetamines^ and .hal-

lucinogens such as LSD and mesca-
line. •

Benin's course is for general prac-
titioners, psychiatrists and psycholog-
ists social worker?,' pharmacists;
nurses and occupational therapists. It

is supervised by the department of

of Benin
sponsored by

the UN Fund for Drug Abuse Con-
trol and the Canadian International
Development Agency.

lows an internation-

.

Toron*
sought ways to

combat the Illicit trade in ' western
drugs. A subsequent meeting of a

,UN World Health Organization ex> -

pert committee in Geneva called for
Intensified specialist training and re-

search.
The Benin course hopes to provide

.basic knowledge about psycboactive
drugs and the! medical, social and
psychological, problems ' associated
with their abuse.
- It is likely to be accompanied by
other measures to stem tire trade,
Including international assistance, la-

the .law enforcement agencies, of the;
developing regions nnd improved
cooperation between the customs
authorities. ^ :

;r

Low pay causes technician shortage
Hungarian research institutes have too

"**

many experts .end dpt enough service!

personnel, academician Lenard Pal
old a recent meeting of the HuoggaJ
dap Civil Service Trade Union. The
shortage of t©clinicians was, he said,
largely due to low wages.
• 1 I..-.. I-. • ; •- .*1

The union central office would, h? *

said, make a ’’great effort" to protect ,

the workers*- interests arid to examine ...

the present Wage structure.

At tiib same time, the academic
establishment in Hungary would
have tp be cut, by some 500,'
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The Social Science Research Council
is Ihe creation of that kind of reason-
able approach to government that

transcends simple party politics. It

was R. A. Butler who set up a
committee under Lord Heywortii to

report on the feasibility of a research

council for social studies, and it was
Tony Crosland who accepted the re-

commendations and gave the go-

ahead in 1965.
When Crosland was testing the

waters for the new council he invited .

groups of prominent academics to

the Commons to talk off the record.

IP;

wrm

ysa

THE TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLER ^
tive

f.
in l97^ the council hTw

mSgt “utely aware °f to political
was an immediate SS5

f*
most 9 Per cent, in the

• Last y«r there was an 7*
•:&a cent cut and the creaffJ £^ Rothschild review.
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’
• .1 ceoSt?

ha
f£
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f
1 a Problem. 1L

{9 SSRC began life with 15 staff jin
v has 159 of which 37 are IdaS

THE TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT 2.4.82

It is said he began by appearing very.

sceptical, but once the academics re- Left to right; SSRC chairman,MIchaeI Young 1965-68 (now Lord Young), Sir Andrew Schonfield 1968-71,
vealed their hand, invariably in sup- Professor Robin Matthews 1971-75, Derek Robinson 1975-1978, Michael Posner from 1979.
port of the project, he admitted his

own support, and started canvassing
opinions on who should be first

chairman. (He would also invite any-

one with strong views on who should

not be the first chairman to write him a
letter.)

With hindsight it seems hard to

imagine academic life without a sepa-

rate grant-giving body for the social

sciences. Inc reality is that until the

mid-1960s there was little demand
for a research council. The Clapham
Committee set up by the wartime
coalition government rejected the

ideA in 1946 when they reported on
the provision of social and economic
research in the country. Instead it

talked of the dangers of “a prema-
ture crystaEization of spurious ortho-
doxies , and recommended the Uni-
versity Grants Committee increase the

number of teaching and research post

in economics ancl statistics. Labour
accepted the report.

For the next 20 years social scien-

tists used private foundations, indus-
try, and commissions from govern-
ment departments, but mainly they
used the UGC and the research ele-

ment of their salaries. Even (he De-
partment of Education did not really

start giving grants until the early
1960s.

By the lime of the Heyworth
Committee in 1963 the position had
changed. Economics, for example,
introduced at A level in 1951 had by
1966 more than 15,000 entries, and

The
that

explosive force

rocked the boat
What went wrong
with the boom
subject of the

1960s? Paul
Flather traces the $£ /?m
history of the
SSRC in a second
article of a series ^
easily accepted; an it established the council was still in its infancy,
firmly the principle of “peer review" and partly because it did not have
forgrant applications. much money to spend. But the great
The first 20 grants ranged from debate on “usefulness" continued,

£750 for a study of religion in Nepal, The council, now led by Sir Andrew
to £23,120 for a study of planning Schonfield, decided it needed to
standards. But it became clear early launch its own initiatives. Two units
on that there were not hundreds of in industrial relations and ethnic rela-
university researchers sitting around tions, and a survey methods centre

..
-- M secretaries It is often criUchZt^H|9
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JH being cumbersome and buruKt*
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Iot of most p»&
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»), Sir Andrew Schonfield 1968-71, calibre staff. The best stavinS
tael Posner from 1979. Whitehall career structure

bureaucracy also a strong, and bum.
times underestimated influence «
policy. Many academics feel Poar,*

! LC too close to Whitehall, making <fc.
sions combining or pressing info 1
onentated approach and whatevate g_ __ A political masters expect.

|

III |Q ( A related problem has (

m

PLrVrU>9' attracting top academics lode
. . . . , r .

SSRC. The best probably opt for Ik
awards are down to 800 - half the British Academy A comparand

i

total ten years ago, and the British that first list of council member^
Sociological Association has talked the current membership will sub
of a lost generation . the point well enough. It would wAn awkward problem is the low be unfair to say the current cowd
completion rate record. An SSRC members are not necessarily thotss
survey showed that after six years only the forefront of their disciplines a

^students had completed with weighty research records, b
their PhDs. The reasons are complex part it is reflection of the politics lb
and often students have simply not had has crept into appointments,
time after moving to teaching posts. Besiae the change in Govemiwia,
But the figures are dynamite to pohti- 1979 also saw the review of the 1?1| E
cians, andas Posner says; “The rate is Rothschild report which made et |
not bad, but not good enough." plicit the fact that little govermrt ?

Political intervention has always research in the 1970s had been A* i

THES reporters look at the next steps in creating the ‘Newer' University of Ulster

Facing up to the Flexibility

facts of a merger the key

awards are down to 800 - half the
total ten years ago, and the British

Sociological Association has talked
of a “lost generation".
An awkward problem is the low

completion rate record. An SSRC
survey showed that after six years only
40 per cent of students had completed
Iheir PhDs. The reasons are complex
and often students have simply not had

the council was still in its infancy,
and partly because it did not have
much money to spend. But the great
debate on “usefulness" continued.continued.

committee in lVbJ the position had university researchers sitting around tions, and a survey methods centre had to take him throuah the listschanged. Economics, for example,
just waiting to bombard the SSRC were set up in 1970. aslrina for eviderSe Wen h^ratfred

lotreduced at A level in 1951 had by with applications. There were always. The research panels based on Sir Andrew^
JJKg.01* !

h» 15,000 entries, and enough to make the choices difficult, themes were born. They began to racl^l^en^SSRCandXbL1^ “cloloKf was sufficiently of but fie old idea of an SSRC acting multiply under the duumanship of potiticians includina the OoDosition

-.4fo
Matthem after early 6c talked openly St the 2£S for an

with applications. There were always
enough to make the choices difficult,'

been an issue at the SSRC in a way
it never has at the other research
councils. Sir Andrew Schonfield re-

calls the deep mistrust felt by some
Tory politicians in the early days. He
once wrote of a private meeting
when Sir Keith Joseph, then a sha-
dow minister, baldly asserted that
the SSRC was packed ' with people
committed to the left. Sir Andrew
had to take him through the lists

asking for evidence. When he retired
Sir Andrew advocated regular con-
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month •; later sociologist ; Michael

of top quality research applications
remained below expectations.

an eamomlst. He- set about collect- liamentary scientific Committee not
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' dinner they kept asking me for three

ing difficulty in demonstrating how it and more recently under Michael
was benefiting efficiency in .the econ- Posner, the present chairman. More
omy. It was . Widely felt the SSRC units have been set up, and -in 1980
was not tackling the great economic the designated research centres were
and social problems of the day. created, with four-year programme
, .

Michael Youqg, recalling his. time grants but with no airectly employed
as chairman, said he was always wor- staff. Finally In 1981 the council de-monin jaieF waoiogisi wuenaet ried the council could be chopped jn elded to replace the 15 sub iert cor£
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^; review of fid^dTrS,!?. miltee.

ton, was appointed chairman, still “I felt this even nlore after a dread- committees. This could be seen asthe only SSRC chairman
.
not to be foi grilling I had before the' Par- the final victory for the diriglsles.

™
Uamentary Scientific Committee not caused such a furore Posner
long after becoming chairman. After threatened to resign, and even after

research in the 1970s had been cto J
nelled through the council. "Depot- f

ments did not find it neceuaiyfl :•

useful to look to the SSRC is a
:

.

;

intermediary," it said. The Hewri
‘

committee nad seen the SSRC is *

'

major source of advice to thefts- i

ernment. Patently something is «iq l •

wrong. The 1979 report uratdde- ..

partments to find a new modus op-

andi with the SSRC: this still nw ..

to be doni.

So, what has gone wrong with tk
,l

SSRC? It has not developed ihtj
.

research capacity to anything 1m*

same degree as other research o»
cils, nor is it the successful apt#*

government research. It is W»i
:

half as many researchers as betel,*

has established “peer ...

though some academics wonder®*

this will work under Ihe nw®0**' ,

tee structure. Suspicions of ctoM'W ,

bands of academics hwdWL"
grants to each other by acctanp* .-

are safely dispersed.
. ^ *

It Is easy to criticize, but torwj

resolve, There is an absolyMg ,

for a strong independent

body; nurturing one Is less ejuy-tr

issues have .not changed

The same reasonable approaraa. ..

led to the formation of .•

should be perhaps. the appro**. •

to discuss its future. ..

by Ngaio Crequer

Tn Its attempts to create a multi-site

-newer” University of Ulster, the

Government is reversing a trend that

has prevailed for more than two de-

cades.

Until now the tendency has been

for split site universities such

as Durham/Newcastle, Dundee/St
Andrews to break away. And last

July, in advice to East Anglia and
Heriot-Watt the University Grants
Committee made clear its preference

[or compact, single sites.

Even in the polytechnics the dis-

tance between outposts is usually not
more than two or three miles. In the

case of the proposed new institution,

Coleraine is some 30 miles from
Deny and about 50 miles from Jor-

dansfown, north Belfast.

The problems of trying to create a

single university, that Teels like a'

single university, from three sites and
across the binary line are immense.
So much so that the Government has
added a little more pressure by
saying that if the merger discussions
are not successful the only alterna-

tive is closure of the NUU.
The Initial problems of staffing,

the charter, funding, course provi-
sion and Ihe protection of students
during the changes will be looked at
by a small steering group to be set
uj> shortly with an independent
chairman.

high quality university staff if the
status of the “newer" university is to
be protected. The AUT would want
polytechnic staff, if they are going to
do university level work, to be paid
university salaries, get tenure, and
possibly join the AUT. Polytechnic
lecturers would want the salaries,
tenure and any enhanced redundancy
agreements (the new Government
university scheme does not apply to
NI) but would probably want to
remain in Natfhe or at (east retain
joint membership.
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A further complication is that the
APT is very strong in the
polytechnic. It may well be that as
campus unions exist quite happily
together in many institutions, a simi-
lar scheme would work in the “new-
er" university, with different salaries
for people doing different levels of
work.
The new institution will need to

have a new charter and the existing
NUU charter and the polytechnic’s
statutoiy instruments will need to be
revoked. Revoking a charter,
wanted by the Queen, is an extreme-
ly rare event.

The NUU would have to initiate

the process of revoking its own char-
ter which would neea to be agreed
by two-thirds majorities of several
constituent bodies before it finally

went to the Privy Council.
Then comes the question of fund-

ing. Any belief that it will be cheap-
er to merge than to maintain existing
institutions is ill-founded.

Both the AUT and APT have
already said that university level

funding must be provided. They are
undoubtedly suspicious that the Gov-
ernment will try to keep down the
funding for non-university level work
as a means of keeping down the

funding for the whole institution.

OF course the NUU always “com-
plained" that the polytechnic was re-

latively overfunded by DENI be-

cause it had no local authority to
guide it and no standards pf com-
parison.

Other problems to be attended to

will be to ensure good course provi-
sion, without wasteful duplication.

There is some overlap but as styles

differ the problems are not insur-

mountable.
Students already taking courses

will be protected, the Government
has pleaged, though it may mean
that the nature of the institutions will

legally change mid-course. Then of

course there is the question of who
will lead the new institution.

The “newer" university is intended

to be in existence in October 1984

which gives little time for some of

these difficult problems to be sorted

out. It 'means too another period of

uncertainty. Some of the local reac-

tion still has to harden: it varies
1

from

“a fresh start for all" after the

“error" of original siting to "why are

we being tiea to Coleraine?”

It took two months for the Gov-
ernment to sit on Chilver and then

dismiss it. It will take fat longer to

solve the latest batch of difficulties:

the more thought given to them the

greater they seem, like Northern Ire-

land- itself.
, ;

Flexibility

the key
to success
Although the academic shape of the
new Institution will be for the steering
group to recommend, the govern-
ment’s statement -has already set the
parameters.

While putting on record the possi-
bility ‘In principle" that all courses
presently offered by Ihe university
and the polytechnic could continue,
Its whole tone suggests otherwise.
Those courses at NUU which have
been least successful in attracting stu-
dents or which overlap with provision
at Queen's University are most at
risk.

Mr Nicholas Scott, the minister re-

sponsible, has said that Queen's
should form the basis of traditional
university degree work and the state-

ment found It essential that the two
universities should have “quite dis-

tinct" emphases. The charier will

spell out a concentration on practical
and technological work.
Teacher education,, which was to

have been one of the "main planks of
the ChUver committee’s “new-slyle"
NUU, Is one of the few academic
areas to be proposed for a particular

site In the new Institution. Numbers
have been declining at Ihe polytechnic
in any case and it is said to be
“clearly one activity that would be
best centred, in whole or In part, In

Coleraine rather than at Jordans-
town."

Part-time courses. In contrast, are
likely to be accommodated more at

Magee University College and at the

polytechnic, since they are situated In

the two main centres of population
and have traditions in such work.
The polytechnic's non-degree work

is also singled out for Inclusion.

But the philosophy behind the new
institution' is to maximize flexibility

with the aim of roughly maintaining
student numbers and to build on the
strengths of the three component
parts.

!»;. ISSsiSeS' ,

Poly that chose its own road
Ulster Polytechnic has become one
of the Province's success stories.
Rapid expansion and u reputation for
highly-releyant and vocationally-orien-
tated studies stood it in good stead
for the Chilver review, writes David
Jobbins.

From fewer than 1,500 full time
equivalent students when it opened
its doors in September 1971, it grew
to 5,686 by 1980-81, 93 per cent of
them on higher education courses.
Of course the rapid puce of the

early expansion could not be main-
tained. By the middle or the 1970s
the process began In tail off, with a
rate of expansion of 15.K per cent
between 1975-76 and 1976-77 foiling
steadily to Just^2j)er cent between

By for the majority of its students
- about 95 per cent - arc drawn from
Northern Ireland, with the handful
from the rest of the United Kingdom
outnumbering the tiny minority from
the Irish Republic.

Its 1 14-acre main site is at Jordans-
lown. seven miles north cast of Bel-
fast. But it maintains an art and
design centre in the city despite the
ravages of the troubles and has also
developed out-reach outposts.

In addition to the normal range of
degree courses, the polytechnic hns
major strengths in the ureas of man-
agement education and paramedical
training. Short courses are of increas-
ing significance, and the polytechnic
has always striven to offer part-time
education to the many thousands of

educationally underprivileged people
living within reasonable travelling
distance.

Its ability to choose its own road
derives largely from its direct funding
from the Department of Education.
Within the annual grant from the
department the polytechnic's gov-
ernors have had sole responsibility
for crucial decisions which elsewhere
would he shared with the locul au-
thorities. It is n tribute to the
polytechnic that ministers recognized
the success in mulching courses to
student needs nnd the strength of its

vocational nnd professional studies
which it is expected to contribute to
the new university.

The polytechnic has some 575
teaching stuff, almost equally divided
between the National Association of
Teachers in Further and Higher
Education and the Association of
Polytechnic Teachers.

Such was the degree of frustration
at the slow progress in negotiating
with the polytechnic's management
over conditions of service that the
two unions, who have sunk their
differences to join in new negotiating
machinery which gives them equal
status. Now in its first year, the
negotiating machinery hns already
run into trouble.

The major question polytechnic
staff will be asKing is whether or
should their institution be able
to maintain its distinctiveness when
incorporated into.the new university.

University that had no chance to consolidate
The New University of Ulster has
been the victim of controversy ever
since the Lockwood committee .re-

commended its establishment in

1965, writes John O’Leary. From its

siting in Coleraine, through the con-

tinuing political violence in the Pro-

vince to recent doubts over its fu-

ture, there has never been a period

in which to consolidate and grow.

It was widely assumed when Lock-

wood set out to review higher educa-

tion in Northern 'Ireland that Deny
would be the site of a second uni-

versity if there was to be one, though

any decision was bound to stir up
religious and

.
political feelings.

Lockwood envisaged A student

population of 6,000 at Coleraine by
1980 from a base of 1,384 when
NUU received its charter in 1970. In

the event, the
.
university had only

1,836 full-time equivalent students by
that time anc| recruitment was de-

clining.

Although this trend was reversed

last October, with a record number
of new enrolments, neither the Chil-

ver committee nor the Government
saw a future for NUU without a
radical reconstruction. =

The planned extension of the sci-

ence schools and
|

the library was
postpohed when the shortage ofstu-
dents began to. show. Recruitment
had risen from 556 students in 1970
slowly but regularly to 765 In 1975-6
and then began to foil away.
At the same time, NULTs catch-

ment areas turned inside out, con-
founding the forecasts of the Lock-
wood committee. An initial quota of
154 British students (almost 30 per
cent of tye total) had pluifrmetecfto
only 30 (or 5.8 per cent) by last year.

.

But an : Ulster Age Participation
Rate . already well in excess of Bri-
tain's arid strong competition from
Queen's left little scope for sufficient
home recruitment to lift the universi-
ty above danger level. Although both
Chilver and the Government state-
ment give credit to NUU for Its

academic standards, there has' been
continuing doubt about its viability.

There are four schools of studies

op the Coleraine campus: physical
sciences, biological and environmental
studies; social sciences and humani-
ties. The Education Centre also has
the status of a school of studies.
Although numbers have been rising
in social studies and nursing studies,
.and holding up reasonably in physic-
al sdences, there have been declines
in biological sciences, mathematics

' and arts against trends.
Research

, has also been slow to
grow. Income from research grants
and contracts amounted to only

• £358,000 in 1980.
There Is considerable overlap in

the broad subject areas with Queen's
making those subject areas with low
student numbers - notably mathema-
tics and biological sdences - particular-
ly vulnerable. The period of transi-
tion into a new institution may also
call fat- spedal treatment.
Although the uncertainty over'

NUU's existence has now. dis-Sared, students may be no more
ig to go to.Coleraine until they,

sec the new institution.

Institute that looks forward to a period of expansion
While academic staff at Coleraine

face an uneasy future, their Small

team -of colleagues 30 miles away at

Magee University College in Derry

are looking ahead exuberantly to a

E
-riqd of expansion* writes Char-

lie Barry.

Since 1972 their neo-Qothic build*,,

ing pn the upper slopes of.the River

Fpyle has been the honie of the New,
University's Institute of Confiniiing

Education, ‘ but has never been

allowed to develop its full potential.

Although it has room for 250 full-

time equivalent students j it caters at

the moment for feweV than 100^* In,

the tea years since the institute was

founded its impressive complement

of 1

five professors .and 30 lecturers

has been allowed to; dwindle to one

professor and 12 teaching staff.
•

* « r 1 .1 It.. m IM

pm** -

include a
hi. /rnnlti

college which later expanded to

je a liberal arts degree awarded
»*«-<«* publin. .This was

-

a decade ago by
undergraduate courses run

lT8Sg'SBSKp6 the

mid-ltoos as a. Presbyterian tbeolo*.;

; >f ' :
v "' .‘j'

•

carapds. was completed
..

‘.Since then, iri spite of the systema-
tic. rundown of the college (which the
wickwoqd^ committee recommended
for closure), it has mjade e si,

buj limifod Contribution to

^^^CW^^SXducolipn

By for ihe. most significant innova-
tion has .bperi the one year return, to
study course; which has 40 full-time
Mature students. Most carry on to do

•- humanities nnd Sods! science degrees
;

at the New University.

,
- The programme, which extends as
for. as Belfast,, includes extra-mural
certificates In political studies, coni-

1

munity studies and addiction studies
for voluntary workers. The fast ex-
panding short course and conference .

programme, still limited compared to
counterparts in Britain as p whole -

runs • classes for * trade unionists and
, unemployed

'
people.

T^e new community education : i

tinit jsf building on. the reputation '

;
bulll by the Goipmunity Action Rq- :

search and Education project which
successfully explored Ihe contribu-
tion adult

, education could make to
.cpBfUi>pnity

,

..
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Parents pay for runaways
Haunted by congested campuses,

lack of research funds and declining

teaching standards an estimated

10,000 Italian university students left

their country last year to study

abroad.
In a nation where until a few yean

ago only the upper bourgeoisie and

aristocracy sent their sons and

daughters aboad to study, the start-

ling figure - almost 10 per cent of

the campus population - has caused

consternation.

Even more surprising: Italy's Fore-

ign Ministry last year issued only

1,043 visas for students to study in 48

countries.

This means the great bulk of Ita-

lian students abroad either pay their

own tuition fees or have won private

scholarships from industry, multina-

tionals and cultural organizations

which do not fall into the “official"

category handled by the ministry

under bilateral cultural agreements.

For example only 139 Italians have
been awarded scholarship to United
States colleges yet the US embassy in

Rome admits it issued last year 1,140

visas for study in the United States,

many of these to holders of purses

from private industry.

“Thanks to the availability of re-

search money almost all postgradu-

ates of calibre are finding slots in the

United States," laments academic
Francesco Albertoni.

Though the total figure of students

Cadets who
train to lead

the lottery

winners
Portugal’s Military Academy in Lis-

bon houses 350 young cadets. Each
one of them can expect, after five

years of intensive instruction and
military training, to graduate as

second-lieutenant.
;

••

In a small,, peaceful country such
as Portugal, which a few years ago
irrevocably lost its tenacious struggle

to bang on to its vast colonial

empire, some 500 candidates each
year compete for 100 first-year

places.

About 15 per cent of the cadets
are the offspring of military families
- the others *are mostly from modest
middle-class backgrounds. In return
for free instruction, room and board,
and a small allowance, a cadet en-

> gages to serve in the army for eight

years after graduation, otherwise ne

studying abroad is difficult to gauge

a survey by the influential Dally Cor-

riere Della Sera based the estimate

of 100,000 on the Central Bank
which last year received 130,000 re-

quests to exchange lire for foreign

currencies for the purpose of study

abroad.

“One goes abroad to flee the de-

valuation of the Italian degree and
the lack of funds for postgraduate

research," wrote the paper pointing

to the fact there is a surplus or

degree holders in Italy after numerus
clausus was abolished 12 years ago

and campuses were opened to every-

one with a secondary education.

On the tight Italian job market
graduates with foreign degrees are

certainly on the preference list.

^WORLDWIDE
)]

Officially there are only 422 Italian

scholarship holders in West Euro-
pean countries and 280 in East Euro-
pean nations. This means the majority

of students finance their own studies

abroad, studies that in the case of

Britain cany an annual cost of nearly

£4,000, halt of that in tuition fees.

Last year there were 81 Italians

with scholarships in Great Britain

under a bilateral exchange agree-

’

ment. They study mainly chew*,
specialized medicine like anaS !

ogy and endocrinology. S3,
and agronomy.

W0M*
On the other hand students

i0 q*United States take up mainly!; *

agement courses, economics
sciences, while those in France ^
dominatly enrol in art courses

R
The ranaway trend is unlikely h

abate. One recent survey showed i
startling increase in private seta
dary schools - and even m«ei
foreign schools.

In fact Italian parents disk,

sioned with the haphazard
education system, are spendingm
£2,500 a year to have a chiH
cated in such secondare institiifca

as Milan’s international school (ffl

students), the American School f«
students), the Sir James Henderson

School (640 students), and tie Ger-

man School (1,100 students).

Nicknamed “the luxury ghettos*

the A level graduates from these

plush institutions are eligible fa

foreign campuses - even If their pi-

rents have to pay exorbitant luhn

fees abroad.
With the rapid expansion of fore-

ign and private schools in lulj,

where waiting lists are startling ioJ

students are often selected on mem,

the exodus of Italian university un-

dents is certain to rise in the iku

yeara
' Uli Schmelzer
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small allowance, a cadet en- Between 1973 and 1976, when circumscribed mflM
to serve in the atmy for eight higher education was in flux every- of the reasoning was that the

after graduation, otherwise he where in Portugal, the academy also consisted ' largely of unlv<wty^where in Portugal, the academy also
must pay the state an indemnity..

. admitted civilian students to its

Cadets who graduate In civil en- courses fn civil engineering, mecha-
gineering and, after completing their nics and electronics, The last civilian
sendee, go bn to a university for two gtaduated in 1981.
more years of graduate studies. They The infantry curriculum, with in-
will.be snipped up by the labour structfon in martial arts and a wide
market. Cadets are “among Portug- variety of sports is counterbalanced
al s best and most desirable en- by courses in sciences and humani-
gineers, ' says Colonel Medeiros Fer- tios. All curricula indude four years’
relra; the academy’s director of instruction in a foreign language: En-
inslnictian.j glish, French or German.

,

The academy building in the cen- “We are the only university in
tre of -Lisbon was donated in 1851 by Portugal teaching sciences and huma-
the Portuguese Crown to the Andy nlties together, and We believe we do
School, a successor to Portugal’s fust, a better job than any of them," says
officers training school created in Col Ferreira. The motto defining one
1641. After several change* In name, of the academy’s "missions" says its
and organization it cameIn 1959 to be duty is tq “administer scientific, tech-
callea the Aiulitary Academy. • ideal and humanistic instruction, as
The main building, a former royal the cultural basis Indispensable for

: residence, wth Its ceremonial rooms,
.
the exercise and dignity, of military

higher education was in flux every- of the reasoning was tnai ,nc.“~r
where in Portugal, the academy also consisted largely of unlvere'i.

admitted civilian students to its dents still without

courses in civil engineering, mecha- roots, and that this was Ue om

.

nics and electronics, The last civilian to fill up cadres sorely degw0^
gtaduated in 1981. 12 years of ajlomal watwe .

The infantry curriculum, with in- only a minimum of nddidqwi“"g

struction in martial arts and a wide militia men could now go
:

variety of sports is counterbalanced enjoy equal rank and pay

by courses in sciences and humani- erly trained career o®«*-
^

tios. All curricula include four years’ course that meant tn« mw
.

instruction in a foreign language: En- go out into the war. - inj
|

glish, French or German.
,

B
The officers fighting in AbK-j j

“We are the only university in Guinea were hardened oy
]

Portugal teaching sciences and huma- futile campaigns. They.wore

hides together, and We believe we do jmintled because their

called the Military Academy. nlcal and humanistic instruction, as together with untried but ^
raT * former' royal the cultural basis- Indispensable for disgruntled novices fro™'

8
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Popularity breeds contempt
Good art often has only a

small audience. Should we change the
art, or should we change the people so that more

will recognize quality when they see or hear it

asks John Corner

Art for whom? Andy Warhol's

legendary Campbell's soup cans

As epigraph to his 1930 pamphlet

Mass Civilization and Minority Cul-

ture F. R. Leavis cited a confident,

nineteenth-century judgement on

popular tasto:

And all wise and experienced

persons know, that bad and mean
writings, of particular tendencies,

will secure tenfold the number of

readers of good and high produc-
tions. Popular authors cannot bear

to admit or hear this. But how can,

it be otherwise? Will the unculti-

vated mind admire what delights

the cultivated? Will the rude and
coarse enjoy what is refined ... 7

The measured insults and smug
certitudes of this comment annoy
(one hopes) a modern reader, yet the

disjunction it notes between popular-
ity and auality - the conventionally-
defined 'good and high" - continues
to exist as a crack or as a line of •

tension across most areas of the
national cultural life today. From
music through literature to the daily
press and broadcasting, it can be
Observed.

To take a quite recent and unre-
markable example ' from that most
demotic of cultural agencies, televi-
sion, the BBC’s new United States
unport Flamingo Road was widely
described in the “quality" (unpopu:

bxj press as “trash" and “funk"
Mule reviewers correctly predicted
nure audiences and success for It.

Ails education projects and both
{oral and national policy-making
wdies experience the disjunction as
a troubling if often concealed pre-
sence; a potentially disruptive social
mreionunderlying all the talk about
“sw. This is perhaps one of the

causes', ot that hedging and
Wusng of judgment, that wary
equivocation of argument, which cur-
jemiy characterizes many • official

SW£* (hearts and culture,
•cwco With the need to honour the
“Pjwently divergent principles of

.Quality
,
and of papular

there’s -little wonder that
™ny committees and working party

to}*!**
°Pl

.
for ,a bit of tactical soft

35?,.°“ ke
y,

issues. Finding fault

K n? P?Pular can only too easily

5! with the peo-

.

gc. while decrying elitist stances loo
^oroutiy may suggest to some that

'

luaijon

111™6^ ren*^e a8a*nat civi-

Tjiit said though, it Is still true

on r.ti,?
n

,

t

®SH0.
r®ry PIece °f writing

Ma3bi
ra
L
dlVte,

2
n migl,t ldiffer sub‘

bSSLf/S!
1 the quotation above

W®ver uncertainly) as

m 0 b® tackled what the

By®* saw .as, inevitable.
.

'1

of.ji.’ -*f^
esR®ct, tiie anntial reports

Kv 'IS? tended to
be pre-war :BBC in making

SSsLaSB 11!*
1

*
on t,,vtsi°n in

\bp emphasize

SSJSflflft for plann& “im-
of those involuted

^turtl sneering Was

^Thavi' - |l
D^Ver much prdp-

r^r-®cd
.
non-elrtism,

j*1 diversity, they

been preferred, none perhaps more
so than that of an “awakening"
which suggests a natural occurrence
and avoids any hint of imposing or
implanting values. Here is an exam-
ple from an Arts Council report!
We supply the commodity which
a great many people require and
which can make a better life for a
great many more once their appe-
tite and interest have been
awakened.

Yet although there are many con-,

tlnuities within the dominant and
also, importantly, within the radical
ways of arguing about the arts and
their relation to “quality of life",

there have recently been some sharp
questions asked about attempts to
bridge cultural gaps.

In her polemical book on com-
munity art, Artists and People, Su
Braden offered a blunt reformulation
of the terms of cultural division:

Yet how, we may ask again, is

it possible to ignore the fact that

. 85 per cent of tne population finds

the art of the other 15 per cent

meaningless? The answer: the ex-

perts all come from the social

group of the 15 per cent.

The art enjoyed and acclaimed by
this minority was, she went on to

argue, the work of "bourgeois cul-

ture" and was “therefore only im-

mediately meaningful to that group”.

Despite their awkward relation to

each other, these three quotations

prompt pressing questions about the

arts ana the public and about the

idea of cultural democracy.
'

By what criteria do dominant con-

ventions of cultural quality come to

be established and reproduced so as

to exclude much of wnat is popular?

What is the relation to democratic

principles of the championing and
attempted extension of such minority

standards? And what are the political

and social implications of a national

cultural pattern in which, quality and

popularity are most often at odds?

Any public arts policy which has

failed to face questions like these is

likely to be guilty of self-deception -

its public character may be grounded

in little more than funding and an.

institutionalized rhetoric.

What
.
would be Involved in

answering this kind of question?

Here l can onjy sketch some pre-

liminary points, not so much for

reasons of space but because the

difficulties, at every level, seem to

me to be considerable.

The first question raises the whole

problem of defining the standards by

which aesthetic quality Is deemed

judgeable of at least discussable.

These are also the Standards by

. which the cultural. competencies of

audiences and readerships will inevit*

ably come, to be gauged. Can they

ences, fashions and feuds in the critic-

ism of all the arts would not lend
such a narrowly technical attempt at

justification much credence. In that

respect, Braden’s reference to "the
experts" sounds the wrong note.
A more common and perhaps phi-

losophically light-footed appeal is

that made to some consensus of re-

sponse and description among those
who enjoy (he arts in question. Such
a group is, admittedly, likely to con-
tain an influential minority consisting

both of artists, writers or musicians
and those who are professionally in-

volved in arts study and comment.
A consensus thus composed may

well be loose enough to permit, in-

deed to encourage, a range of argu-
ment, but it is also frequently tight

enough to offer
1

disapproval or rejec-

tion both of certain kinds of work
and certain kinds of response
altogether, including perhaps much
that forms part of popular culture.

Since a dominant strand of west-'

ern cultural criticism tends to stress

the demanding, intellectual and cog-

nitively exploratory dimension of

aesthetic experience, work lacking

imaginative strengths in this area

may well be judged inferior, however
pleasurable u is to majority audi-

ences and readerships. Trained intel-

lection and serious pleasures are

bound together in a way which can-

not but highlight the links between
the arts ana the discourses developed
through educational opportunity.

With some important amerences,
this appears to be true not only of

Britain but of revolutionized societies

like the USSR and Cuba too.

In fact, revolutionary criticism in

Britain is particularly and sometimes
vulnerably partial to employing rigor-

ously cognitive (and often modernist)
criteria for the arts - a- Godard
against a Schleslnger, a John Berger
against a J. G. Farrell (let alone a

Leslie Thomas) and always the ques-

tioning, reflexive and contradiction

probing against the more consensus

“false” character of much modern
popular culture is one about which
the critics who voice it are right to
be occasionally nervous (in the late

1950s Richard Hoggarl made much
use of the phrase "candy Floss world”
but recent accounts are mostly more
broadly theorized in relation to a

notion of ideology).

For, ns 1 suggested earlier, any
rejection of the popular is open to

charges of elitism and antidemocratic
sentiment despite the fact that such
rejection mny embrace the possibility

of introducing people to richer, more
questioning or more fulfilling options
than those which form the range of
current populur cultural production.

The related argument, that many
people have heen culturally short-

changed into some complicity of sen-

sibility with n commercially initiuted

nnd organized popular ml can (and fre-

quently does) claim to be an express-

ly democratic one. Nevertheless,

attempting to explain precisely how
this process occurred, how certain

"lowest common denominators" of
taste were successfully appealed to or

produced, by the strategies of the

cultural market place risks incurring

the tensions ana embarrassments ol

any avowedly democratic account of
popular susceptibilities.

The difficulties of the Labour Par-

ty in arguing against the introduction

of commercial television and those of
the 1962 Pilkington Committee in

pleasures and fantasies offered by
story, action or tightly-conventional-

ized stylistic excess.

Where not even recategorization

(“it’s not art, but it’s good entertain-

ment”) serves to legitimize popular

cultural work in the eyes of those

responding within the (emu of some
developed critical discourse, the

appeal which It exerts over the minds

and emotions of its audiences may be

judged undesirable. -This idea of the

superficial, somehow synthetic and

ness to the public awkwardness of

this sort of stance.

The tensions of value across diffe-

rent cultural forms, leading perhaps
more often in daily life to the con-

servative acceptance of brow distinc-

tions rather than to reformative argu-

ment, -are accompanied by severe
practical problems about' how to

build any cultural bridges. For neith-

er awakening nor Su Braden's Idea

of "immediate meaningfulness" regis-

ter the fact that a majority of those

people who take pleasure in the se-

rious arts have had the chance to

.develop their interest vVithin some
context not only of regular study but
of gradual familiarization.

Whether the process began-as part

of family life or was initiated more
formally, it is extremely difficult to
replicate either throughout the whole
state education system 01 with an
adult population, employed or not.

Factors of social structure and class

ensure this, not vagaries of “teste”.

“cultivation" ana

IkShi -
(cuTrenUy unenlighc-

appreciate and take pleasure from

tne qualities which are there hi this

or that work of merit, in works of

seriousness? Can they discriminate

between this work and that less good

or even that which is poor?

Noting the adequacy of people s

responses may seem a socially divi-

sive activity but it is surely a corol-

lary of any approach to assessing the

value of nones’! As such, it informs

the teaching of literature, music, fin©

art and, more recently, of film withm

the education system. That some of

the best advanced courses have paid

close attention to artistic value as

being Importantlv to do with the

social relations of art production and

consumption has not,' I think, sigraiK

cantly removed from 1 the evaluative

thrust (dirtftable in djfferenl Ways)

of the critical training they offer. It’s

hard to see how it could.. .• ....

But few of those who defend _cn-.

tical standards and».jdeaq of «»sbc

quality against relativism
;

or agnlhst-

commercially-induced debasement

central but troublesome, notion m IB&

metaphor*;,- • carrying

sentiments .have;

•$; •:
:r '

•

soclafhHtoty of mdderA tjtete) u
0
^.'.

i ri$k trying fo fax these prinptp'« by .

difect appeal to objective procedures. '

: pf eval.lition. The history, of :
differ-

j

Arl Installation, Leeds 198J.

Art for everyman? Veit Stoss's box-

wood Virgin, about 1500

For without the arts being neces-

sarily class-based in Braden's sense -

premised on the ideology of a par-

ticular class and having little or no
relation to anything or anyone out-

side thut class - they are clearly

linked, as forms of communication,
to clnss position. They arc so be-

cause the range of cultural (including

often linguistic) competencies and
knowledge which their discourses re-

quire readers and audiences to pos-

sess and use have at present a strong

class characteristic, grounded in ine-

quality. Certain forms of work,

most notably that by television play-

wrights, have gninecl wider accessibil-

ity and appeal but despite their suc-

cess the limitations remain severe.

The national pattern of cultural

choices correlates strongly with the

pattern of cultural chances, the dis-

tribution of cultural power.
Neither the relativism of “each

class its art", leading to outright re-

jection of certain art forms as elitist

and to attempts at constructing some
authentic “people's art" (often, ironi-

cally, on behalf of them) nor the

complacent consumerism of “each to

his or her own taste”, leading to an

ignoring of the actual practices of

cultural socialization and division, is

able to sustain focus on the awkward
. conflicts of aesthetic value, political

principle and social .and economic
structure.

Yet the current: thought about ex-

tending the audience for serious

Work .{even what is meant by that

I
phrase cannot be assumed) are often

1themselves too ignorant both of

these contradictions and of the in-

evitably social and political character

of the differences they wish to eli-

minate.
No substantial change in ^ rela-

tions of people with the 'arts is likely

without at least a concurrent change

.
in the economic and social relations

of a much broader realm of institu-

tions and activities within culture and
its basis in work. Ideas of "bridging'’,

“extension" or of “access" often fail

to register how some more compre-
hensive set of changed social rela-

tions is implicated in any plan to.

increase' the democratic base and
public centrality of the arts. Such a
change would mean new kinds of
.work as well as new audiences and
readerships. Alongside the apparent
practicality conveyed by images of

bridge building , in which . one
works out from charted and stable

shores with a felly blueprinted and
fixed structure, it may all look wor-
ryingly fluid and visionary.

But it is this dimension of the

problem which must be Confronted in

any political programme which
claims (as J think political program-
mes should) that increased real

opportunities for people (o engage
with a wider range of serious artistic

work «w, like other educational pro-
jects, mean improvement and not
imposition. The confrontation will

mean arguing openly for some cultu-

ral values over others and having to

debate publicly the difficult questions:

of' evaluation, Any prociicaf propos-
es for gfvihg

.
some sdbstnncc to thp

idea, of .cultural democracy need to

• start here.
And it seems a potion wpU worth

giving some substance, to.

f?ie author is lecturer bi ihe centre far
cathtnunlcdtion studies, ike University

of Liverpool,
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The American radical spirit lives on. Below, two views on its impact on culture and learning
j

Billy Lonely but sane at

Budd the centre of politics
The recent Writers to the democm*

•*•*% g~w York, the anti-nuclear movements culture the times, as femintaIII 4% Europe and the United States, and and ethnic theory and writing, Thjim m \ other political trends indicate new World notions of culture art al»

-m m P wave of radicalism, or. at least, what popular on the left. Aside fonUv*AAI7'IY711 •" is commonly taken to be radicalism whatever else these movemcnis

UI. ULI1V1 V II P toda?- .

might signify
,
they attest to a shift fa

%J 1 4 - It is too early to know what forms radical consciousness, ohe that mitbt

-m m If ' this new radicalism will take in the be seen as a departure from the t&lCAnAAl 1 A
' -dfP*J 1980s, But clear that is differ- of revolutionary social change

1

JjV^.lMvJvJ-1 \
[

'

•' / ,/?'• f
'

: ent from the traditional idea of radi- however simply and vulgarly t£i

•SiCu-

BOOKS
The enlivener of the age?

movtmcjih

today. might signify, they attest to a shift fa

It is too early to know what forms radical consciousness, ohe that might

this new radicalism will take in the be seen as a departure from the i£l
.nnn T-. . _l .1 . it _* 1 ... .

A 20- minute walk from the brown-

stones overlooking the East River

brought you to downtown Brooklyn

just after 8am when cops were

emerging from fast food restaurants

for the morning shift. The first thing

to be done on the fourth floor class-

room of the converted office block

in Livingston Street was to rearrange

the tables, regimentary ranked
against the walls by the cleaners or

clustered in an Intimate semi-circle

by young colleagues anxious to

merge with the students. Better to

ensure a focus of attention by plant-

ing a table foryoursclf out front, all

eyes in view. Then back to the office

far scrutiny of that class's perform-

ance a week ago.

In the event of dispute there

would be minimal support from
administration in the early 1970s, be-

cause it was through their windows
that rocks were thrown and the

tendency was to ally themselves with

the students against the faculty by
imposing “evaluations", the judg-

ment of the qualified by novices.

Our school of liberal arts was one
product of “open admission" adopted
by City of New York University in

response to pressure from the under-

privileged, notably Puerto Ricans
and Blacks. This let in students with

lower hlgjh school grades than had
previously .bean required,., though} It

.
soon became evident that nigh school

graduation had been suspect anyway.
Butsomefreshmenwere citherchronic
dissidents or merely postponing a life

on welfare. It usually took half a ‘'Open” schooling offers the underprivileged nn extra chance,
semester to offload these, since the

1980s, But it is clear that it is differ- of revolutionary social chanw, l'

ent from the traditional idea of radi- however simply and vulgarly i£J 1

calism. So far, it seems to be a blend idea was presented, to a coramitmm t

of attitudes popularly associated with to group and national interests. f

the left or with Marxism, such as This development has had a cod- i-

minority movements, trade union de- siderable effect on political thinkjog,

mands, environmentalism, welfare particularly on the left, but ils m5 *
•

concerns, ethnic and feminist causes, impact has been to make the idnd
Thitd World sympathies, particularly radicalism very flexible and snbjw 1
to the Palestine Liberation Organize- to manipulation by organized poiiifc

tion, disarmament, support of any al forces. (It also has helped to

insurgence against right-wing govern- stimulate a body of neo-conservati*

ments, antipathy to Israel, old- thought, in reaction. Essentially, the

fashioned pacifism, and fear of war. left today is an application of ihno-

Some of these attitudes coincide with cent idealism to any popular poljiiul

the interests of the Soviet Union, but cause that challenges the status aoo.)

many of them are promoted by a Generally, the fate of the left Is m
variety of well-meaning groups- and abstract question. But for political

institutions. Maybe this is not what thinkers and for publications like ray

in the past was thought to be radical- own. Partisan Review, they ate not

ism, but something still undefined, purely abstract. They involve mitoj
]

I did not attend the New York constant decisions not only abort V

Writers Congress. But I am told the basic policies but also concrete ones
[

atmosphere was more political than about trends and individual worts h -

literary. There were many sessions - criticism and politics, and even abort [-

and resolutions - about the economic fiction and poetry. For taste aiA i;

and legal rights of writers. Be that as Judgment in deciding what to pnti

J

.

it may, the left mood afloat in- the has something to do with one'sm
j

United States has little in common political and esthetic views.
[

with the spirit of the 1930s, except a

general critique of an American gov- 1930s. and its political nisiory ra»

emment accused of adventurism in cates the shifts In radical ideology. In

foreign policy and a threat to civil the earlier period, the magazine

liberties and intellectual freedom at anti-Stalinist but left -tfi^poiitics, m
home. modernist in literature. From UieDfr

It is much vaguer than. the critic- ginning, its literary views were W
ism of capitalism in the 1930s, and it dictated, by politics. Thus it «*“*

is suffused with anti-nuclear pacifism, receptive attitude toward writers «u

centering on disarmament, and edsing were gifted and movements ™
towards unilateral disarmament, what were intelligent and notneesnm

is most significant about left move- progressive.

ments in tne last few decades is that The radical wave of jw
'"J

they have been radical without being presented a dilemma, y*
revolutionary, at least not in the tra- to admire the resurgence of amu®

ditional Marxist sense. mood, though it was

The current wave of radicalism' is good .deal of anli-inleliecw^

also very different from that of the political irresponsibility
era™-

1930s in its cultural aspects. Then, ism. Some of its fruits vttfcw

the left generated its own culture, seen in the adventures of tne

Partisan Review was born in the

1930s, and its political history in*

idventurism in cates the shifts In radical ideology. In - adequacy of these: the problem is

threat to civil the earlier period, the magazinew
,
m neither does justice to the tang-

ial freedom at anti-Stalinist but left ttt'polincs, led world of Rtukin s experience.

modernist in literature. From the be-
.

The study of Ruskin is an endless

jobs of Puerto Wean and Black coun- with special problems in my office. It

aelton depended on keeping their was Olivier who said that 90 minutes
But the langu

and exams was

f •
I

• l

% : #r

numbers up. (or was it 75?) is the maximum students went home to first genera-
In this uoprecendeiited

.
situation, attention span for an audience. tion immigrants who didn't know it.

the vice-president at interview was With colleagues running The There were attempts to have the rich

more Concerned with my Workers. Brothers Karamazov or hoping for Black American
Education Association experience an entire course on Moby Dick, i stead, rebutted
-than recent work at Stanford. One also opted for brief reading assign- English is the I

coaid soon tell why. Colleagues' ments of the highest quality: Ler- stitution and n
direct from graduate school, heads montov, a great favourite with the globally. It was

;e of written work
English and many

by J. R. Watson

The Wider Sea: a life of John Ruskin

by John Dixon Hunt

Dent, £15.95

ISBN 0 460 04547 4

Ruskin and Venice

by Jeanne Clegg

junction Books, £12.50

ISBN 0 86245 019 5

The Ruskin Polygon: essays on the

Imagination of John Ruskin

edited by John Dixon Hunt and

Faith M. Holland

Manchester University Press, £30.00

ISBN 0 7190 0834 4

New Approaches to Ruskin
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Ruskin’s Mazci mastery and madness

In his art

by Jay Fellows

Ptinceton University Press, £17.60

ISBN 0 691 06479 2

"I don't care about having my life

written", wrote Ruskin to Charles
Eliot Norton in 1869, "and I know
that no one can write a nice life of

me - for my life has not been nice -
sad can never be satisfactory." Rus-
kin himself made certain attempts at

self-explanation in Fors Clavigera
and in Praeterita, but modem scho-
lars such as Helen Gill Viljoen and
Mary Lutyens have revealed the in-

stead, rebutted by pointing out that particularly in Europe, some llngei

English is ;tbo language of the con- Ing ideas about advanced art. Th
stitution and reaches more people identification in Russia right afte

crammed with short-cut abstractions studs, Melville shorts, The Turn of

in and reaches more people

y. It was good to hear a senior

colleague approving that.
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The study of Ruskin is an endless
journey, full of turnings and return-
mgs, odd associations, digressions;
and John Dixon Hunt's new biogra-
phy is appropriately entitled The
wider Sea, an image which Hunt
likes from Ruskin (who took it from
Tmiorelto). Tintoretto said of the
study of painting that "setnpre si fa il

mare maggiore* (“the sea always
Rets larger 1; the reader who is con-
fronted with Ruskin’s works in the
J? volumes of the library edition may
'ell feel that the sea is formidably
Mfge to begin with. There are also,
« course, the letters, diaries, and

were not used by Cookm Wedderburn; hut they are a
minor: problem compared with the
narks themselves, which form such
a great mass of material, disparate
ytt often connected in such, surpris-
JjjLways, twisting and turning end-

in their different preoccupa-
tooj. Each book, or lecture, or letr.
w, seems to have a life of its own as

a««!k
0Ves

.,
from one subject to

r.T^v. ypur books”, wrote his

u
resemble a conjuror's

which jrou open expecting one
^‘ n8 8nd find another,"

an?L5
laCe

i.
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company in childhood, and in later

youth, came from his ever-present,
ever-loving parents, who took him
on family tours, encouraged his intel-

lectual aspirations, and watched over
his progress at Oxford so keenly that
his mother took lodgings in the Hifih

to be near him. Iris father’s ambi-
tions were recalled ln Praeterita :

how he was to enter the best Ox-
ford society, take all the prizes, and
get a double first,

marry Lady Clara Vere de Vere;
write poetry as good as Byron's,

only pious; preach sermons as

good as Bossuet's,only Protestant;

be made, at forty, Bishop of Win-
chester, and at fifty, Primate of
England.

John Dixon Hum’s handling of

these early years is delicate and com-
pnssionate. He resists the temptation
to comment too severely on the Rus-
kin family, while showing his aware-
ness of the very real problems which
it generated, Hunt's particular

strength is in his ability to find the

mot Juste : he has the correct adjec-

tive for most occasions, and this

gives the reader confidence through

the first stages of Ruskin’s career.

Such confidence is important, be-

cause Ruskin's character is not easy
to unravel, and at times it seems
deeply selfish, cold and socially in-

ept. At times he seems like a compo-
site figure from the worst lovers in

the nineteenth-century novel - Lock-
wood, from Wutheruig Heights, or

Mr Casaubon; it is never a simple

matter to apportion blame in the

breakdown of a marriage, but some
of Hunt's descriptions of Effie trail-

ing round French cathedrals make
sad reading. Yet Ruskin was never

jealous, and never ungenerous; in

many wsys he was noble-hearted,

honouring the gifts of other men
with an admirable freedom. His fail-

ure with Effie was probably due to

and expression.

Even such an unpretentious book
as Jeanne Clegg's Ruskin and Venice
is able to demonstrate Ruskin's pow-
er in the use of visual symbols (in.

for instance, the Church of San Giro-
lamo, turned into a flour mill, whose
smoke is seen by the traveller on
approaching Venice in Stones I).

Clegg's book, however, does not
seek to draw out the full complexity
of Ruskin's treatment of Venice and
its vibrations on his work as a whole.
Some of the essays in The Ruskin
Polygon suggest ways of looking at

Ruskin’s work that are more
penetrative and Inclusive. Ruskin
thought that “mostly, matters of any
consequence are three-sided, or four-

sided, or polygonal", and the editors
of this volume assert that we need
“to trot around the polygon of his

imaginative achievement'', It is an |

unfortunate image because it sug-1
Bests a looking in from (he outside, a

!

kind of brisk circumnavigation of]
Ruskin, which is not what Is found
here at all.
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something beyond his control, the

deep-seated dependence on his pa-

rents. This operated Bt every level:

Effie, who found il “equally impossi-

ble to be fond of Mn R or to trust

Mr R", had to dine with them, be
dependent on them financially, and

listen to their criticisms of her own
family- Ruskin's later sense of his

years with Effie as a digression from

the main purpose of his life is all too

revealing; although even he acknow-

ledged that “1 am afraid there is

something wrong in this" when he

told Adand that he was more upset

by Turner’s death “and the destruc-

tion of such & such buildings of the

13th century" than by his separation

and annulment.

The Wider Sea sustains its momen-
tum Well through the years after

Effie’s departure; It allows Ruskin to

emerge, if not as Denick Leon’s

great Victorian, at least as a very

human figure, for whom we can have

a mixture of admiration, exaspera-

tion, and compassion.

For, as Brian Maidment reminds

us In his essay in The Rtukin Poly-

gon, there is a great danger of half

understanding Ruskin; Maidment is

particularly concerned with what

happened to Ruskin’s teaching dur-

ing the final’ years of madness and

afterwards, but the -point Can be

more generally taken. In particular,

we need to understand his rela-

tionship to his own time: to his con-

temporaries, Ruskin was an urgent,

controversial voice, exciting' end

polemical. "HoW deadly dull", wrote

William Morris in 1894, "the world

would have been twenty years ago

but for Ruskin I" Dull? one Is in-

clined 'to echo: dulll Was Ruskin

really the great enlivener of the age

of George Eliot, Tennyson, Brown-

.ing, Arnold? If so, how? and what

,

relationship does this have to our

reading of Ruskin today? - The

answers to these questions emerge in

•
: Various forms: from the other works

'reviewed here; to non-RuskiniaCS,

accustomed to contemplating only

the backs of the library edition, they

may well be something of a surprise,

.To Ruskinians, !- they Will confirm

what some of them have been^advo-

eating all along, the .centrality of

Rusldn's thought and te^niqUe To
' twentieth-century inodes of thought

3! v 'n- 4'-:'

The Ruskin Polygon is a collection 2»

of essays which is sometimes asto-£
nishing, and often very exciting:!

some of the contributions are daz-

zling in their range and insight, their

ability to see Ruskin’s imagination as

part of the central imaginative en-

gagement of our time between the

mind and the external world. Words-
worth gave it a classic formulation

when he described the poet, who:
considers man and the objects

that surround him as acting and
re-acting upon each other, so as

to produce an infinite complexity

of pain and pleasure; . . .

and it is that “infinite complexity”

that Ruskin wrestles with, in a way
which anticipates some of the great

modem masters. It was Tolstoy, for

example, who said that Ruskin was
"one of the most remarkable men
not only of England and of our gen-

eration,. but of nil countries and
times”. For Proust, as Richard A.'

Macksey points out, Ruskin was one
of the great European “dlrecteurs de

conscience" (with Nietzsche, Tolstoy,

and Ibsen);
1 Macksey’s essay has :a

rather ordinary title, “Proust on the

margins of Ruskin”, but it is a bril-

liant and liberating, examination of

Proust’s debt to Ruskin In order to

show the qualities which they shared

(in addition to some very real differ-

ences). Both • writers have similar

ways of seeing and feeling, struggles

witn digression, proliferations of in-

teractive images; both strive (one in

a profusion of works, the other in a

single vast work) to unite their asso-

ciative and penetrative imaginations;

both achieve a work which is com-

plete and yet incomplete, recollecting

and forgetting, weaving and unweav-

ing. The infimte complexity of Words-

worth’s poet has become the writer

struggling With a necessary fluidity

and incompleteness: he has a con-

tinual need to rewrite and re-fonnu-

jate, to add to what be has already

said, to modify it, ,to disgress from it,

to acknowledge the wanderings and

struggles of the mind in its encounter

with the external world. Another of

the exhilarating essays in this reflec-

tion, William Arrowsmiths “Ros-

kin's Fireflies", demonstrates this In

a concern with Ruskiq’s “Imagina-

tion Penetrative", tfint imagination

which adopts an imago and uses »i

without destroying Ils original mys-

tery. In Ruskin there are many natu-

ral images which are so used: water,

.

serpents, i stones, fireflies. Airotv-

smith uses The last of these to de-

monsirate the complex wanderings of

the mind, leading Ruskin through

Daiifo. to the’ image of flint, to

paiite’S Master Adam, to Isaiah;

"how things bind and blend them-

selves together!"
,

.

i
.

'

• Arrowsmith s quoiotipn. from the

end of Praeterita 1$, a central one.

Things really do' bind together asto-

nishingly in Ruskin. Victorian church

architecture (as described here by

Edward N. Kaufman) becomes an 1

expression of natural forms,' mdun-

tafe iretei gcologicat atratlficatipn.

1 The winding paths of His mmd are;

:
r
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Ruskin as portrayed by F. Waddy In “Once a Week" (1873).

beautifully caught by two other
essays which stand out in this collec-

tion. John Dixon Hunt’s "Oeuvre
and footnote" deals with the degree
to which Ruskin’s work is text and
footnote, each fragment a gloss on
other fragments in an endless inter-

connecting structure. So, as the end
of Modem Pointers admits, Ruskin
can end his work but not conclude it,

“for it has led me into fields of
infinite inquiry". George L. Hersey's
"Ruskin as. an optical thinker" also

.suggests the Infinite and unfinished:
he. sees Rtukin as a latter-day

Leonardo, striving to encompass all

nature and all art.

The heady, vistas of The Ruskin
Polygon ute

.
complemented by New

Approaches to Raskin, more straight-

forward in its title ana more predict-

able In its contents. It is less con-
cerned with hpw (o read Ruskin than
with the discussion of various works
•or themes; it is informative and
solid, though it is not the book which
will pull the library edition off the

shelves. The 13 contributors include

art historians, literary critics, and a
political historian; evidence, if any
were needed, of Ruskin's polymathlc
concerns. The essays tend to concen-
trate on individual works, so that

Alan Lee's broad-titled "Ruskin and
Political Economy" is primarily con-
cerned with Unto this Last , and
George P. Landow's "Ruskin as

Victorian Sage" deals with "Traffic",

a lecture which Ruskin gave in Brad-
'

ford in 1864. It is all neat and order-

ly (qualities which should never be
despised when dealing with Ruskin),
chronologically arranged from Vnn
Akin Burd's essay on the almost
unimaginable sermons on the Pen-
tateuch which Ruskin wrote in boy-
hood to Brian Maidment’s account of
Ruskin in the. years between 1890
ahd 1914. Robert Hewison brings up
the rear benignly, for all the world
like a courier on a bus trip at a
Ruskin conferepcc.

. The orderly conduct of this book ,

is important: the bookV limited 'aims
nrc a great virtue, since the contribu-
tor da not venture too for into the
Ruskin labyrinth. When we come to
Jay Fellows's Ruskin's MateK we get

.

out of the bus and leap into tne
maze with cries of joy. The ma2e

end, and of course no index, for an
index would be imposing an order on
the material. Fellows is very interest-

ing about indexes, and Ruskin's use

of them, especially in “Venetian In-

dex". An index to Ruskin was like a

broom, twigs tightly lied together

:

“to make an index tied up tight, and
that will sweep web into corners,

isn’t easy."
Fellows is on to something: Rus-

kin’s practice of meandering in Fors
Clavigera is a good, example, even
without the specific attention to

Theseus and the labyrinth in Letter

23, Similarly the image from Praeter-

ita qf the child as a "Cock-Robtnson-
Cnisoe” makes an interesting point

of departure for the journey through

the maie. Then the starting points

change as the child develops, becom-
es A young man, goes to Venice,

itself a labyrinth; here the maze is

both an actuality (the streets,

marked in plates by a thin marble
line, like Ariadne’s clue) and a figure

for a reality which was mastered only

by a genius - Turner. As Ruskurs
interests change, so do the serpen-

tine movements of his mind through
the dense labyrinths of thought and
experience; and the journey is end-
less, for it turns ana returns upon
itself. In a final half- page' sentence,

which is clearly not an end, Fellows
pirouettes off stage, leaving the read-

er gazing every which way, con-
.

vlnced only of (he amazing wander-
inis of Ruskin's mind.

Fellows’s book Is valuable, howev-
er, because ft is precisely (his com-
plexity which makes Ruskin stem'
authentic. Of all the Victorians, he is

the one who stands closest to Words-
worth: in the variety of his concerns,
in the sense of their coming from
individual experience and connecting
with all his other experience, in the

authoritarianism of
;

his teaching,

Ruskin is the true heir of Romantic-
ism. Wordsworth's "infinite complex-
ity" has become the vast 'fields of

infinite inquiry” accumulated in the

39 volumes. He is also the father of

modernism: those volumes, in their :

ever-shifting, ramifying concerns, look
forward to Joyce’s Stephen Dedalus,

itself is . a double labyrinth, and
three-dimensional too, but getting

lost is all port of the fun, and that is

what we cure here for anyway. The, •

play pf the critic’s mind and the play
of Kuskhrs work become interwoven
in a Way which

,
has endless possiV?lh- '

lies, for Fellows’s book itself has no

diets himself, and, like Whitman, he
knows it: "I am never satisfied that I

'

h&vo handled a subject: properly till I-

have contradicted . myself at least

three times," A'nd, fike' Whitman
like Joyce, like Pound, Ruskin was
large

7
and contained ntaltitudcs.

J. K. Wflispn ft professor pf English
at the University of Durham. ,
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by Paul Streeten

Macmillan, £25.00
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Over the last twenty-five years con-

siderable changes have occurred in

i

development thinking. In the early

days after the Second World War

S
eat faith was placed in capital

rmation and entrepreneurship.

Rises in the share of savings and

THE TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT uj

at many points in the book of the

way our institutional imagination lags

behind our technological progress, it

is disappointing that his own sugges-

tions for new institutions are not

given more substance.

On multinationals Streeter em-
phasizes the wide range of bar-

gaining outcomes and suggests that

since many multinationals in manu-
facturing are involved only peripher-

ally in LDCs, their services could be
obtained at marginal cost while they

recouped their research and develop-

ment overheads through their opera-

tions in industrial countries. Co-
operation between LDCs on tax and

other policies would be an important

factor in achieving this.

I was irritated by what appears to

be an attempt by the publishers to

present the book as if it were an
entirely new work, when two thirds

of it consist of reprinted nieces. One
drawback is a considerable overlap

between some chapters, especially

those on multinationals, and there is

no general introduction or even a
preface. Certainly some rewriting

would have produced u shorter,

more integrated treatment, but most
readers are likely to forgive these

organizational shortcomings for the

book is an important contribution to

the development debate.

John Thobum

Dr Thobum is senior lecturer in

economics at the University of East

Anglia.

investment in national output were preface. Certainly !

thought to propel less developed would have proauc
countries (LDCs) towards their more integrated treat

Rostovian take-offs, and the Harrod- readers are likely t(

Domar model provided a description organizational shortc

of the growth path which might be book is an important
followed. Foreign aid fitted into this the development deb
picture neatly, filling the “gaps”

associated with inadequate domestic T_un Hinhnrn
savings and foreign exchange, tn J0im inoDurn
reaction to colonial times much of n “
the new growth was concentrated on "f

“"J
r

import-substituting industrialization,
toommucs at the Un

Paul Streeten’s Development Pers-
An%lUL

pectlves traces the moves away from
these notions to debates on outward-
looking versus iovfatd-looking v
strategies, appropriate technology,

redistribution with growth, and M
beyond. Hie first part of his book is --

concerned with the concepts, values fl AyyiQTlnG
and methodology underlying develop- U 1CUliUIUij
ment studies. Subsequent sections

discuss strategies, and cover in some Unemployment: a dlsi

detail the operation of multinational
BPI)r0ach

companies and the evolution of a

S*-* » *"•* SEftSZS..!,
Streeten does not see the succes- ISBN 0 85520 438 9

Unemployment: a disequilibrium

approach

by Mark Casson

Martin Robertson, £15.00

ISBN 0 85520 438 9

sive replacement of one dominant set The Economics of Unemployment In

of, development ideas by another Britain

simply, or even mainly, as the result edited by John-Creedy
of their failure when put into action. Butterworth, £5.95
In many cases, he argues that new ISBN 0 408 10703 0
problems arose, out or the successful *

solution of previous problems. The Recent developments in the analysis
need for population control grow out oF unemployment are the subject of
of the lowering of mortality rates, these books which are aimed at the
and urban unemployment has partly

been the result of high manufactur-
ing growth rates, for example.
Nevertheless many earlier ideas have
sen effectively discredited. Low in-

come producers have been shown to

be quite capable, of saving, small
formers have proved able to intro-

utly student market. Mark Casson is con-
tur- cerned with theoretical issues, where-
ple. as John Creedy puts the emphasis on
lave empirical work,
in- Casson brings together very neatly

a to the considerable amount of work
mall that has been undertaken on the
itro- disequilibrium analysis of unemploy-
very ment in the past fifteen years. Thisduce innovations, and generally very ment in the past fifteen years. This

serious doubt bas been cast on development was initiated by Robert
whether great Inequality Is a neces- Clower's seminal paper published in
sary condition for rapid growth.
Some of the most successful LDCs'

uowerB seminal paper published in

1965 and is based on the notion that
Some of the most successful LDCs markets are normally in disequillb-
have been ones where wide-reaching rium, rather than In equilibrium,
rediitributipns of assets occurred In Prices, money wages (and hence real
the initial stages - South Korea, wages) can remain at non-market
Taiwan, Singapore and Japan in rlts clearing levels; adjustment therefore
early years are examples. has to come through changes in
Much of the book is devotra to quantities,

pressing the claims of the basic needs This result, although obtained
approach to be the dominant and from, general equilibrium models, is

moat 'useful current view of appropri- at variance with the standard general
ate development strategy. It ia also, equilibrium result that with flexible

muted until recently in this counov
in marked contrast to Australia ,

example, where it has been miJr
*

since the mid-1970s). It hdifffi *

adjust the real wage, he arpTtJ
cause unions have moSJ
attempted to bargain for real raiS I

than money, wages. Thus an in^ I
in aggregate demand leads to .
pressure on prices but this U ‘

'

mediately followed by moneym
rises. Hence the policy neafeda
reflation accompanied by measure
to restrain the growth of ok»»
wages. 1

These policy issues are, inevitablr

less fully developed than they
be and some or the assertions (fa

example, that the real wage is riefd

downwards) are open to question, i i

is, however, heartening to find sod *

a theoretical book that also faces uo

to the difficulty of explaining, and i

offering solutions to, actual aiui- i

tions.

The Economics of Unempbpua
j

in Britain consists of seven papers !;

(mostly written especially for the

book) preceded by a brief introduc-

tion by the editor. Although most of

the papers are interesting and usehl

they don't really hang together u i

book. Take for example the argu-

ment that disequilibrium uncuijilof-

ment arises because actual prices and

wages are “wrong”. Some cause M
the rigidity of money wages is to be

found in the operation of miaul

labour markets - perhaps in a wy
explained by implicit contract

theory or because of the existence of

firm-specific skills. These issues air

sketched out briefly in a paper by

Mark Casson (which is. in effect, a
;

summary of his book). This It prr-
j

ceded by an interesting paper h
,

Barry Thomas surveying Briiw

material on how labour markets

actually ndjust to changing conS-

tions. and how this affects the flow

of labour into the pool of uncra-

ployed. Neither author makes tbc

link (presumably not having seen tlx

others paper) nor docs the introduc-

tion. The informed render will do so.

but will the average, lower secow

class honours student?

There are also some curious onw-

sions. 'There is no analysis of

the natural (or equilibrium, or wt

employment) level of uiraplwjjjj

in Britain might he. Although dap-

ter four promises that "the W*

cept . . . and attempts to meaure*

are considered at length in dupe*

seven”, the reader will took

vain for any such discussion.

there any discussion of how the to

of unemployment (and other hettnu

might affect the’ parhoMMS***

and hence the accuracy of ng**?

registered unemployment. h
Token on their own maljf *

papers are very worthwhile - nj

tlcular those by Profe
*f

)

[|1
.

A
lM>

Atkinson (who sucwafujh

pletes the task ofifobunbnf

myth that high levels of brtjfil

rernnnrlhl. far R lafSC 801011^“

wmcn cuacuaioM ot technology j em-
ployment, and trade and foreign- in-

vestment policies can be conducted.
Given that development often has
not greatly Improved th? lot of the

poorest people In LDCs, tbe basic demands r
needs approach concentrates on par- cash. Thus unemployed workers have
tlculaf groups in sodety wtth a view notional excess demands for goods in
to providlng lbcm with simple health the sense that were they employed
core, dean water, basic foodstuffs,, (and hence able to fulfil their supply

on- -T° »hU end production plans) they would demand morewdd i^jojje rwtructured to- goods. With no effective excess de-
wards simpler cbnsumer goods, and rpands they are Unable to transmit

HiAJEBE, ebflMy ,hl9 information to employers. When
******* money wages' are

. not fully, flexible
Is hopeful that such orotrrammM therels no upward pressure on prices

,

and the real, wage gets stuck at, in
th)*: case,, too

•
high a level . (Casson

:

also - takes the reader . througb cases
• where Unemployment Is associated
with foo. low a row wage);

In developing ' the- Various dls-

oy, on unem
The book

ace development strategy. It 19 also, .equilibrium result that with flexible
Streeten argues, a criterion against prices all markets should clear.. The
vmich dlscualoQE of technology » eip- difference arises from the distinction

drawn by Clower. between “notional"
and “effective" demands. Market
prices, which .give signals to trans-
actors, can only respond to effective

s up , with

fo.He'ad
manages- to: avoid ..

.referepces.
: Hls analysis

myth that high levels 01

responsible for a large!
sm u ^

unemployment) and by R,cb

ney, on unemployment insura-

the book rs well JJJfc
mending to second or th m
dents, who will probably

guidance from tutors to den

maximum benefit from »•

Kelth Norris
; j

Keith Norris is; reader in econo*#-*

Brunei University.
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Instant

history
The Battle for the Labour Party

by David Kogan and Maurice Kogan

Kogan Page and Fontana, £6.95 and

ISBN 0 850385 40 7 and 00 636512 4

What is happening to the Labour

Party st the moment? Coup d’etat?

Civil War? Revolution? Suicide? Re-

newal? Irrevocable Collapse? Few
questions are more important, or

more deserving of the attention of

political scientists or journalists,

watching the battles from outside the

arena, Hence this lively and informa-

tive “instant" history - largely based

on interviews and press clippings - is

immensely welcome.
Anybody who has been confused

or bewildered by the kaleidoscopic

shifts of the past three years will find

much enlightenment in the authors’

sober analysis of groups, factions,

tactics and decisions. Yet the Teadcr

should approach this book cautiously

loo. For despite the claim to a judi-

cious impartiality (“stating the argu-

ments of left and right as fairly as we
an") the book is based on unspoken
assumptions which need, at the very

least, to be closely examined.
There is no doubt that - for the

lime being at least - important fea-

tures of the Labour Party have
changed dramatically, and more-
over, changed with great suddenness.
'Three years ago, Labour was much
the same body, on the surface, as it

had been for the past generation: led
by the same parliamentary leaders
who combined a folksy platform
socialism at party conference with
policies which differed only in emph-
asis from those of the previous Con-
servative administration - at least as
far as the economy, foreign policy
and defence were concerned.
The party in Parliament and the

party at conference often disagreed,
hut U was the party in Parliament
and in government that mattered,
and these maintained altitudes that
jwre broadly acceptable in the
Treasury, Brussels, Washington and
toe International Monfctary Fund,
the Labour Government was multi-

• Mgnliit, pro-EEC, pro-incomes
policy and wage restraint, and com-
ing round to a mild form of monetar-
«in. Party leaders were chosen by
Mn and so did not have to worry
J°o much about the party outside;
Uhour MPs were MPs for life, bar-
nng bad accident* or bad misman-
Jgment. in 1979, Callaghan fought

It Senegal election on a programme
?jjnprecedented' blandness, whose

radical commitment was a
proraisd to abolish hare-coursing,

anii?' leader, deputy leaderW Labour MPs are all tne property
whs-parliamentary party, ana

*
m
j
S* attention to .confer-
the National Executive

^mmitlee m a way that was never
before. - Despite, defections

Mrhi
r

^.i
re

-
ments

' I*16 parliamentaryE re
i
Uns

,

rnany of the old alt»’

now U k increasingly

Sicd
Bllf“

ut expressing them
outsiae is un-

unilateralist, • anti-EEC,

AciuHm 'IL
of s°tnething called the

Hkc‘i£:'£ .

econo
?uc strategy which,

- relativity, is prob-

MQod
mK lb than under-

J^JljMany of those until recently

lefl-vriSSiiJ
more or less extreme

ire now reviled as class.

BkEm in®
new outside or hard

3

?

desPite Mrs.Thatch-
•• Wowe and three million

towSf V?fcour has recorded its

poflw
T

jJ!lp
*n opinion polls since

5 bS»i
^h*?e developmentsaifl • L
ll,05C aeveiopments

to have big consequences

UboS? i!!

aUon r e,*nM by losing

the forttil!?
election, boosting

Avufrhlnes of the new s6p/Liberal
ana., hence Derhapa paving

How did it all come about?
According to the Kogans, academic
uncle and journalist nephew, “The
answer is that a new element has
entered British politics, and has
acted with devastating force." This
“new and extraordinary phe-
nomenon" has been represented by
groups like the Campaign for Labour
Party Democracy and the Labom
Co-ordinating Committee, and by
Trotskyist bodies like the Socialist
Campaign for Labour Victory and the
Militant Tendency (brought together
in the Rank and File Mobilising
Committee). Working steadily ana
patiently through the complex orga-
nizational structure of the Labour
Party, and with the party rule books
as tneir guide, a handful of indi-

viduals at the helm of these bodies
land their associated committees has
brought off victory after victory, rout
after rout, steadily building up
momentum in the constituencies ana
capitalizing on a party-wide revulsion

against the supposed compromises
and betrayals or the past.

It is a fascinating story, and it is

well told: extracts from interviews

with participants, frequently quoted,
will also be a valuable source for

future historians. And yet the organi-

zational skills and Jacobin fervour of
the ultra-left is surelv only a part,

though not an insignificant part, of a

much bigger and more complex pro-

cess that is barely acknowledged in

this book. Indeed, it is not being
wholly unfair to describe the Kogans*
approach as an exercise in conspiracy
theory that takes the historical de-

bate little further than George Gale’s
suggestion in the Daily Man that all

was the fault of “tinpot Trotskyist

dictators in the constituencies".

Thus the authors acknowledge the

importance of the trade unions, but

J

ive only passing attention to them,
t is left to a leading CLPD member

to make the obvious point, around
which the whole of this book might

The aid of

the party
British Political Finance 1830-1980

by Michael Pinlo-Puschlnsky

American Enterprise Institute, £6.75

ISBN 0 8447 3452 7

In chosing the topic of political fi-

nance, Michael Pinto-Duschinsky bas

tapped a potentially rich vein of fas-

cinating material. The subject has

acquired fresh topicality as the two-

party system crumbles and the emer-

gent SDP (with its own ideas about

Funding) strives to establish its credi-

bility: it is no fault of the author that

his narrative stops short of such re-

cent happenings.
.

The book’s main concern is: with

sources of income and jpattems of

expenditure (for electoral and other

E

urposes) of British political parties,

oth nationally and at constituency

level. It begins by tracing three his-

torical stages: first, an “aristocratic

era of party finance, pre-dating the

Corrupt and Illegal Practices (Pre-

vention) Act 1883; secondly, a plu-

tocratic
1
* era, roughly spanning the

period 1883 to 1922, with special re-

ference to the sale of honours: and.

have revolved:

It is all very well winning the con-
stituencies and everyone considers
that we had done so long ago, but
until you have the unions on your
side you cannot win . . .

Precisely. Without the trade un-
ions, the campaigns to change policy
and to change the constitution would
barely have rated a footnote in the
long, martyred history of left-wing
factionalism. Are we to believe that
the mighty trade union movement
changed its whole attitude to its own
political role, and to central issues of
policy, because of a few fringe meet-
ings and duplicated model resolu-
tions? There was, indeed, nothing
new or extraordinary about the

Trotskyist and non-Trotskyist outside
left: in the old days they used to

be called communists and fellow

travellers, and they were just as skil-

ful, patient and methodical, follow-

ing almost identical tactics. The dif-

ference was that the trade unions -
though not, very often, the consti-

tuencies - were against them, solidly

backing the right-wing NEC-par-
liamentary nexus. The erosion of this

alliance over two or three decades,
and new attitudes in the unions from
the shop floor up, have been far

more of a “devastating force’’ with a

far greater importance for the shape
of British politics in the long-term

than “entrylsm" or even the un-

doubted changes in the social com-
position of constituency parties.

The last eight years of Labour Par-

ty history have been dominated, so

the Kogans argue, “by the activities

of a small group of able tacticians’’.

There are many who would like to

believe it. But this is to confuse
catalyst and cause.

Ben Plmiott

Ben Pimlott is lecturer in politics at

Blrkbeck College, London.

lationship between the Labour Party

and the unions. So far as the latter is

concerned, he dismisses the possibil-

ity of a legislative remedy because

such action “might do more harm
than good".
The author is frank in acknowledg-

ing the shortcomings of some of his

data; the early part of the story has

been skilfully pieced together from
highly disparate sources; even the

more modern data are derived large-

ly from parly accounts which, are

sometimes incomplete and which

do not readily lend themselves to

meaningful comparison. The faults of

the book are its lack of sharpness In

overall definition and its narrowness

terence 10 uie saie ui nuiiuma; wu,
thirdly, a “modern" era, heralded by

the Labour Party’s early doramittnent,

later, emulated by the Conservatives,

to corporate sources of finance. Here

the author discusses whether the Con-

servatives really did abandon thwr

plutocratic financial base in .the eany

1920s and arrive, rather lamely, at * a

halfway conclusion”.

'The middle chapters consider, in

detail, the finances of the three mam
parties in the period 1945-79. A
separate chapter is devoted to the

dependence of the Labour Party on

the trade unions (“the most impor-

tant single abuse relating to Britten

political finance") and the somewhat

less heavy, and certainly less sys-

tematic, reliance of the .Conserra-

tlves on company donations,; ine

penultimate chapter renews moUev

assortment of devices by which poll-

regarded as an extension of the

book’s main theme of party funding,

and the treatment of the subject begs 1

too many questions. The book deals

almost exclusively with financial “in-

puts”: we know, for example; that

money is raised and spent by parties

mainly to win or keep political

office; we also have some idea, by

looking at what they spend their

money on, of what parties believe to

be worthwhile expenditure;
.
but it

would have been useful to have had

some speculation about the actual

effectiveness of deploying political

finance to influence electoral and

other outcomes; And one would

have liked the whole discussion link-

ed to wider issues of representation.

Up to a point, the author has done

his fob very well. The book is based,

upon a wide range of source mate-

rial, some of it new, aridjs. Impress-

ively well-documented. There is no

shortage pf statistical tables. One
learns all manner of. things: for inst-

ance, that “by 1979 the cost per vote

for Conservative candidates was one

three-hundredth in real terms of the

level of 1880". Despite all this.dill-

gent scholarship; however,. ine^ook

suffers from wooUlnesa of puifoso,

and one is loft with a sense that the

It contains much interesting toaforial

and Should prove to bea .very.worth-

while quarry for other scholars in the
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The wild
frontier
Plottingthe Golden YVesti American

literature and the rhetoricofthe

California Trail

by Stephen Fender
Cambridge University Press, £15,00

ISBN Q 521 239249

It may irritate some to realize that the

effect of “the Frontier” on American
culture is still problematic. Can't we
count on scholars to solve anything?

Surely ail that research and debate

inspired by F. J. Turner's famous

“frontier thesis", added to the study of

western myths and counter-myths, n as

established the cultural legacy of the

West's “winning".

That the matter is still open is due to

the subjective nature of the western

experience. In dealing with the awe-

some uncertainties or the wilderness,

its visitors ami settlers resorted to whai
they already knew as well as to what
they discovered; and Imaginatively

they projected what they knew onto

the West. To the extent, then, that the

West was merely a projective screen

for eastern Imaginations, the West
itself was not so much of a force in the

shaping of American culture as one
might assume. But was its rote in fact so

passive? We arrive here at points of

some complexity, on which Stephen
Fender’s book is illuminating.

Fender discusses the literary rc-

rrises of some Americans who took
overland trail to California in the

middle halfoflast century. He includes

literary travellers such as Washington
Irving, explorers such as John C.
Fremont .journalists and satirists such
as Mark Twain. The heart of his study,
however, consists oftravel accounts by
the “forty-niners", fairly ordinary men
and wo(pen who joined tjw California

,

QOld RtiShiTheU1

accounts,- modelled
Id part on explorers' popular writings,

frequently repaired to fanciful but
conventional analogies with eastern
landscapes. At the same time they
tended to oscillate between high-toned
description and scientific classification.

They but together in the same texts

what FhlUp Rahv and others have seen
as two separate traditions In American
literature: "paleface" gentility and
“redskin" focal grit. They did so out of
unsureness: amateuruncertaintyabout
how to write but also perplexity at how
to render an environment that was at

'om so empty, so open-ended in its

poariblities, and so densely filled with
new things and events. That environ-
ment, however, encouraged certain

.
kinds of conventional writing rather
thkn others} W this souse it Was not just

a passive screen,...
In loosely parallel, ways. Fender

follows' the theme of eastern conven-
tional frame vlz-d-vlz western experi-
ence in all the Writing he deals with.!

- Some of his analysis is forced and a
jittle precious: why, for instance, does
a brief description of hunters cooking
symbolize a yearning for Civilization, or

o cryptic diary entry have “psalmic" 1

rhythms? The non-specialist will find

the first six pages of the bonk too
,

allusive to be clear. In the main, i

however. I found Fender's textual

commentaries sensitive and convinc- I

ing; and near the end ofthe book there

is n superb defence of Irving. Fender is
,

a careful historian who has steeped

himself in his subjects' background, to

vivid effect. A nice section of the study

compares the men and women forty-

niners. For various cultural reasons the

women diarists were much less prone
to extremes ofrhetoricand techmcalia:

at its best their writing was flexible and
encompassing.

This comparison bears, as does the

whole book, on the duality often noted
,

by observers of the United States: the I

American leaning both to idealism and

to pragmatism. Fender does not

address himself to this wider aspect,

butmuch of what he says is relevant. In

his last chapter, where he assesses the

influence of western travel writing on

modern fiction, he is inconsistently

kinder to that writing than in his earlier

analyses, but his argument is impor-

tant. For all their conventions and

uncertainties, the western writers did

not simply capitulate to eastern stan-

dards ana style. They combined East

and West, fancy and fact, preconcep-

tion and experience, not in. smooth
mixtures but in creative tensions - the

stuff of what is vital in American
culture.

Rupert Wilkinson

Rupert Wilkinson is readerIn American

studies at the University of Sussex.

Growing 1

hostility
From Prejudice to Destruction!

antisemitism 1700-1933

by Jacob Katz
Harvard University Press, £12.00

ISBTf 0 674 32505 2
'

Among the considerable nuinber of
publications which have appeared in

recent years on the history of anti-

semitism there has been a marked
tendency for scholars to seek socio-

economic explanations and to

emphasize the element of continuity.

This has been especially true of the

work on Germany where modem
Jew-batred found its ultimate ex-

pression.

The title of Jacob Katz's book
indicates that it takes the latter for

panted, although it does point out
that for from being the inevitable

outcome of the ordwth Of antisemit-

ism the "final solution
11 was the pro-

duct of an especially perverse mental-
ity and unique set of historical cir-

cumstances. While mindful of the

social and economic factors which
aided its rise, Professor Katz (who
was until recently professor of Jewish
educational and social history -at -the

. Hebrew University of- Jerusalem)
• chooses rather to focus on the

- Ideological development of antisemit-

ism. using his vast knowledge
1

of

.
languages and, the relevant tekts. he

THE TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT m,

his own desire to dominate MuA
about him was coarse and'rw
shaw. not unjustly, makes fitqnw
mention of his gross eating hibju
which Disraeli described viridly- “p

Bismarck with one hand full <rf

lies and the other of shrimps, 5!
alternately, complains he cuS
sleep and must go to Kissingeo " yTi
his charm could be compeW

aid
there is no doubt about his wnk
Like an artist he could welds and

sense the forces impinging on i

situation, hovering with inspire)

opportunism between different no-

tions. With age he became men
rigid and his positive qualities

atrophied, so that his reputation as i

superman increasingly did service In

his inability to cope constructively

with events.

I

ij nwatb. .... n. a.-

The spine and front cover of the first edition of Lewis Carroll’s The Hunting ^hout^war *2^that Smany!"!!
of the Snark, taken from a new edition or the poem edited by James Tanls

whatever forJn> m jght have advanced

and John Dooley (Freeman, £13.95). The edition Includes Martin Gardner’s towards parliamentary democracy o*

Annotated Snark, an essay by Charles Mitchell on Henry Holliday’s lUustra- the British model,

dons, and a bibliography compiled by Selwyn H. Goodacra. After 1870 Bismarck claimed to be——— a man of moderation and pe«x '

a

deals exclusively with four societies Although he is depressingly accu- International affairs, and this•cum*

in which Jew-hatred came to domin- rate about the anti-Jewwh pro- still broadly accepted by many' ww
ate political life at- one time or nouncements of many Christian wri- nans, even by oneas cnuraias«^

jate political life at- one time or nouncements of many Christian wri* nans, even by one as muwuun-^
another since the late nineteenth ters, there are a number of occasions P. Taylor. Crankshaw will mi aw*

Century — Germany, Austria, France when one could have expected a much of this. The grad ual growin

and Hungary. The result Is a well- more balanced approach. In his a European public morality, i

w

written and useful contribution to treatment of the late eighteenth- was cut short by the wars « w
our knowledge of the subject. century German philosopher Johann sixties and after 1870 ine ueniw

Professor Katz, somewhat uncon- Gottfried Herder, for example, he Chancellor continued to poma

venrionally, begins his study In the could have gone beyond citing his atmosphere between n«K>ns

period just before the Enlightenment anti-Jewish utterances and men- distrust, often by the aeiiuerw «“

with an analysis of Johann Andreas tioned the contribution he made to sometimes clumsy creaiion « .

Eisenmengors influential Entdecktes Improving the image of the Jew in sion, as In the ‘war in sigm «•»

Judenthum (Judaism Uncovered), western society through his transla- 1875.

Published in 1700, this Is usually re- tion and commentary of the poetry Most recent writers nave b?

garded as the last major tract de- of the Old Testament and hu out for criticism BlstnarcKs

noundng Judaism and Jewry on the admiration for ancient Hebrew cul- the internal affairs oi impel

basis of the Jewish-Christian schism, turo generally. • many, particularly after tw w .«n

Katz, while not denying Its essential- ment of economic liberaHsmm

ly religiously motivated character, Michael Riff but Crankshaw devotes rcisnwy

sees it rather as a bridge between
•' T

tie space to those yean. Blanw

medieval aqd modem antisemitism.
j)r Rff history at Queen had created parllamems to
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: ^Donald C Richter ...

WolWocii merited hook examine* the dftturtfBkicesj demonstration*
,
and

Katz, while not denying its essential-

ly religiously motivated character, Michael Riff
sees it rather as a bridge between
medieval and modem antisemitism. Dr Riff teaches hlstot
For although Buenmenger tries to Mary toUe&e, London.
explain the supposedly perfidious be-

°

baviour of the Jews on the bads of

their religion, his criticism, of them is _ __ • ¥
very much in a social and economic I jP|l||IV
vein. The arguments .he developed -

Concerning the duality . .of Jewish
morality, ritual murder and the so-

called vulgarity of the Jewish notion V'M-iCV.X. UK.
of the divine, moreover,' found their — :

; :—

-

way into.Uie general corpus of anti- Bismarck
selnitio literature

1 and were even used by Edward Crankshaw
by such emphatically anti-Christian Macmillan, £9.95
writers as Voltaire, Bruno Bauer and ISBN o 333 183# 9
Kugen Duhnng.

It was,' according to Katz, suroris- A reednt reckoning has
ing that such a bridge should have have been over 7,000 \
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The child

as social

being
A History of Western Education,

volume three: The Modern West

by Janies Bowen

Methuen. £25.00

ISBN 0416 16130 8

Like the other volumes, this conclud-

ing relume of Professor Bowen's

History is made up of accounts of

developments in schooling in several

countries, summaries of tne views of-

prominent educators of the times in-

terspersed with attempts to locate

these features in the social and poli-

tical life of the period.

The outcome is a readable account

of historical development, a little

loosely structured but informotive.

Professor Bower does not hide his

ideological preferences; he favours

what nc terms “holistic" theories of

education, by which he implies

theories which emphasize "the

wholeness of the child as an indi-

vidual &ml as a social being" and the

"interrelatedness of knowledge, even
when expressed as a curriculum",

notions which he locates in Natur-

philosopMe, at the end of the

eighteenth century, of such as Rous-

seau, Pestnlozzi and Froebel.

Those he dislikes include the neo-
Herbnrtians, whose “clockwork
method ... was seen by many us a
means of maintaining tne servitude
of the workers, creating uniform
minds to do the mechanical, inter-
changeable tasks developed by a
ruthless industrial-commercial sys-
tem"; conservatives in general, who
are much frowned upon; those who
in a “frontier society proclaiming the
virtues of honest work" continued to

purvey “latinity and an effete literary

curriculum"; and, of course, inevit-

ably, the Black Papers and their

"reactionary rhetoric’. Let me has-
ten to add that these are among the
sillier of Professor Bowen's Judg-
ments; but it is fair to refer to tnem,
for they point to a certain crudity

and superficiality in his outlook. The
reader should be assured, however,
that there is solid meat in this

volume, especially when it comes to

questions of fact. Here, in general,

he ranges widely and well. Indeed,
had 1 not read his preface I might
have been content to end my review
on that note, having given due warn-
ing of the polarities within which at

least the latter part of this volume
has been conceived.

But the preface introduces a new
dimension into the consideration; for

there he defines his aims more
closely:

In order better to understand the

thrust of the entire work, it may
be helpful to know that the origin-

al working title was Western Cul-

ture and the Process of Education,

and I' proposed to examine the

interplay between the history of

ideas and their institutionalization

in the process of education. Even
though the title was changed, that

concern has remained, and the

achievcment^nigh^vrofilabl^hcjorientm^^^^^MK^^^^^^^^ffii
assessed against that original intcn-| volume) from nil educational com-
mon. niiiim.nl to the “imitiitiem" of past

if this is what Professor Bowen in- models to one directed to “process",
(ended, then this volume at least change und the future, with Us im-
re veals some remarkable omissions, plication of "relevance".
U is fair to assume Unit, as he is In chronicling the arrival of uni-
wriltng about education with its eva- vcrsal cducal ion Professor Binvcn re-
lative implications, he is using the mains totally silent on a crucially
word "culture" in its restricted, important line of educational think-
Arnoldian sense. The period under ing which questioned und lias con-
review is characterized by two events tinned to question the cultural im-
with crucially important implications plications of bringing a total popula-
fqr our culture - the rise of orga- tion to literacy. I refer, of course, to
mzed science and the arrival of the fears for the future quality of our
masses at the door of the school, culture expressed by men like Col-
About both Professor Bowen has a eridge, Jnlin Stuart Mill, Matthew
good deal to say. Where science is Arnold and Nietzsche ami, in our
concerned he sees it as a contender own duy, by Lawrence. Eliot und
for curricular attention and he Lcavis. Professor Bowen may pre-
assesses its effects on learning theory dictably be unsympathetic to the con-
and pedagogy; but about many of its trevversy; but that is no excuse in a
specifically cultural implications to study intended to churl the interplay
which, in view of his stated inten- of western culture and education for
lion, one would expect him to he leaving it out altogether, apart from
especially attentive, ne is silent. the briefest of references in the pre-

ror instance, the development of face to Matthew Arnold and the
science assisted far-reaching changes “ideology of superiority" among the
in attitudes to language usage: 1 bourgeoisie. It has been extensively
refer, on the one hand, to the [chronicled, and from a variety of
"copiousness" of the humanists with I viewpoints: Professor Raymond Wil-
their commitment to persuasive rhe- limns, in his Culture ami Society.
tone and, on the other, to the devcl- provided much background material;
opment of the “close, naked, natu-lbr B. Knights has charted The Idea
ral way of speaking . . . bringing all of the Civmv in the Nineteenth Cen-
things . . . near the Mathematical \niry\ and Dr Kent has noted the

S
lninness" recommended by Bishop ambivalence over Brains und Ninth
prat, in the earliest years of the hers which characterized many Inter

Royal Society, in un endeavour “to Victorian thinkers - lu mention hut u
separate the' knowledge of Nature few. This, furthermore, was no storm
from the colours of Rhctorick". No jin n Victorian teacup, fur its rever-
one sensitive to cultural change could

|

Iterations have exercised an impor-
mjss the profound educational im- tsuit influence in the debate over
plications of such a realignment; nor, coiuprchcnsivizalion and the agoniz-
indeed, could he remain insensitive ing about “elitism" and the “common
to the extent to which science has curriculum" which ate so marked a
contributed to a fundamental re- feuture of the contemporary cdtica-
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GREEK TERRACOTTAS
By C. E. Vafopoulou-RIchardson

The latest title In the serle'a which

Includes Omsk Vases and

Scythian Treasures In Oxford.

98pp.. fully illustrated. £2.95

MEDIEVAL SYRIAN POTTERY
Islamio "Raqqa" ware of the

12th-14th centuries.

By Venatia Porter

63pp., fullyIllustrated. £2.55

ANCIENT ITALY - Before the

Romans
By A. C. Brown

In the same serlpe as Ancient

Egypt, Ancient Cyprus, Ancient

Iran, and Ancient Iraq.

92pp., fully Illustrated. £2.95
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What (9 happening lo the Press?

What b the future of tha comprehen-
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;

literary study? What's What fn the
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to the modem world which will
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answore. Ranging from bad taste in

art to police accountability, and from

Mack hales and.quarira to oral history

and concrete music, this fascinating,

end often provocative coHectfon of

artideB will Intereat all who seek to

understand the world around ua.

See Where What fn the 1980s and
our full range of thfera on Sland 431 at

the London Book Fair.
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tional scene in the West.
Yet it was a fellow countryman of

Professor Bowen. A. A. Phillips,

who expressed in simple language
the furulsmientnl cultural dilemma
facing our sellouts today when, in an
article in Mamjin . lie urged that

‘1'lie new type of secondary .school

pupil is Vicing allowed tn erode the
standards of our elite education, and
simultaneously to suffer a type of
education not designed for his

needs". The roots of this dilemma lie

in the Victnriun debate over the
threats und opportunities of mass
schooling. It is highlighted in the

very honest confession of one of
Matthew Arnold's fellow inspectors,

the Rev H. Moseley, that the “inner
life of the classes below us in society
- the springs of public opinion, the

elements of thought and principles of

action" of the people whose offspring

he and Arnulu were paid to inspect

were simply not known to them.
The central cultural feature of

education is its appeal to conscious-
ness through attempts to transmit

meaning in a variety of medio. The
crucial dilemma for educationists in

the post-Enlightonmcnt world lies in

n developing commitment to equal-

ity in the face of a transmission

which, if it is to he true to the

complexity of its subject-matter, is

inherently socially divisive. The fnct

that Professor Bowen docs not seem
even to glimpse the quandary
seriously detracts from the value of

his historical survey.

G. II. Bantock

G. //. Bantock is emeritus professor

of education ut the University af
Leicester.
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| lnlPPTlVP may mean. Perhaps Putnam can
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than nothing. gious discourse hides God from us.
Rather than reduce it to what can What Kolakowski does not ponder

be said, mystics prefer to embrace sufficiently is that it is in that lan-
the unspeakable. The dangers of guage that we have a conception of a
emphasizing mystical experience is hidden God. The “hiddenness” is
that it may to a Manichean separa- part of the grammar of “God", not a
tion of re igion from the rest of life, reference to the fact that we cannot

I "S fd to cla
/
ms ^ self- talk of him. As Simone Weil has

SSKSSf experiences which said, “the very reason why God haswould allow wildness to go un- decided to hide himself is that we
a™',. .

might have an idea of what he is

vuuiiuciitc in
j
us i mai aisnncuon. —
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The disturbing aspect of this book emphasizing mystical experience is

is not, of course, its failure to
that ,l

_
may to a Manichean senara-

achieve an acceptable idealist idiom, *,on °* religion from the rest of life,

or to express definitively what is " may lead to claims for self-

wrong with the correspondence authenticating experiences which
metaphor for truth. Such a failure *P

u,d a 'I°w wildness to go un-
would merely confirm the value of checked.

dude avoiding false monisms and
dualisms, the possibility of regarding
words as referring to things, the re-
moval of the fact-value distinction,
and n proper objectivity of value.
When we abandon metaphysical real-
isms, and with it the correspondence
theory of truth (which Putnam thinks
of as the view that judgments copy
reality), we can transcend two thou-
sand ^years of fruitless philosophy.

This Is heady stuff, and so are
some of the things which “internal-
ists” apparently say, Putnam believes

f* wat^obJectT are as much made, as
discovered, and constantly casts
doubt on the existence of a “mind-
independent” reality. He believes,
apropos of the consciousness of diffe-
rent animals, that “what Is conscious
and not conscious, what has sensa-
tions and what doesn’t ... are all
dependent ultimately on our human-
judgments of likeness and differ-
ence”. If we think one way, bats
become conscious; if wi think

ophy of knowledge and truth
:ds more respectful wooing. I will

t be hustled by these devices.not be hustled by these devices. have ultimate justifications of the va-
rious ways In which we perceive and

Simon Blackburn think of the world - At the various—— . _ parameters of meaning we are faced

Simon Blackburn is a fellow of Peni-
unpIeasanl ^oice:
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either an

broke College, Oxford.
r®ges? or a discretionary de-

cision . This is a puzzling notion in
Kolakowski's essay. Justifications
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come to an end in any sphere, but it

\f |ni/\iiri d°es not follow that where they stop
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wek further, ground?. We stop
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IFS ' realise we have to, not because we

decide to. We cannot prove that reli-
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“ —— gion provides ultimate justifications.
Religion we are told, but if we trust in God in
by Leszek Kolakowski whom being and truth are one, we
Oxford University Press and can entertain such a hope.
Fontana, £9.50 and £2.50 We cannot prove that there is sur-
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phy at University College, Swansea.
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N
y f cn8ineers (« realizmion that dawned

tsntisn engineers. His new hnnk. on hmh *British engineers. His new book,
with Peter Lawrence, presents [he
results of a similar survey of German
engineers and thus offers the oppor-
tunity for contrasting the professions
in the two countries.

The book is -a mine of informa-
tion, its main theme being that there
is n "virtuous circle” in operation in
Germany : "the status or industry,
status of engineers, concept of Tech-
mky quality of manufacture and eco-
nomic success are all mutually rein-
forcing". The British Association
study of 11*77 (Education, Engineers
and Manufacturing Industry) and the
r#*nnrl nf lkn Cinnii<h.« Z1™!.. -

on both the British Association
group and the Finniston Commitce),
and rightly conclude that the ques-
tion is where can we break in to our
less than virtuous circle, of under-
achievement in industry and low sta-
tus of the profession.

I agree with Hutton and Lawrence
that slavish emulation of the Oerman
system is not _to be recommended.
Asthcy. pul ft "the interest is in
highlighting the best, not copying the
lot and this is what the Finniston
Committee lias also suggested.
Where I disagree with Hutton and
Lawrence is on the question of
kUhalrO anliA*i I .

: ; /—”.9 iniu mi. *-iiwrence is on llie nuesfinn nf

i3Xw?
f Fmn,sIU[1 Committee in where action should be concentrated981 ) f£)igirteenng Our huiure) have Their view is that "the optimal pointB^c35«5 saBJf i~S"'is

prthe British problem, nnd responsibil-
ity for Its solution now rests largely
with the Engineering Council. As a
member of ail three bodies. I wish
that Hutton and Lawrence's fascinat-
ing book had been available earlier,
because it provides substantial new
evidence and much food for thought.

for constructive intervention is the
education system”. My concern is
that this will not lead to the rapid
action that is required.
A major Finniston conclusion was

that while we have tried For many
years to create "supply-push" to-
wards engineering within the educa-
tional system (and there is some evi-tim tiuiiiu system tuna mere is some ev -

rh Kk1 ap
S
rs r?Port on dence of limited success in this ra-the work that the authors have car- sped) it was "demand-Dull" that hndG

?
rn,any - Although these not been fully exploited, the widermake interesting reading, it is the industrial recognition of the value of

In ffc ?’ an
,
d

*.n Pariicular those the engineer. My own opinion U that

S«t. c
heJtalUS

-

0f ,nd“s,r>’ and ,he urgent action is required w^hfn In-stutus of engineers,
_
that are most dustry itself, rather than in the pHh.d«cnbina Germany as cational system alone.the Technik society (Technik is the —-

thud culture, the Btt nf mnnnfar*. "l tv m •

1^

ISL^SSl’-St H^ Horlock y ,

..

!»lgh
: standing o^mdust^^i^Ger- ih/ooen^Uif ** .Vtee-Cftance/for °f

many. among them the German pen-
0pen

.

chant for specialization, the relative
classlessness of German society, and ^ _ •• • i •
thejiational attachment to Leistung IV| PlPOritlP
(performance and achievement). Hit
These features also reinforce the sta- a -itus of the engineer: 'The German HPirniA(TVview of the engineer is of a KOnner, pCll U1UJJV

'

of someone wno can do something, Ov
of sMnwne

;

. . cnpnbln of achieve- Mejeorle«, , petrologlc-cheinlcl ayn-

On. the educational ‘ side Hution L RnhlM_a T ^and Lawrence, emphasize how the rLhl? „pattern of German technical educa- Sj“?
n
rt

d5« University Press, £35.00
Cion is closely related to the needs of

ISBN 0 ^21 22570 1

approach enables him to group, for would havp hpnpfitAci «

life•m'mm
ery and nomenclature (al^periJK nSm-grou^

eV
metaL

m
1n ™ f"

d

formation and evolution of plancl^y Eanh neTr the cncfof rh^
°n

bodies. The second chanter
e
.

nd
.

of t*1? Cretaceous

r; uxiiuxii icuiiuKiu CUIICB-
don Is closely related to the needs of
indusfiy throughout the entire spec-
trinn, from the. professional engineer
to the technician. They also empha-H7i> tha nil. _ . .. .

r

It is refreshing to see a modern text
oq meteorites written by a geologist/
geochemist and

. intended as ataanh ... .M .1 .. _

meteorites, the chondr?tes,
P

and -JE ’ ParI,cular|y for undergradu-

SJSg BrS^r d6
i
ailed tor. final-year

make-up half the liook. Ttouah a s
undergraduates, this enjoy,

reflection of the author’s own taste Sim *
°k p[

ov
!

des
f
an excellent and

this emphasis on the chondJiles caii
be justibed: as ancient aggregates of

t ersity teachers.

materials not melted since (heir Rnhprt "
formation, they represent our most Hutchison
important source of information on D„. . „ . .

.

the early solar system. nooeri Hutchison is curator of thc
Chapter three provides a clear

n
j?L%L ,

c
,
olleclion

°f meteorites at the
account of. carbonaceous chondrites,

British Musei<ffl (Natural History).
mixtures of high-temperature and

HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT

been omitted), the author m! u
6

introduced minor misconcep™
oxidation pond system u'dmSA
and illustrated, carbon 'cEm££
sipated. This may bTifiK,

1S*
a few high-rate ponds

1
*

deslJ^r
0

algal production, but in
majonty 0f ponds 20 to 30 4^f

.i
12 or5anic toad U dissipated^methane from the anoxic boE^

EJ P0S,
I

S
- ?uch Ponds are referred loti1 Facultative ponds and provide an^f

1 J°
m

;

ca,
t

and s
!

mPto method 3%age treatment in areas where StaSconditions are suitable
mahc

TJc substantial chapter on m
I°Ph ‘c

f

at,°" exemplifies the chaiSface of pollution. In earlier texts fJexample that by Klein, theSo"not even appear in the subject IndaThe definition of “eutrophicatioK
always a matter of controversy andn spite of the author’s reference^

IS™ £th
°f the ,e™ “ the begin!mng ofthe century m peat-bogS

pgy - the definition he adopts would
inc ude organic pollution, thesuS
of the preceding chapter. In use fhusuahy restricted to "enrichment of

222 u
Y l

u
0rg

u
nic plant nutrients,

especially phosphorus and nitroaen
,,

but other definitions embrace the
complex cause-effect relationship bv
adding and the resultant increase in
primary production". By implication
organic pollution occurs in riven and
eutrophication in lakes; but rivers
choked with algae and weeds and
estuaries fouled by Ulva (sea lettuce)
are surely suffering from eutrophy?
The euphoric views expressed by

the author in extolling the virtues of
the "fluidized bed” - a spin-off from
biotechnology - in removing nit-

jr
rogen, might be tempered in prac-

m tlce. The economics of supplying ox-
ygen for the nitrification stage at the

_ rates required and difficulties with

solids separation need to be consi-

dered. In practice the provision of an

[e
anoxic zone in the conventional acti-

:s
vatcd sludge process, by simply re-

moving some aerators, reduces the

nitrate in the effluent to acceptable

e
levels and at the same time reduces

n the aeration costs by utilizing (he

i.
oxygen in the nitrate to oxidize some

j.
of the organic matter which acts as

,]

the hydrogen acceptor in the denilri-

n
fication process.

r
In the past water pollution control

f,

was the domain of the engineer

s
assisted by the chemist. The appoint-

s
ment of a biologist was in many

5
cases as prestigious as the acquisi-

.
lion of an atomic absorption spec-

trophotometer. The first and the last

r

chapters in the book deal explicitly

with the BDolication of bioloav and

,

- iji.-

H-.ta 7 <

:

jj

x-ks

verifies, |ha 'reservatimu ’hat many
aslr

1

0Ph>^s

mcnTand
th« Dipl lug giali/iWion

roul“ .“> & 1" n>y successfully.

One of tlie nuMt iihnnrittni mm departs from the traditional cateeor-«i~ sj??3aSS ^
•
^ht Gefnwn isW aeh",

S

ndn-|«"
y
Saad

lugu'iciiipcituure ana
low-temperature minerals which have
aroused great interest and tempted
researchers to propose diverse
theories for their origin. For exam-
ple, inclusions rich in calcium and
aluminium in some types have been
interpreted as direct condensates

Freshwater

hiterpretcd as dWcPcondensates

sates from^a hot^solS rrebul
™
o^as

®lo
Jogy

of Freshwater Pollution
refractory residues after heatimz ore- fy
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Chapter four, on ordinary fchon- ^52^ ^d would
, result in

dates, adequately summarizes their fextbrSk^
‘Wjtojvork; rathet thhnA

chemistry and c1assiflcation.. Dodd: mreSri
toa

l
ead

j; |
le «Mlbor,' has

: their .history i'n the of SP 4m. ^n^ajize the findings

- W °Lvarious data gathefed essen-' aL'feLSfoS?-
b‘°,0Slcal studio

tiajiy, during the pfOs. The ^Ore, detailed

;;
cnigmabc cnstaiite chomlrite^ Snd ,a^S i,?

f

( ^lecied investigations

: .Rlnill treAtnfinfc ’
• ^g!Qrias* Separate chapters,
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..
with the application of biology and

j
the role of the biologist in the Indus-

s
try. The author’s former post as

biologist with the Water Data Unit

enables him to present a strong case

for biology. As examples, the
.

ololo- .

gical assessment of water quality m
~

the field and by laboratory lecnnl-

,

;
ques are outlined in a separate

cnapter.

Biologists with an interest in in-

I vertebrates have found a fertile field

of application in biological surveill-

ance. Unfortunately
,
this has resulted ,

in a profusion of indices and scores

that has made the acceptance of a

common system suitable for national

pollution surveys most difficult. One

.
may feel that biological surveillance

Is more preached and researched

than practised. The comparison of .

different methods has proved a

popular student project, and worked

examples are provided as appendices

in the book. In parts of the world

1 where invertebrates such as Siniu-

lium fly, mosquitoes .and molluscan

vectors of schistosomes, present a .

public health hazard to man, their

use as- mere indicators Is less

common.
- .
In common with other texts °I

1

freshwater biology, Masoh devotes a
;

.section to different types of sampler .

which: have been devised to sample

1 organisms living in the river bed.

- But how many of these samplers,

repeatedly described; are in fact ever

used? •
• -

Having ridden several hobby* :•

.:
hofaes through Dr Mason’s well wnt-

ten arid weU illustrated book. I must
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Phylogenetics: the theory and

practice of phylogenetic systematica

by E.O. Wiley

Wiley, £27.75

ISBN 0 471 05975 7
I

"Phylogenetic systematics is a total

approach to systematics with two

major goals: reconstructing the evo-

lutionary relationships among organ-

isms and integrating the results into

aenera! reference classifications.

Thus runs the introduction to this

maior work of scholarship, in which

E 0. Wiley provides a remarkably

lucid statement of the theoretical

basis for phylogenetic systematics

(belter known as “cladistics", be-

cause of its concentration on the

branching patterns of inferred phy- Al^ Waterlv

tosenetic trees). He sets out the Hidl looking frt

Sc assumptions, pursues their im-
“J

plications with meticulous argument Stamp, publish

and draws together an impressive 1—~7

—

(albeit, rather orie-sided) array of mon to both gi

material as grist to his theoretical principle, but t

mIH

° and it is clrculi

In addition lo the brilliant exposi- lished pattern

tion of standard cladistic theory in tionship must t

the first seven chapters, he goes on an appropriate

to provide well-written guides to The other,

modern developments in biogeogra- example, ontoj

phy. principles of museum specimen cedence; geolo

curation, quantitative approaches to dence; biogeoj

character analysis, and practical im- correlation of

plications of rules governing tions) are all

nomenclature. Wiley's primary goal, error. The Frer

however, is to convince the reader common charai

that cladistic theory is far superior to are necessarily

die main alternatives ("evolutionary liable. Wiley i

systematics” of the Mayr/Simpson gests that it is

school; “phenetics” of the Sokal/ within a group

Sneath school), and that it has an text of an out-

impeccable foundation in formalistic believes that tl

logic, guaranteeing its succession as monality acme

the new paradigm for phylogenetic venerated out

reconstruction and classification. surely a logica

In the face of such scholarly ex- and the out-gr

position, U might seem rather impu- higher-level ta>

dent to suggest that this elegant edi- group rule bee

fire could be rooted in misconcep- In fact, ph

tion. Has Wiley really encapsulated a tlon inevitably

superior new paradigm, or Is he anced assessrr

merely locked In an (admittedly with conflict fr

elaborate) semantic maze? tween differen

Cladistics is founded on two cen- tion between

tral tenets. First, cladists believe that and derived ch

they
:
have more rigorous, reliable ly the outcome

methods for reconstructing phy- sis. rather tha

logenlea. Second, they believe that thereof. Furthi

im “best" classifications are direct tions generally

translations of the inferred branching attention lo f

machines hnve that allows us lo con- T J J 1^ j-1
elude that they have (or do not VV OOClJLctllU
hove) souls, minds, smd an awnre- T T

ness uf personal identity. This is the . j • _
question that concerns Hofstadter C|f*€|Tp0lPK
(already well-known for his Gtidel, ^1/X. Cl
Escher, Bach: the eternal golden — - ————————

—

braid) and Dennett (the author of Woodland Conservation and

Brainstorms ) in this entertaining Management
combination of philosophy, artificial b George Peterken
intelligence (Al) and science fiction cb^an & Hall, £25.00
In a most engaging manner and with £ f 12g20 9
the aid of previously published ex- ^ „—
tracts from a large number of wri-

|n 1977 the Nature Conservancy

ters, each accompanied by u pro- Council published its Nature Con-

vacativc commentary, the authors nervation Review which details the

attempt to consider the conditions British woodlands of foremost con-

necessary for something to possess a servation importance. In 1980 Oliver

mind. However, although the ex- Rackham’s Ancient Woodland gave

tracts come from a variety of sources primary woodland n scholarly
_

and
1 : «l.;lnrnnhii and tripnrp - ... —~-

in literature, philosophy and science,

they all tend to be speculative.

Recent developments in computer

very thorough treatment. Two inde-

pendent, nationwide classifications of

British vegetation, including the

Alfred Waterhouse’s Natural History Museum, London. View of the Central

Hall looking from the entrance towards the principal stairs. Pencil, sepia pen

and watercolour, 1878. Taken from The Great Perspectivists by Gavin

Stamp, published by Trefoil Books at £11.95 and £5.95.

mon to both groups. This is a useful that cladistic classification leads lo

principle, but by no means infallible, greater stability, but this is a logical

and it is circular in that some estab- impossibility. The mere introduction

lished pattern of phylogenetic rela- of an alternative basis for classiflca-

tionship must be assumed to identify tion must inevitably give rise to in-

an appropriate out-group. stability. .... . ,

The other, subsidiary, rules (for In addition, phylogenetic rela-

Clliuyillg kllb UUffclJi Wi W mm
,

Uft JD1 mail nwwuiiiHi-l J

as they enjoy writing science fiction ^ forgiven for chinking that con-

about brain transplants and how the servation might benefit from less tree

minds of the dead may be recovered felling rather than more print,

from schematic descriptions of their peLerkcn attempts to provide a

brain physiology. Indeed, such is the more general introduction than any

composition of the book that it nf these specialist works. This is a

might have included an extract from difficult task especially as the author

A. E. Van Vogt's The Man With A dcarlv states that his book is notA.“E. Van Vogt's The Man With A
Thousand Names , in which 11 fugitive

escapes by huving his mind simul-

taneously occupy the bodies nf an

entire population. Many of the sclcc-

dcarly states that hfs book is not

intended to be a general textbook of

woodland ecology. Indeed, the

woodland fauna is not really covered

at all. What the book has got lo

offer, however, is a synopsis of Brit-
entire population. Many of me selcc- a t all. What the bo
lions make Ideal weekend reading, offer, however, is a synopsis of Ililt-

but is there any longer Insting mes- jsii woodland types by yet another

sage? I think that there is, and it (third) new system of classification,

The other, subsidiary, rules (for In addition, phylogenetic rela-

example, ontogenetic character pre- tionships can only be inferred and

cedence; geological character prece- inferences differ from one worker to

dence; biogeographical progression; another and change rapidlywith the

correlation of character transforma- acquisition of new data. Therefore,

tions) are all useful but subject to cladistic classifications must differ
' rr~i r . C In UnntllPr

apidly with the

ita. Therefore,

error. The frequent assumption that from one worker to another and

common character states in a group rapidly over turn if they are to fulfil

are necessarily primitive is also unre- their supposed functi

liable. Wiley accepts this, but sug- reflecting phylogenel

gests that it is only ad hoc if used With classical evolut

within a group (taxon). In the con- tions, by contrast,

text of an out-group comparison, he quires that they be

believes that the “principle of com- inferred phylogenel

monality” achieves valid status as the and a greater dew*

venerated out-group rule. This is therefore permitted.

sage? I think that there is, and it (third) new system of classification,

concerns the material orgins of men- an account of the historical factors

tal life. which influence woodland structure

Hofstadter and Dennett do not set Bn(j composition, a discussion of con*

out to provide a comprehensive trea- servation objectives, methods of re-

tise on the philosophy of mind, and cording nnd conservation assessment,

there is no attempt to offer a balance atwj several chapters on the imple-

of argument. What they have done is mentation of conservation manage-

to illustrate the complexity of the ment policy in woodland,

problem, for the benefit of anyone This well written book, with its

tions, by contrast, theory only re-

quires that they be compatible with

inferred phylogenetic relationships

and a greater degree of stability is

thought play an important pan in uie tiomst who wants an mese
presentation, for they can give the presented in one volume. Its distinc-

distinct impression of possessing in- tive feature is a more-or-less success-

tentional states, an essential charac- fuj attempt to marry an undeistana-

teristic for anything possessing a
jng of historical processes in wood-

J A t the nfopanl lima uiA Rffi ««il*k ttinir nh‘

told. such machines do not exist, and the^Tound and to use this to direct

surely a logical falacy. the in-group In some areas tlre ^nt cladist
Qbseivers sometimes make the error of * ,l'"'

and the out-group combined form a influence on classification has de-

higher-ievel taxon, such that the out- finitely, led to ^linguistic
_
anarchy.

conservation through

tion between convergent, primitive Primates wh

i

ch P a
^
e

and derived character states is usual- ataa
;. thFftmll

Iv the outcome of phylogenetic analy- togeiher in the famu

l ?afher than aS Rational step

thereof. Further, cladistic reconstruc- (This, of course,

tions generally pay relatively little makes nonsenseofthc

Semion lo ninctional aspects and Jg? )
we have vet to see incorporation of hominid evolution .)

-
, „

ftion Inevitably boils down to a bal- jL^X^obem^ phytege“5c rion for mind because .it lacks inten* although their related presentation

anced assessment of probabilities, «™b
n
od» Sne^ WmseKS one tionality. The chess program which is.

^
•

•

u . . ,
with conflict freouently occurring be-

of the beats you is only following orders In the last part of the book, deal-

tween different ‘ rules . The disfine- g^erUy ‘stodistic clas^cauon or me ^ ^ t£) derstaod ing wju, practical aspects of manage-

n what it is doing. ;it cannot be said to ment for nature conservation. Petcr-

thf^imlirHoSdae “want" to beat you in the sathe sense fc«n sets out 15 ‘‘strategic principles
togeiher to the fmlly Homim

. you wan! to beat- it. For a to guide those mvolveclln this work,
previously reserved tor man flione. /o

mind, to be able Thlse are based upon an account of

'riacdrSTe orang- and cannot be said to understand '

jng with practiCal aspects of manage*
p*"! “LBPin'd man all what it is doing.: It cannot be said to ment for nature conservation. Peter-

? ’hffimlirHoSdae “want" to beat you in the sathe sense ken sets out 15 "strategic principles
togeiher in:

the f^uy Homim
, wanf to beat- it. For a

jQ guide those mvolveclln this work,
preriously reseived for man alone^

to have qiind, to be' able ThSe are based upon anaccountof
(This, of »uree, automan a

y ^ for itseif |t M need lo historical changes in woodland dis-

makes nonsense of
.

Je Jousands of
js 3nCentiona| states, and for tribution and the ability of. tree and

nreviouslv published reterences lO _ I _mn>iAn. Whf»rh*r nnni.laiinnc m uittmn them-

•iwvviwi hwiivt piiuuiu luiivn iiwiii

the first, although Wiley makes
much of his repeated claim that only

J
classification based strictly on in-

[fired phylogenetic relationships can
be “natural. All classifications are
man-made constructs employing col-

wive group names devised for sim-
pHoty of reference. The obligatory
element of artificiality is, if anything,
increased with biological classIflca-
liods, since discontinuous categories
roust be Imposed upon basic units

(species) connected by a strong ele->

merit of continuity (phylogenetic des-
cent), The ritualistic coupling of the’
two dadlst tenets is

,

unfortunate,
unce there 1b ;a substantial element
m truth jn the first, while the. second.
« W best) unproductive. .

Hennig, the ancestral cladist,
made a major contribution to the

JMorjtof phylogenetic reconstruction

SL -
s,toB °n thq - distinction be-

tween convergent similarities, primi-

Lemmon ancestral) homologies
an? derived (later emergent) homo-
gffeS. Only the latter reflect phy-
logenetic relationships within a given
ffoup ^of organisms investigated.

‘5 fine in theory, but in practice
Pjoblem is to escape circularity

• define rigorous techniques for

55 *ignition
.
of derived homolo-

CldaisfcS believe that such recog-

gv-w..., K-v 1 mfprences to poswss intentional states, ana ror tribution and the ability of tree and

attention lo junctional aspects and gtwnowjy lished refereiaces fo jw
necd emotions. Whether herb populations to sustain them-

w have yet to see incorporation of JmmWJW simulated intentionaUty
' will be selvesV ancient sit« and colonize

Ihe principle of allometry (scaling to ciad
S

l

m?"« n^abiHtv in^ WoPoical acceptable as a criterion for mind is new ones. Because there are a sub-

body size) into cladistic character • welcome era of stability m omiopcu
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Accounting for the UGC dicta
ft is conceivable that (he implications u

ha a t- l „ vniwmor
126 Buckingham Palact Road, Lon

It is conceivable that (he implications FT-ASTM
for business and management educa-
lion of current UGC policy might be
the reverse of those intendecT that
an actual decline may occur, rather
than a modest expansion. This article
is written in the context of accoun-
tancy. one of the more clearly ident-
ifiable areas of business studies.
However, many of the comments are
equally relevant to other subjects
within (he business area.

.
In the climate the UGC is creat-

ing, it is Interesting to examine those
dicta which affect accountancy. We
must bear in mind that UGC pro-

I
nouncements are generally global
rather than individual. We know (July
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Unmnity ofChicago Prest
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collective ter™ accountancy
denoting those subjects concerned
with the study of business. Since it is
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beni. Since the demand foring academics is still ,S5
buoyant, particularly oversea,Sreal danger B that the best sUSnot only be lost to an inH
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THEORY
OF PRICE
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management
education

Henley Business school: pioneers of residential courses.

One of the great successes of the last

15 years, although rarely acknow-

ledged, is the growth and develop-

ment of management education and

training in this country. British man-

agement schools ore world leaders

and their scholarship and teaching

methods equal to any in the world.

Training and education for busi-

ness and management available here

is vigorous and extremely varied in

the provision made at every level

from supervisory to the most senior.

Proofs of these statements can be

found in the demand for our teachers

from management schools all over

ihe world and for our students by

companies everywhere. Equally sig-

nificant: students from overseas, in

large numbers, want to study here.

The majority is of the highest quality

- hard working and intelligent, often

an example to our own.

On a recent visit to America, it

was again very clear that British

management education was far ahead

in syllabus content, design, and

teaching methods. All this despite

the enormously larger US system.

The reason has been well known for

many years; we operate in a much
tougher and more hostile environ-

ment. We have ‘ had to adapt not

only to economic recessions at fre-

quent intervals but to the unhelpful

attitude of much of industry and

commerce. Management schools also

suffer from the same' blight of an-

Itipathy to education ana training

which has damaged our society for so

long. ,We see It now in ihe cuts in

education in universities and colleges

which are accepted with little dissent

in the country. Yet such cuts under-

mine the very seeds of Innovation

from which change and growth could

comb.

One example will do. University

ihanagement schools in the UK pro-

duce about 1,000 MBAs each year, a

.
figure which has not varied since the

late 1960s. Of these about 35 to 40

per cent are from overseas. This

compares' with about 50,000 in

America whose 'total population is

between four and five times forger.

.

This difference in', scale is much the

same across the system - under-

graduate, postgraduate and post-ex-

perience. As a result we achieve a

small miracle in the UK, but it is

small and cannot produce a critical

. mass of sufficient size. .

This, then, is the\problem which
has -troubled Us for years. Between
80 and 90 per. cent of managers get

little or no management training or

of such : t.short , and. erratic kind that

it is' Worthless. The excuses are lc-

giom time,; money - although the

«»t:of ignorant managers- Is exces-

i

wely high; in human and economic
terms. For the last 35 years Henley

New routes

to

learning
home or at work based on the de-

velopment over the next few decades

of the idea of “electronic highways".

All this is a long way off. Several

social and technical factors could

make a major impact on the demand

for learning, especially at the post-

particular subject. To gain full be-

nefit from the available technology,

we shall integrate the media used

and give the student control of the

learning process.

We shall use video material sup-

plied to students on cassette in a

variety of formats. The stop/

start and replay facilities

offered by video-cassette are a con-

siderable advance over continuous

broadcast television; they enable

course authors to Integrate material

more completely and ihe student to

choose when to study. It is important

for a management population not to

be tied to specific broadcast slots at

rigid, and sometimes unsocial, hours.

The student also has the advantage

wish, and provide the background, to

continue ior the rest of one's life.

Secondly, rapid change will empha-

size the need to learn and keep up-

to-date in the present job and ac-

quire skills for the next one. The

fear of obsolescence is greater than

ever. Thirdly, there is the distinct

possibility that shorter working hours

will create the time and climate for

further education and training.

We have divided the management

curriculum into five strands. (T) Peo-

ple; (2) Money; (3) Information; (4)

Operations; (5) The Environment.

continue to do thte.-lnevitably, we
can, only deal with a small elite -
perhaps 500 a year through our main

. Progranuries. We think, however, that
various forms of distance learning
can help -some of the large number
Qf Managers who are prevented from

- aitendfog a management college.
,

.

- Distance learning.' in . the, sense

here, is the' production, tn yari-
’ ous; combinations;-, of correspond-
.
cnee texts and. audio and visual cas-

'Wtw. Linger term, there Is also the

powWuty of adding computer baBed

areas. At the foundation level thwe

will be an introductory course for

each one of these strands. Each

course may be taken on its own:

grouped together the programme will

lead to a diploma.

With the addition of more ad-

vanced courses students will be ab e

to obtain an MBA. It is probable

that the majority of students will

only take one or two courses, but a

small, and determined, number may

continue to a degree. For the past 18

months Henley staff have been at

work on the first two of the founda-

tion level programmes. The long pro-

cess of determining the course con-

tent is over and the writing is well

advanced. ...

The first two courses will be. (1)

“Accounting for Manager3 - the

foundation course in Money, and (2)

“Tomorrow’s Manager -me^nd'

ation course in People. The fifoVjs

an introductory cpitfse foroiaiwgcrs.

and other «3«s of finwcfol foforma

tion The aim is to enable students to

use accounting and financial Informa-

tion to make better decisions. .

- The second Identifies and explains

the fundamentalA and

bitities of managers. The students

'agA'gj.ig:
their own “managerial effectiveness .

ThP« first two, courses will be.

r^“^a
“nd

^”ia

m •comnyjaicanons,, icwi-
• Jgopes now- • at the laboratory or

r^Jopment' stage could be. adapted

Wulsfonccleariajng. Ultjingtely, one

,

^envisage “learning centres*’.' at

of being able to begin study of the

package at any point in the year L

rather than being lied to one or two 1

presentation periods on television. I

Most packages will contain audio I
u

material. This will be used interac-

1

lively in conjunction with video and
J

text. It can also stimulate group dis- 1

cussions and provide feedback on l I

exercises. The computer will be used I

on some courses to provide sophisti-

1

cated computer-based feedback on I

assignments which will identify areas 1

oF weakness and suggest new aadi* I

tional courses of study. For the time l

being we do not intend to use coin-

1

puter assisted learning since, at the 1

present state of the art, its benefits I

are questionable. A small micro-
j

. computer will be used, in a number I

,

of the courses. „
Despite the use of these “new

medial text Will still play a most]

Important role in these packages. 1

However, we shall not be restricted I

to . traditional text formats and shall

employ innovative designs to maxi-

mize the educational benefit. _
Proper tutorial support, at any

rate for those students who proceed

from one or two of the beginners

programmes to the Mwters Degree,

is an essential part of our plans.

Through our contacts with manage-

ment schools and teachers we are

setting up regional tutorial arrange-!

ments
8 & Sope, of course, tfia

teachers from, other lorhhirions wiU

join us as writers and tutors in tnei

a

The
P
rofw of entry into this areaof

education are very large indeed

there will riot be muchi
change out of

"an initial investment of abo
^

Fven that, is only a beginning.

Stably we have' had to ensure

adequate
3
^

finance for this venture -|

Torie^usE not. claim too n
£
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Sot jii&t the learniiig of fach^OTjec^l

, ntauMi H Is. also a social P«^ and

requires tho interacOom Pf 6acb°5
and students, and students **th wajj

niher Learning demands individual!

effort but for most of us Msp mre«b

aIoVc all. racq-toifafie contact allows

HiTto deSp and for altitudes W
be moulded and changed. . 1

V Nbyertheless, distance foa^ring can

1 bein' the large percentage who seem 1

to be cut off rom ail forms of^man-

acement education; At the least, it I

Sttvd them a bari^ understanding 1

-, of some: of the techniques - of the

fodl* kit. This is bur objcriiye. •

,
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fiy»n If today’s management

Will yOuZ students are to become
" tomorrow’s effective mana-

cfn /IAfifC gers, they must leave their

PlllviWlifciM courses armed with practical

v management skills as well as a firm grounding in

DC bttsittess theory. Business Books specialise in

really practical books which

trp explain those essential skills,vllvvU Vv 8how them working in

the context of the business world. To give you the

cLS flavour of the list, these are just a few of our titles:

How to do a Company

manaaers Managing Nego-
illCUICIJI

tiationB, Effective Inter-

viewing for Employment Selection and Tomorrow's Office

Today. We are sure these books will be of great value to

your students. But we’d rather you judged for yourself. Just

fill in the form below and we’ll send you a complete list of

our titles. All the books are available on approval, so you

can select the titles that interest you, and browse through

them at your leisure.

TO: Janie Nicholas, Business Books, FREEPOST 6,

London W1E 4QZ (No stamp needed)

Please sand me a complete list of Business Books

available.

Name ——— —

managers?

I I Department.

College.

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT AND ORGANISATIONAL SCIENCES
j

UNIVERSITY OF LANCASTER

SYSTEMS IN 1

MANAGEMENT
The Lancaster MA In Systems In Management, developed over

the last 15 years, provides an analytical framework for Improving

management proceduresaridinformation flows. Thfs

based on the examination of human activity within organisations

by means of conceptual systems relevant to thePW808
,

0^6 '

particular organisation, has been applied In over £00 projects.

For furtheV details of the course, write to: '

.

. FELIX SCHWARZ, ,

Department of Systems (2);

University of Lancaster, .

Lancaster LAI 4YX..

(Tel:.0524 652Q1 ext. 4488)

l To? UMI, 30-98 Mortlmw Strait, Lomjon WIN 7RA

I

Please Bend th* liita tickedi
betow Name -j.-.-..,-.

‘

Q: Corporate FfasMSI Martegeiftefit Addriii a...:.,’-

. System* Analyali etc.

• drflpiiirtiidn bivilopiqeht *|C.

; a Sale* md's^llngi ate. - ...

:
:.

• i

•
r v

r.....'......
TH8S
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Wrthin the universities hardest hit by
the UGC manipulation of the finan-
c,al axe there arc a number of units
undertaking valuable work whose
performance is ripe for evaluation.
Une such is the pioneering Depnr t-

mem of Occupational Health and
Safety winch is about to celebrate
ten years of successful operation at
the University of Aston. There nre
similar departments abroad but the
department at Aston is still unique in
inc UK,
The department began as the safe

ty and hygiene group in 1971. and
achieved full departmental status in
1975 as it arew from a professor and
u handful of researchers to a
teaching and research staff of 20 and
a bevy of thriving courses. Its name
was changed in 1980 to the depart-
ment of occupational health and
safety to indicate more clearly the
scope nnd priorities in its work and
to improve understanding of this
an25n8 [^ose unfamiliar with it.

The group wns established at the
behest of industry and other parlies
at a time when the importance of
occupational heultli and safety was
beginning to be fully appreciated in
many industrialized countries. Its
establishment coincided with the re-
port of the Kahens committee on
safety and health at work which
formed the basis for the current UK
health and safely legislation. This
meant that the department was in a
position to provide leaching, re-

•
s
5
ar
S. ??d information facilities c

identified by the Robens committee. “
Links with the legislative process

were cemented early in the depart- diment s history with the inauguration in
of Its sLX-month postgraduate diplo- pcma course for factory inspectors. As th

!|
,e health and Safety Executive exfl Unit'd its incnmlinn S
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As well as offering its diploma

found jobs in a great variety of
areas, many of them in industry and
local government, a number of which
nave been new posts. Recently ex-

t£
d
A
nf

|

S
°L

th
f u

department formed
the Aston Health and Safety Society

S EB5d.

a
5
d **tend the Influence

of health
1 S5

dents, the department offe™ aS throu8
!

, confer-

u nhurt .coon.es lesHooT BEjange of E? WUhTooS? ? r~
courses op . v,ri.ly .f topics* ioclod! £

i— » imimiiK shut i

treatments, health and safety S seLTE rLir t
epa

^m0m ' rt‘ bin»
formation, industrial toxicology"^- KahoutKA >

"^Wd-ond- cour
effectiveness of health ancTsafetv PhnchL

lts,lfe a steady stream of Tl
EEC regoleHons, eve injories S ISd 7™S°

d ^ *>** " - abm
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'

n* at h°n\e born
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«
U
“°l ihe u|Vof‘ mate

4dte-d?g«du{!£.Sl AmbStfte WJS8
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to .the employment m&rket. Lika nltnf
^*£?£» e?ii

1
Bad5'!; sponsored a its d

their Counterparts from the other de-
;

siudl three-year • C?v
partmehta ’Courses -and ;fnr Aini. i^ 1 n o the effects of first aid- Hfc#h
nenemllo Wr^T' !°r AJ

!
0n training uoori -5® a,a MkelJ

. managen^noflchera and .lmKra ^ ^ comri*rt? » toa iraWno ol

--Sw 1

iH*'^?LTT :u, s,wenW «re tak

Or Hi

cqmnjehfe

cbm

™.pient .^tadards^rtlafe'
oyep
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ha also the

:

analysis 0f demhc^^K
SB? tovesti^ated differential m-
fality, lung diseases, and in parties,
lar lung cancer nsks among variou
categories of employees «Efoundanes. It found that foundry
working was significantly associated
with lung and stomach cancels and
that a number of occupational groups
within foundanes were particularly at
risk from lung cancer mortality.
Many of the major projects are

earned out within the self-financing
industrial toxicology research aid
advisory unit, ffere a team or
hygienists and toxicologists under-
takes a number of projects variously-
funded by industry and the HSE. At
present, the main study is concerned
with airborne pollutants and other
factors associated with occupational
lung cancer with a particular interest

in synergy (interactive effects be-

an- tween different materials).
‘tjy Besides its research programme,
ide the unit is also kept very busy under-

itu- taking hygiene surveys in industry

ilth covering all types of airborne con-

iti- taminants, noise, and environmental
an, factors in the workplace such as ven-

Dm tilation and lighting. Through the un«

»ed it's services, advice can be given by

other members of the department on
ac- such matters as training, safety audits

nt, and inspections, control of variouj

iad hazards, safety policy and organiza-

re- tion, occupational health, reliability

>a- and system safety analysis
ng The department has provided.!
iin focus for the development of educa-

Sc tion in the emerging profession of

m- occupational health and safety in Bri-

dy tain as well as supplying a model

ill which has~ been widely copied in

Dd Europe and increasingly in the rest

Sc of the world. Members of staff haw
to always played a prominent part jn

a- the debates within the professions!

e- bodies representing safety advisers

nt and occupational hygienists from

which is emerging the structure of

>e education and training at all levels in

af health and safety.
.

'

id How many United Kingdom um-

:h verslty departments with an estabj

t- lishment of twelve academic staff

d have a multi-disciplinary team «|®

:y qualifications in engineering, soda

e sciences, law, physical sciences, his-

r- tory, biological sciences, medicine

!- and ergonomics, all . of whom haw

p their main interests in the- same

y coherent field of study? The depan-

>’ ment of, occupational health

.

d safety at Aston University has such a

mix of skills, and its sfeff remain free

i from inter-disciplinary rivalries, com*

- bining to teach on all departmental

i- courses, * " ..

f ' This cooperation has been brougm.

- >• about by effort and understanding

s bom of the necessity to develop »,

course syllabuses from first pnno-

t pies. Thus, divorced from the con-

- straints of- their basid disciplines, stag

. 'Have had to- justify Inclusion of inf

• material with arguments based upon

i . the needs of the
.

outside world apo.

its problems.
1 K '

- v •

Over the next ten ypars, it B m°8‘

;
likely that the department wil]

t.inue to develop arid expand
such areas as .extension-educationJw.
both hom'd and pverseas ronsiimPj

:

.
tion, streamlining .

Information an

: advice provision and .the furtfef F*
.
velopment of courses which dp rim

depend- upon UGC Income..
;

' . .

;
;

•
•

•

:

y;-: Ian Glendog

'• The author, is short cOUrbe ttiforljftt
. depdfiment of occupatfoitaf. .*

' and safety at the University bf ^ sl0‘ ‘
•
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A special brand of engineering
nt special engineering programme

fSEP) at Brunei University is a

hroao-based, intensive undergraduate

KS£ring course. It aims to attract

SfSst students, and to provide

Sem with an education and training

appropriate to an. engineering^career

^manufacturing mdustry. THe prog-

ramme, which was launched m 1978,

wasdesigned from scratch. Few con-

straints were placed on the design of

the programme although, of course,

resources were limited. SEP is a four

vear thin sandwich programme, run

in collaboration with 40 major en-

rineering/manufacturing organiza-

tions in the United Kingdom.
.

The programme aims to satisfy a

national need. It aims to develop

per cent of practising engineers in

industry work in a commercial con-

text. We take the view that to be
successful in the circumstances de-

scribed above, engineering graduates

must not only be familiar with the

type of business situations in which

they will work, but also have some
competence to deal business factors

and some enthusiasm to do so.

national need. It aims to develop

competent, enthusiastic and creative

engineers for work in “commercially

related jobs in the UK manufactur-

ing industry.

A clear view of the nature of the

"end product" and the circumstances

in which the end product will be

employed, was clearly of importance

in designing such a course. For ex-

ample, a broad-based approach, in-

volving the study of production, elec-

trical and mechanical engineering (all

to honours degree level), was

adopted, in order to produce flexi-

ble, and adaptable engineers, who
would see merit in working across

normal disciplinary boundaries, and

adapting continually to the changing

engineering world.

A “total" approach emphasizing

both study and training was adopted

because of the need to “form" en-

gineers in the manner advocated (la-

ter) by the Finniston report.

The fully sponsored thin sandwich

approach was seen to be the best

way to integrate practice and study,

to provide students with an oppor-

tunity to develop skills, familiarity,

and competence in working with en-

aneers in industry, and to provide

the staff concerned with close work-

ing relationships with companies on a

relatively permanent basis.

The decision to emphasize design

in SEP arose from the need to de-

. vekjp the creativity and imagination

of students, and to avoid overemph-
asis upon an engineering science

approach, in particular to avoid

creating the illusion that the practice

of engineering is an entirely objec-

tive, and scientific phenomenon.
- The decision to incorporate a sig-

nificant proportion of business / com-
mereial / management studies in the

programme, reflects our view that 80

These points are interrelated.

Together tney are indicative of the

philosophy and approach of the

programme. The involvement and

treatment of business f commercial /

managerial subjects are an integral

part of this general philosophy. In

this respect, we have decided that it

would be inappropriate in the

course, to deal with business subjects

in a disciplinary manner.

It would be inappropriate also

simply to add these subjects to the

end of the course, or to have them

taught by a separate department or

by separate staff. It was considered

essential that the study of business

subjects should not be wholly disting-

uished from the study of engineering.

In 1973, the Paris Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry took a major
initiative in establishing a European
management school for able men and
women frotn Common Market coun-
tries^ The product of that initiative

h EAP, the European School of

Management Studies.
Chambers of Commerce in France

fitter significantly from their British

contiferparts. The Paris Chamber of
Commerce and Industry ' is a quasi
public and autonomous body man-
agM arid administered by elected
members of the business community
arid a large permanent administrative
Stwf,.

,

- 1* wields considerable economic
“d. executory powers, in business

matters /In the Paris area, .'and Is

. ririariced
. through a compulsory tax

.toVall registered enterprises
.
in the

region afe well' as levies froIn such
•sources as. ports and railways. Its

.overall: budget is subject to minis-
terial approval.

.

but that business subjects should be

dealt with throughout the course in

an integrated fashion.

Our objective was to incorporate

these subjects in such a fashion as to

reinforce the fact that SEP is a

course concerned with a particular

type of engineering, rather than to

give the impression that this is a

management course, or an engineer-

ing course enhanced by the addition

of management.
The focus throughout much of

SEP is upon industry related project

work. Such projects can be under-

taken by both individuals and groups

throughout university and industry

periods. Much of the university

Based work in SEP is focused upon

projects, and the study of business

topics is anchored to this project

work.
The Year 1 course requires the

study of some aspects of marketing,

pricing, accounting etc, . but these

.
topics are incorporated in such a;way

as to reinforce and relate to the

study of one artfact. In the first year

of the course, students are required

to study business organization and

undertake assignments while in in*

dl

Th!s distance learning is designed

to complement and support students

experience in that first industry-

based period. Topics such as inter-

personal relations, group dynamics

Learning
commerce the

French way
establishments, are the three presti-

gious Grandes Ecoles of business and

management studies. These are foe

Hautes Etudes Commercjales (Hey

,

etc are part of the taught syllabus, I

but are also dealt with alongside the I

group project work, and are filtered 1

into other aspects of the engineering I

work within the programme. I

Throughout, therefore, students

learn about business, just as they

leam about engineering, materials I

etc, ie by study and experience. I

SEP students study in some depth I

what would be recognized by a busi-

1

ness school teacher as: marketing, 1

economics, accounting, law, indust-

1

rial psychology, sociology, social eco-

1

nomtes, finance etc. Rarely, howev-

er, are these words used in the sylla-

bus, nor are the topics dealt with

separately in the programme. 1

This approach has caused con- I

siderable difficulties in the structur-

1

ing of the teaching and adminislra- I

lion of the course. It has been diffl- I

cult to try to Identify staff who are I

competent and anxious to work in I

such a manner. These problems nre
|

no less great with the need to econo-

mize on the use of resources through

the use of larger classes and the

development of unit teaching struc- L

tores. I

There is still the possibility of I

some misunderstanding, particularly I

among companies not currently col- I

laborating with the programme, and 1

some engineering professional bodies I

have little sympathy for the notion of
|

teaching management studies to en- I

?

inecrs. Their arguments would he

amiliar to those involved in pro-

moting postgraduate management

courses to industry in the UK. They

-criticize the appropriateness and de-

sirability of teaching management to

undergraduate engineers.

We do not share some of these

views, but in any case, consider them

to be irrelevant in the context of

SEP, -which, as has been argued

above, sets out to leach a particular

brand of engineering. We would cer-

tainly not advocate the promotion of

this brand for those more concerned

with obtaining jobs in engineering in

i academia » in research etd. Biffwe do
consider the approach to be wholly

relevant, and demonstrably success-

ful, in respect of those 80 per cent of

professional engineer who work 'in

creative engineering jobs In complex

commerciaT situations, .

Ray Wild

The author is professor of engineering

and management, systems at Brunet

University. .

and "study" are to some extent self-

explanatory; they are, nevertheless,

kev to the nature of the programme.
. # — noce no

two are essentially national to char-

acter; EAP. on the other hand, is

‘“Bm&fffi'telerm Europe-

Imply to this context? In recent years

growing numbers of tostjluUonsTiave

?ton, it also bears .the respopsibillfy
for' providing business ana technical

Mutation at pU levels and- spends in

Mff .region of 60 per cent df its total

for this purpose.
This Involves running .27 educa-

ffffal establishments, wffh an annual

JPiffcp bf
;
some 8.0QQ Btudents on

uuHlme programmes, plus a further

*Notable/ ..aihong its • edUcahtmal

:-,^JS3aflTSS5j£-

aDplicable in most situations^
,

;

me irauuiuiioi swiw =3--

have an opportunity to test these /by

working for ono academic term each

year on a real management project

In an Industrial, commercial or ser-

vice organization. To- dale, in the

UK atone, more than 300 companies,

large and small, have participated in

this scheme, In addition, and ofae-

cessity, each student becomes at least

^fro'ots of EAP are sllll clearly

in French soil, fed by money from

the Paris Chamber of Commerce.

Having said that, itrecroils stodento

from M BBC member Wto* rind to

date every, student entermg thc pro-

sramme. Irrespective of nationality,

Kss been subsidized by the chiirnlv®1

to the extent of 80 per oent of the

actual cost. A'-'meamn of their com-

mitment to the concept.
.

Those who' successfully complete

not d diploma,Jn UK. educational

1

terms. - is, recognized by
;

the French

Ministry As eqidvrientjo the Meif-

rise, the master’s degree of a French

university. ’

,

!
Kenneth Sterling

The author is United' Kingdom dlrecA

t6f of EAP, the European School of\

Management Studies.

‘New Management Titles from Pitman

Readings in Strategy for Corporate Investment

Edited by Frans G J Derkindcren and Roy L Crum
I

A collection of fourteen articles from eighteen finance scholars

of worldwide repute. The book focuses on increasing the

effectiveness of corporate resource allocation in our complex

and changing environment. The articles keep mathematics to a

minimum, thereby remaining accessible to a diverse readership.

Published January 1982/Paper/224 pp

ISBN 0 273 01635 0/Price £8.50

Readings in the Management of Innovation

Michael LTushman and William L Moore

A comprehensive, up-to-date selection of readings on the

organization and strategies of innovation. The authors cover a

broad range of topics, presenting both an interdisciplinary and

an integrative approach to the subject.

Published April 1982/Paper/676 pp

ISBN 0 273 01786 1/Price £15.00

The Executive Challenge: Managing Change

and Ambiguity

Michael D McCaskcy

The author develops practical guidelines for effective

management in the changing situations of our limes. The book is

designed to help readers develop their own managerial skills, anti

includes specific case studies to Illustrate the concepts and

principles outlined.

1

Published June 1982/Cnsed/240 pp

ISBN 0 273 01846 9/Prlce approx £10.50

For further information, write to:

Pitman Books Ltd 128 Long Acre, London WC2E 9AN

iPitman Books i

University of Bradford Management Centre

OHE YEAR M.BA
In icdo/i lough job moikm iho bo* icta go lo 'bn bail

n.vjUfiBd c^iplltonh IhoB'ailardNV.a A touW ha jOu>

pmuii k, ihori-teim endlong Inun io*cib*MiK«a mwv
an Itrlcmh* 13 months pciWoduaW pMfliam™ tatriing to

ito Degree ol MaUer In Sulinen Adm)nu%Qt*m.

SSBCGrai*and»onMmdiMdsnhlilp»t«0 Fwd. Woftl

Foundation] maybe available lemempHonrfiMtenK

• TheMBA cap «U*obe taken In eeperafe 3 manHi nxxkilo*
(TheMpditeMaA. Aatramma^

noutrfee «w Theponyorfume Secretary. •

Unjvenjyof Brt4dfc*d. fctonogemefilCwify.

Emmlflnfc OirfiiBt VW.VoArts* OOBdA
k'.-. telephone:

Research forlhe’RealWbrld ?
The PhD/MSe programme offe rs one way out of that classic

dilemma, it is not an easy way out: the programme at CrarifieldSchool

of Management demands both considerable intellectual ability and

personal qualities ofdedication and determination. But it is an option

which offers a way ofcombining theory and practice in a vitally

. Important area.

Applications are now Invited for our graduate Doctoral

and Masters programme, studies tocommence InOctober 1982. Weare
looking for people vrith a good degree or equivalent professions I

qualificationwho have a research Interest In any °r

management , such as organisational behaviour, marketing or

operations management. In some cases, financial assistancemay

.

be made available.

Siude nts al Cranfield work ellher individually or within

one of the research centres attached to several of the main business

a reus. On completion of theirdegree ,,our graduates have tended togo

back into business (50% to dale) or have moved into teaching posts.

OPENDAVxOn5lhMayaiid2ndJunel982.au
opportunity is provided for those Interested to meet with Professor

Martin Christopher, and other Faculty members, to discuss the

possibility of undertaking research. 1 fyou have a genuine merest in

resemen come and meet usand see. the facilities wc have lo offer.

Cnjnfield Sriifod ofManagement- tHrdfnrdil&M 751122

Cranfield School
of Management V

Name „
.Address

.

«ml «I«Ai I» RMKlulll j,«i»nAItcndbw lurUM

.TW. No,
,

— Ref.;No. PM1U5 4
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Compared wiih the United Slates of
America and with the traditional
Academic disciplines, management
studies is a relatively new academic

p u
10 dlu United Kingdom. Most

or the important academic journals
nre not only young but also strongly
American in influence.
Management studies is interdisci-

plinary so its journals cover a much
wuler range of subjects than those
serving other disciplines. They are
less international than those in sub-
ject-based disciplines representing a
strong y Anglo-Saxon, English-speak-
ing culture, reflecting the values and
ideologies of American rind British
approaches to management and to
managerial problems.
They are also produced largely by

and for academics rather than bv and
for practitioners, who generally' view i

with suspicion what thev consider to I
be abstract theorizing about practical /
matters. _

Indexes to management literature s
show the size of the field. ANBAR h— , llb utiu. niYonn
covers over 2GO journals but very few
of these are academic. The European
index of Management Periodicals
cites more than 140 and the Socinl. oiiu utc aoemi
Science Citaimn Index lists more
than iso, although this includes mal-
management journals too. If we dis-
count the practical journals, there
urc about 90 which are strictly

r
C
j u

1115, P** can be broadly class-
fied by subject area: general man-
ngemenl, personnel, accounting,
management science and marketing.
About two thirds of these cover the
general management and personnel
Helds, the rest are fairly equally dis-
tributed across the other subject
areas. *

One of the most prestigious of the
few international general manage-
ment journals is the Management In-
ternational Review, an English lan-
guage journal from the European
Foundation for Management De-

& Theorizing
nic

™

| about

i practical

H matters
a

k- velopment. It aims at furthering in-
id ternanonal applied research, though
in many contributors are American
° and its quality and standing have

much improved since its creation in
y 1961.

Most of the academic general
v management journals are American.
3 By far the longest estnWished is the
1 Harvard Business Review. It was first

published in 1922 and, although con-
! sidered light-weight by some, now

has a large, bi-monthly circulation. It
is significant thm nil the major
American business schools, like Har-
vard, produce their own journals,
although these vary in their academic
standards. The belter ones include

u £aWornto Management Review,
the Columbia Journal of Word Busi-
ness und MIT’s Sloan Management
Review, all less than 25 years old.

Outside the American universities,
the Academy of Management pro-
duces both a Journal and a Review
The older Journal publishes empiri- !

cal research, especially tests of
hypotheses derived from practice. ,

Purely conceptual articles go in the
Review founded in 1975.

J

In r

J
e UK, the Journal ofManage- :

ment Studies, first published in 1964
,s the longest established general .
manaeemfln i imimni i, i

11

™ uiia wnn
management practice. Its aim is to

i
Western Europe , f..

seivices that co^ld be of *££££"**
'

v?hl* ‘’Specific infomudon and practical advice
' oVSgT' 8Ulde f°r 1116 new«Port“-myoneSg
SirDetek Ezra, Chairman ofiheNatitmal CoalBoard
1SBN01J 5135731 128pp.

‘

UnderstandingPublishedAccounts
.Paul Mower
— c°tnprehensive introduction which'takes the reader rh mi*ok

to*1 conventions being
8

EEJ alternatives and the pitfalls ofover-simplistif
interpretation.A separate section is devoted to inflation

. ?CTOpnting pnd its effecton stantfard practice, .

• ISBN0 it 630446 4 100pp.
'

'

ic4'9B

Business& Government ; ,

Fbrfuittier dis tails arid snecimen l.<»W .-a J. iUi.i lii. ». I
•••*•» v '~v

_ advance knowledge in the theory of

f
organizations and to the practice of

y management. The Journal publishes
articles on methodological develop-
ments, empirical studies, practical
applications and reviews of manage-
ment literature. Its authors are pre-
dominantly British.

In the personnel field, a major
international journal is the long-
established International Labour Re-
view, published bv the International
Labour Office since 1921. It is large-
ly descriptive and prescriptive, writ-

h
*e

.
n

,

academics, and is concerned
1

WIth employment and labour issues

e ‘
fln ^nterna^ona * an^ comparative

n The balance between personnel

j
Journals in the USA and UK is fairiy
even. In industrial relations, the nin-

i
jor American publications are Cor-

\
"eI1 s Industrial and Labor Relations
Review and Berkeley’s wider-based

,

Industrial Relations, subtitled a jour-
nal of economy and society. The

; nearest UK equivalent is the British
Journal of Industrial Relations which

1963
bCen produced at the LSE since

In the behavioural aspects of per-
sonnel. Personnel Psychology is
widely read and heavily cited. It con- I

cent rates on research methods, re- ,

search findings and applications to
,solving personnel problems, mainly

in American business and govern-
ment. It covers training, job analysis,
employee relations and employee f
morale. r 1 '

thJ*
1

! -lresJ; Britisfl equivalent is l
the British Psychological Society’s u
Journal of Occupational Psychology

,

b

established in 1922, which has a good tl
international reputation.

B
J

1

Sl
?
vey of American 5

accounting professors found that !!
different accounting groups had 3different opinions about the quality “j
and ranking of accounting journals

7

They ranked the young Journal ofAccounting Research highest.
1

?
Accounting, Organizations and

le

Society, ainew UK journal, edited at R
* M- i?j

d
°L

Business School and £
U
by Pcr8ammQP . eqjpha-

„
in*£L

h
.

l?ipa,
f,

as?*cts of ac™unt-

gj n
I"^“,i°Pally- «s aim is to fos- gter new thinking in the social aspects f,”

of accountancy. ^ va

..I™.? °f man-
“

Business of running
a business school
continued from page 23

dence, although not easy to assess
suggests to me that this market has
shown little or no growth over the
last decade, and may even have de-
clined.

This has occurred against a back-
ground of very rapid growth in in-
house_ education and training and in
organizations where overhead costs
have risen substantially. In the exter-
nal held, while - as already men-
tioned - the demand for longer
general management programmes
has not grown, there has been agood demand for shorter (one- to
two-week) programmes based on spe-
cialist knowledge input, if carefully
chosen and targeted toward what

^^arket
.
Wa^' The* is no doubt

that there have been, and there re-

fer the school that were lain a™when the present sit* i»c
,a“

was acquired^ 1968°
SUSKX

so™VIS £’&"*• .«-*
with finance from foundadoM^ci?
Pan^ and internal funds geneSby post-experience activities over thelast decaae, and should raise Mrcapacity to 470 full-time eqSleXOur current full-time teach?ng7S
of 40 is expected to rise toVowthe next two years.

M

JlbLTn tl

fe
heckground of

SJiPP and development which theschool is undertaking that the Uoi-

#9ra
Pts Committee last Ju}v

Zld EEC smS

r . r 1 H,iu re-
main, opportunities to provide good
service in this field.

In addition, there has been a rapid
growth in what might be described as
the provision of "bespoke tailored”
activities ranging from special board-
run seminars, courses for finance
managers or production managers in
specific locations, internationalizing
activities for those destined for ser-
vice abroad, and a variety of other
contributions that meet defined

baris

°n M ‘nd'v'dua * company

th
?“ch

.
developments bring with

inem both opportunities and prob-
lems, To meet the market needs within
the relevant time scales often re-
quires a degree of flexibility in the
use of faculty and facilities that is
alien to a culture weaned on
academic programmes which are
well-Mtablished and require long
lead-times in which to effect change
For a school such as the London

Business School where so much of
Its effort must be focused on earn-
ing rather than spending, there
emerges an inherent ambiguity be-
tween the significance of academic
Values in thpir mun J.L> i

aoflmon ui man-
agement Management Science was
founded in 195? by the Institute ofManagement Science of America. It
concentrates on short, original and

,rom

ifftionaJ impact because it concentrateson concepts, and techniques for the

^reJriihu Ifs articl«are readable, stimulating and from avaries of contributors. £/
a* Imperial College

’

aowumnodates practitioner interestsand has some interesting features

theses*
5 *nternational. register of

UK-based Journal of Oper-Monri Research is well-established

JS.p 1

,l
5
as

!
ess International im-

o/ 0p"a,i°"

.
major academic marketing

tS" ,

Mflrke
J
ilJ

| Association producestheJournal of. Marketing Resear7h
with a theoretical approach, and :

the

pia«
r

fcaL

M"W/ °f A*arkelin8 w^ch is

.— ui dwaiicm c
values in their own right, and the
need to perceive oneself as a busi-
ness which at a very large margin is
reouired in pnm i.c _
rftn.i .1 ill ,

J Hiargm IS
required to earn its own living in a
very competitive international en-
vironment.
In the light of recent Government

decisions and perhaps those yet to
come, this may be as true for post-
graduate work as for continuing
education.jrhe inevitable response to

J.f.P°
te
o
ntIai

t

difficulties of finding
student grants and scholarships for
fell-time study is to consider other

xr„h
if,

sM’saraararsTK
tone programmes and the develop-
^"l

in

a
o
n

,

Perhaps of distance-
toarning techniques in the manage-

JSJ?.-
%ld- In^vidMal schools willhave to decide how to position them-

th

C V

l

S9«" t0 tI

l
esc activities in

thelygOs.TJey are already upon us.

KI W?
^°nd°n Business School ish ghly aware of the issues I have

discussed. In the- postgraduate aream haw fbyght to preserve our posi-
tion as international leaders in Bri-
tain, which we belieye ^ofton-
rfainental mportance to our . student

to the country at large.

rnnfrncr
6 P^^'^Pcnence side, by

°u
Ur m

.
tert*atiohnl involve-

toent has -been increasing, and oUrcurrent Sloan Fellowship and SeniorManagement Programmes are bothrunning with 50 plr cem“f the parii-^°m overseas. The situation

cwlfeoplty,; cannot: be

IndWd&terMnycsu
Current deve

id partly be achieved by the ongofo!
deyelopment ofa new modular form of

ld

?X
l

-°u
th
L
e Mast«" Programme

is which will embrace equally the public
I and private sectors, and enable study
d- to be combined with a full-time job
:c Wh'fe the UGC increased the
n proposed grant in absolute terms, ibe

g unit of resource per student was of
> course reduced In line with the rt-
sr duction of unit resources in the rest

I of the system, and cuts in resources

t of some 12 per cent relating to ex-
isting activities are already being im-

i posed.
' w

The expansion in our teaching and
l residential accommodation should
- also make it easier to deal with the

current level of demand for our
1 tailor-made” activities which are

dealt with through the school's Cen-
tre for Management Development.

Finally, the expansion will permit

a rehousing of our major research

activities represented by the Institute

of Finance and Accounting (which

has just been refinanced for another

seven years), the Centre for Econo-
mic Forecasting, the Institute of

Small Business Management and the

Institute of Public. Sector Manage-
ment. in addition, plans are about to

be brought to fruition for a new

Centre for Business Strategy for

which provision has been made in

the new building, and for which

fending is now being obtained from

private sources.

Against this background of new

challenges and planned activities,

one can only hope that the environ-
•

ment both of government and of

private industry will give us a fck

wind. Over the last two years both

the University Grants Committee
and private industry have given us

their vote of confidence in the most

tangible way. It is left for us
-
to

justify it.

R. J- Balt

The author is principal of the London

Business School.
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An Invaluable source ot Information for

business studies- students. “TWs Hand1
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aa Buah deserves to be widely read," wrflsa

. Walter Goldsmith, Director-General of the
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management!
education

Conditioned by tradition
There can be few more important

functions than management. And theS and coordination of human

S3 material resources is of particu-

lar importance
during a recession. Of

aual Importance
must be the prepa-

ration for management, that is man-

Sent educatfon. Yet the educa-

JSn of managers is problematic and

after 30 years it still attracts wide-

spread cmicism among academia.

This article examines some of these

criticisms and assesses their implica-

tions for the future of management

education. , . . . .

An appropriate place to begin s

with the term ‘’management . Its

meaning Is far from clear. In the

tixteentn century it referred to the

handling of horses. The verb to man-

age is derived from manus, the Latin

for hand, which meant to tram a

horse in its paces. The French mean-

ing evolved during the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries and referred

lo careful housekeeping {maior-

dame). It is only recently (from late

in the nineteenth century) that the

word “management" has been used

in the business context.

The term contains a linguistic

muddle. It conflates two meaning.

On the one hand it refers to a tech-

nical function, the control and coor-

dination of the production process.

On the other it refers to a social

grouping, the people who occupy

management positions. This is a sim-

ple but important point.

The official definition of manage-

ment is:

“Responsibility For judgment of

the decision in effectively planning,

motivating, and controlling opera-

tions towards known objectives

attained through efficient coopera-

tion of the personnel concerned.

(British Institute of Management,.

1966)
, .

The reader may not be much wis-

er. To understand "management
one has to place the activity and the

social group in context.

Management does not occur in a.-

vacuum, it occurs in distinct social,

political and economic structures.

The context of management in the

UK is capitalism. This mode of pro-

duction dictates the logic and pur-

pose of production. In contemporary
capitalism the purpose of production

is still the accumulation of private

profit. It is the organizational goal

for most businesses and it provides

the backdolh to management prac-

tice.

.
Management practice performs

two mam functions: the coordination

and the control of production. Coor-
dination is indispensable and com--
man to all societies. Control is uni-

que to production in class-divided

societies as there is no inherent
reason why management should con-
trol the activities of others. Control
is only possible because managers
control the means of production. The
private

. ownership of capital gives

management with certain legal rights

and power. For example, the con-
tract of employment contains a pow-

;

er imbalance because it gives mana-
gers the legal right to dispose of their

employee’s labour. The present orga-

pjzation of production allows a dis-

tract social group to control the pro-

duction process and thereby to.com-
•riand the major part of the lives or

their subordinates.

.
Like any social group Management

.
sought to justify its position,

both to others and to itself, in other
words managers generate their own

,
‘ ytffftejk 1 Before the First World

'tower-falre economics lent sup-

PWt to the: belief that management
autnGrity- could be legitimated op
grounds of ownership rightrf. HoW-

.
ever,- labour, miljtahcy during 1 and fol-

First Wprld War posed a

.
practical challenge to private own-

. , enbtp qnd .the "right to manage”; it

5r° P°*ed a legitimation probletn for

f/Btahafiers 1 '-
•-

’
•

'

legitimized by ail members of the

organization Decause it is seen to be

held together by common objectives.

Authority is no longer based on own-

ership. it is now founded in the sub-

ordinates consent. The “management
revolution” thesis would have us be-

lieve that capitalism has been re-

placed by “post-industrial’’ society,

we are all workers now.

This is unsurprising as most groups

of people seek to justify their posi-

tion to others. The existence of an

ideology which supports manage-

ments is hardly new and various au-

thors have drawn attention to it.

Joan Woodward put forward the de-

cade 1953-63 as formative of a com-

mon ideology among managers. Fox

joins her in criticizing it as an obsta-

cle to understanding. Both suggest

that such an ideology can be under-

mined by management education.

Fox’s hope has proved too optimis-

tic, for education (“the inculcation of

critical thinking and the stimulation of

intellectual curiosity") is not noted for

its prominence in departments of

management. On the contrary . .

the singular characteristic of much

management training, (is) that it is

designed to discourage thought. I

suggest that the purpose of such de-

partments is not the inculcation of

critical thinking but the inculcation of

beliefs and attitudes. Far from under-

mining management ideology, man-

agement education reproduces it.

Most management educators

would deny this. They would insist

that they are concerned only with

practical problems and deny anyex-

piicit ideological perspective. They

would say that common sense in-

forms them of the main problems

facing managers. Any analysis not

directly related to problem-solving is

shrugged off as academic. This claim

cannot be substantiated however.

Pragmatism is not an alheoretical

position, it simply means that theore-

tical presuppositions are driven under-

ground. Pragmatism can be ctticized

on two counts. Firstly, itjs deceitful in

Us claim to be something it [s not, and

secondly, by shielding theory from cri-

tical scrutiny and examination that

theory foregoes the opportunity of

advancement. Given the predomi-

nance of “pragmatism" it is not sur-

prising that the development of man-

agement education is stunted.

Pragmatism alone lacks academic

respectability- Management educa-

tors have been concerned about feeir

standing among academics and have

searched for more refined theories

which would underwrite their status.

Such theories vary in sophistication

, wd consistency. At the m=m
there is a management philosophy,

that is some attempt to dress this

ideology In
.

respectable academic

^TbT velvet glove of behavioural

science slips easily onto the roo fet

of management dominance. It is the

handmaiden of pragmatism bewu«

-it adopts top managers definitions.

Management. activity is not situatec

in context. Indeed behavioural scien-

ce deliberately abstracts such activity

from liT social, political and econo-,

mic environments. °Tgadlzjtlons aj

treated as if they were microcosms in

8
'nSrTare good reasons why

Hbe-

hivinural science" predominates in

science and only call Jtpon

faced. It claims to aid the coordina-

tion function by giving instruction in

techniques eg personnel, finance,

marketing, but it introduces an ideolo-

gy "through the back door” by way of

pragmatism" and “behavioural scien-

1

ce”. This ideology servs to legitimize I

the control function and thereby sup-

ports the position of management.

Possession of such a set of beliefs and I

attitudes may well be necessary for a
]

manager’s personal success. However I

this has more to do with the fact that I

presocialization into the “right” values 1

is necessary for recruitment and prom-

1

otion to senior management positions,

rather than with the validity of the I

ideology. There are few socialist top

managers. I

A system that works and meets I

people's needs may escape self-ex-

1

amination. Economic crises stimulate I

debate and it is to be expected that 1

this will encompass management. I

Management ideology is wearing

thin. Social science nas highlighted

the theoretical inadequacies of“bc-

haviouralism” and the recession has I

thrown into relief the practical fail-

1

ings of management. Most attempts I

to restructure industry are dominated I

by management perspectives and this 1

can prevent solutions to our econo-

mic problems being found. Questions I

must be asked about the relevance of I

management ideology for understand-

1

ing the practical problems which face l

working people. I

A start would be a recognition of
|

the existence of class divisions based I

on inequalities of power. Britain is I

not a “post-industrial” society, it is a

capitalist society which is in deep

crisis caused by disastrous probt

rates and which is experiencing grow-

ing political polarization. Managerial

prerogatives do not derive from the

superior ability of managers nor from

the willing acquiescence of workers,

but from the control system on the

shopfloor propped up by the private

and the state ownership of capital.

The problems facing British industry.

Management ideolpgy c^mes m
5“py:fcbl^,aind there are a. number

r
- which it can attempt to

v inullnr'’ «+b rr* - Kntnon

»igfgp
“ the pn>B™llc

this isa nttti^ofprnctical

The problems facing British industry. I

cannot be cured by “motivation , I

“leadership” or better “human rela- <

dons”, they demand a change in .the

social organization of production,

The traditional response to calls

for changes in the organization

production Is to say that the market

is on infallible measure of need and

profitability, the criteria for invest-

ment: the private ownership of capit-

al is necessary for investment and

profit. The demand for change cad

then be dismissed as a utopian

dream. This is to miss the point:

"Capital goods are productive but

ownership of them is not ... Trie

only thing exchanged for the pay

ment of profit is the ownership of

capital, profit is only
yj
elded because

of the orgflmza^on protteebon.

^Workers looking for an alternative

to plant closures and the dol& queue

would do well to recognize tin?

Doint. There is an alternative. T/ie

alternative to production for Pnvat®
,

profit is production for social need

Eased on common ownership. Not

management control over workers

but workers’ control oyer the pfd*

duct
*ncMhe producrion prCK?cK; m

nlher words self-managemeDl. Work

era should trust themselves more and

employer-appointed managers lea.

Just as Tocqueville suggested tiiat

leave foreign' affairs to ansto-

litis end Inst as male chauvinists

Seda, women for seeking the

vnfe no doubt management can be

relied upon to argue that vraft?

n

_nre

not sufficiently
*‘r

?|
and coordinate production. There is

t siiSle enswef to the* charge: if

workers lack competence they mustSled te thesWJJs of .manage-

mflnt The response of managemont

apartments wuT reveal whether they

reSly are interested only In technical

instruction or whether ®s well a
^i,
re" f

iSdicioK Middle class; careers they

s Sto reiSod^ an' ideology legitimat-

ing the status quo. .. , •;

,
Richard M6«den
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Management Titles from
Macdonald&.Evans
Human Resources Management
H.T. Graham ... , ,

This HANDBOOK provides a framework for the study ot

human resources management, both for students of indust-

rial relations, and for managerswho wish to have a compre-

hensive reference book covering the human aspects of their

|

3lkl
£2 95

117 3

idustrial Management Services

, Beeley . ,

tie aim of this HANDBOOK is to present, as simply as

issible, most industrial management techniques in a

ngle volume. This edition has been updated and a new

tapter on group technology included. This should form

le basis for most courses of management study.

942 0 a7S

Management Planningand Control
j

LG. Anderson
, , I

'his HANDBOOK provides a framework for the syste-

matic planning and control of business operations. Inyalu-

,ble to students preparing for the various professional

:xaminations, it studies the interrelationships of related

unctions and systems on which to build an effective busi-

ness structure. .

1277 4 M 2S

IN PREPARATION: SPRING
jjlftfc.

ManagerialAccounting and Finance TJjjggfc

1 Lewis Brown & Leslie R. Howard

The text of this new edition incorporates the many new

developments in management accountant^ which have

recently taken place, and discusses the subject in the light

of new techniques in this and other areas.

1751

2

For a 1ree BUSINESS STUDIES catalogue.

Macdonald & Evan* title*, pleaie write io: Dept THES2^
» n fhB IJk!‘

FR EEPOST, Plymouth P LB 2BR (no pottage *tamp needed tr ported in theum.

Clll MacdonaldSeEvans
hy/E 7B yean of Independent publishing

HOTEL AND CATERING
LAW IN BRITAIN

Fourth Edition

DAVID FIELD

Condse College Texts

Crisp, clear explanations of statutes and regulations

surrounding hotel and catering management is the

hallmark ofFfeJd. Written lor students, hoteliers and

theirlegal advisors, the fourth editiontakesparticular

note of changes In syllabus of the Hotel Catering and

Institutional Management Association. Scottish togis-

iatkmandoases are accorded appropriate acnitinyto

a text geared to a readership throughout the united

Kingdom.

The CompaniesAd 1980, several Licensing Amend-

ment Acts and the Sale of Goods (Consolidation)

Act 1926 are suitably Incorporated, together with an

important code governing display of prices in res-

taurants and cafes. Overall coverage of cases has

been extended, with major developments in the

employment and fire safety areas worthy of special

mention.

May 1982 Paperbaak: £8.68 0 421 28960 0

Mail Orders
1
- Sweet A MaawreU. 8pon ffoolarilers) Wd..

North Way, Andover, Hants BP 10 SBB
; Bookshop; Hansmtok, Sweat

118, Chancery Lane. London WC8A 1PP
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Appointment of Head of
Research Section
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ln nNaSrSd mSffitand with previous experience In research In the context nt nr*F
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TheUniversityCollege
at Buckingham

CHAIR OF
BUSINESS STUDIES
A newly established post.
The successful applicant will
co-ordinate teaching and re-
search In Business Studies
In collaboration with staff ol

j §F
h0018 of Accounting

and Financial Management
Economics, end other rel-
evant disciplines.

Good academic qualifica-
tions essential. Industrial or
commsrdaJ experience an
advantage.

Salary reflecting qualinca-

I

tiorw and experience. USS.

Officer (SED), 06-72 Gower
Telephone 01-636 8000 ext 80.
Cfoslng date: 26 April 1882.

_ ..J HP tOIIGHBORDUER

£2* Of UNiyiRSlTY OFT TECHNOUSy

ruoiES SOFTWARE
lied post. DES GNANDs IMPLEMENTATION
th staff ol

Applications are Invited from n*

aualltlca-
campui. There are Imported dr-

lustrlal or
velopmeots m Interactive prognra-

lence an
min8,

an computers. Candidates with n-

ouallffca-
perknee or microcomputers wonld

» USS
“® 81 ** stfvanlige; there ue
opportunltfes for special reaxuuJ-
bibiy In this area.

Salary f5.285HE10.S73 with pros-

pecta of extension to II2.8M, The
appointment will be In the lower
half of the scale.

FUrlher information and applica-

tion forms from Paul Jonnson,
Establishment Officer. Ref. W
CC.

Loughborough Ltktumhirt

(PSYCHOLOGY AS APPLIED TO MEDICINE)
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ST HUGH’S COLLEGE
Oxford

,

Temporary
Lectureship

in Law
The College proposes to
appoint a temporary
sflpendlaiy lecturer -In Law.
The appointment will run
from 1st October, 1082 fo
30th September. 1985 and is
not renewable beyond that

,

date. 1

Further particulars may be
obttdned from the Principal.

nv^ftFt
8 Col,a0®* O^ord

0X2 6LE, to whom appiica-

tei10 .

Cop,88) fl,vinfl P0r'
ilculars ol qualifications and
experience and the names
of three referees should be
gent so as to arrive by
Saturday 1st May.
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DUBLIN
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
^DEPARTMENT OFCOMPUTE? SCIENCE
Applications are Invllsd

ror a rull-tima appoint-ment In the DepsrtRient ofComputer Science. Th»
appointment will be made
at the level of either
Assistant Lecturer or Col-
lage Lecturer. Candidate*
must neve completed or
nave near to completion s
Pn.n. In Computer Science
or In a related area.

The current salarr
scales ere;
Assistant Locturnr: E6.S39
- £10,933 (under rpvlewl
Col leas Lecturer: £19,373— £14,536 (under rsvlewl
Entry point on the re-
levant scale will be Irt

accordance with qualifies-,
tlone Hnd experience.
There Is .
non-ronlr Ibu [Pry pension
scheme.

Prior to application,
further Information Hn-
L-ludlnn application, proce-
dural nhould be obtained
Trom tha Secretary end
Bursar, University Col-
Uise, Del field. Dublin ‘ <;
Telephone anqulrlea.
(593244, ext. 431..

The oioainn date rdr re-

ceipt of completed applica-
tions is Thursday. 39tn
April. 1 982.

Please note that Th*
College Offices Will b«
closed 8—18 April.- 199®.

LANCASTER
THE UNIVERSITY Of

.

TWO LECTURESHIPS'

Appllcatloria «ra'|«it*J
for two lectureships
Law. One la a P0'7T^!ylS!J

,

B
oat tenable from l.fijjyj
er --1989. and the other

a tamporery poet .ror p

S
erlod of ona year from «

eptomber 1982 to 31 Aa
gust 1908. -. .*

There la, no raatrletlOT .

- In the field of Interest or

opplicenta. but
farenen may be. given io.

,
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offer teaching In
more of the roliowfng_snjf*

.

Jaote: Contract. ...T«rL

Equity, ..Commercial 4"
.

and Company MW, '
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1 Prs60 pn
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in ^he rartae
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Further pirflcMl«« "l"?-
'

b« -Obtained- fouqtlJW- fi*fgrgnnM r aax/m
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- tlohB - (five
be. Sent -not

centr^wm^bs "coneUToreJ
for both poets unless the*
indicate a vyljh only .to

considered 'for one ^ :
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LECTURESHIPS

Aj?p,lSHSS.-y quellMod
for two eateb-

BfcgSBsrjsss
5:S/or ?nduat“lil *g*rl-

S^&WS'Z? t "eYortow"

i/Src
br.Mv^:

{"55, programming and

Ssaesr^i^ss^
a.fo*n

P8r ' 85Sfo5SglnSi
‘

UJcroproceseor Syatoma.

It (a anticipated that

Ko'FeO
3°S

Pluas
Londoji Allowance of
£l.03B per annum.

|S?,b»“ should be eant by
JO April 1982 to: Profea-
ior K. Woirenden. Papart-
Snt Of Computer Science.
University College Lob

fe°E
S
lnr

oU
f
L
r°om

^aasjTarSK
will he plaaaed to dlscuas

NEWCABTLE UPON
TYNE

UNIVERSITY OF
DEPARTMENT OF FINE

ART
TEMPORARY STUDIO
DEMONSTRATOR

Applications are invited
from men and women Tor
the temporary post or Stu-
dio Demonstrator (Printer/
Paintor) in tha Department
of Fine Art. which la ten-
able from 1st October
1999 for a period of two
yaara.

Salary will be at an
appropriate point on the
Grade IB(bar) _ scale:
£5.285 - £7,700 p.B.
according to age,

.
qual-

ifications and experience.

Further particulars may
be obtained rrom the De-
puty Registrar (F.PI. The
University. 6 Kensington
Terrace. Newcastle upon
Tyne klEl 7RU. with
whom applications <3
copies). together with
photographs and/or slide*
of recant work and the
names and addressee of
three rararaae. should be
lodged not later than 30th
April 1982.

Please quote reference
THEB. HI

will be pressed to discuss
ihaie post* with potential
rsndldsien. 1,1

NEWCASTLE UPON
TYNE

UNIVERSITY OF
SCHOOL OF

ARCHITECTURE
The University Invites

application* rrom man and
women, for tha poet of
LECTUhER In the School
ol Architecture. Candi-
date* should be qualified
architect* with an mtersat
In design and professional
practice. Tha suecenarul
candidate will loin • team
or Starr responsible lor
letting- up and supervising
daslgn projects but will
hive as a primary respon-
sibility the coordination or
leaching and examining In
Professional Practice. Theleaching and examining In
Professional Practice. The
post fa evollable from 1st
April. 1982.

Salary will be at an
appropriate point on tha
Lecturers 1 scale: £6,070—
*12.860 Pa according to
age, qualifications and ex-
perilncs.

Further narllcularB may
b« obtained from tha De-

B
uty Registrar (F.P.). Tha
niverslty. 6 Kensington

Terraco. Newcastle upon
Tyne NE1 7RU. with
whom applications (3
copies), together with the
names sna addresses of
three rersraas. should be
lodged not Istsr than 23rd
April. 1982. Please quote
reference THEB. HI

NEWCASTLE UPON
TYNE

UNIVERSITY OF
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

LECTURER IN.
MATHEMATICAL
EDUCATION

Applications are invited
from well-qualified and
axuerlenced mathematic*
teachers lor i, Lectureship
In the University School of
Education. Some eaparl-
enca In tha teaching of
Computing and/or Statis-
tics would be an advan-
tage. The successful appli-
cant will make e major
contribution to the Initial
training of mathematics
teachers, end have “Con-
siderable involvement In
In-service courses. Re-
search into the teaching
and learning of mathema-
tics and related sublects
Will be expected. The sue-
resaful candidate will be
expected, to take up tha
post on 1st October IBB2-

Salnry will ba at an
appropriate Pp lnt.A°5,^hBLecturers scale: £6.070 —
£ 12.860 par annum,
according to age. qual-
ifications and experience.

Further particulars may
ba obtained from the Da-

B
iity Registrar (F.PI Tha
nlveralty, 6 Kensington

NEWCASTLE UPON
TYNE

UNtVERSITY OF
DEPARTMENT OF

STATISTICS
TEMPORARY LECTURER
Applications are Invited

tor s Tomporary Loc-
taraship for one year Trom
1st September 1982. Ap-

caplest togother with me
names and addresses of

AP
p|

l

ease
B
quote reference

THEB. . _

NEWCASTLE UPON
TYNE

UNIVERBITV OF

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

atom**
Applications are Invited

1™? P
a nt?

11" qualifleaBona
SSth In remeaiBl work n

HiSii jfeSijiSSfipllcanta Should paasase a special educating I

fe^d.dtS?S8Sat0.
r
tSBSSi S®u.ted¥h™

aiperienCB and any
teaching, exparlance would
ns an advantage. Tha auo-
ceasrul applicant, prefer-
ably with an Interest In
msrnstream statistics, will
. axpectad to take a full

•S?vltia«*
,,a Dopnrt,nBnt- “

InlUal salary will ba up
jo £7,000 per annum on
,95 ...Mcturara scale;9S -- Lgcturara* scale
LSl*lP “ £12,860 p.e.l.
ir
e
i!
0
£P,n9 lo apa, qual-

(catlona and experience.

h_*^!flhBr- particulars can
”5 jptained rrom tha Head
.i-.H" Dapat-tment of Sta-
tlatua, Dr- I. A. Ahdar-

^?.
d
t1£:

row whom appllca-
Hfflf W copies ) together
...... tha . names and
gi«L»wi of three ra-
2W*. Should be lodged

'star than 92nd April
_ TJoasa quote rarer-

three ra-
be -lodged.

enca thbs.

UMJW ZEALAND
UNlVER^groTAOO.
*“,,W«,T.jggViMR

KEELE
UNIVERSITY OF

Temporary Lectureship

INTERNATIONAL RELA-
TIONS

for Temporary Lectureship
in International Relatione
(enable for one year from
1 October. 1B82. Some
preference may bo given to
candidates able to teach
Strategic Studies, but ap-
plications from candidates
with other special lied In-
terests are welcome. Sal-
ary on first 3 points or
Lecturers' scale, currently
£A,Q70 to £6.880 pa with
membership of Unlvoral-

Conferences

& Seminars

ties
Scheme.

Superannuation

Application forms and
further particulars from
The Registrar. University
of Keele. Staffs. STS SBO,
to whom completed ap-
plication forms should ba
returned not later thsn 30
April, 1982. HI

LONDON
CAMPAIGN Fan HIGHER

EDUCATION
Conference on Pos> -School

Education for All: An
Alternative Strategy for
Higher Education (pnpora
will be presented on many
aspects of a comprehensive
post- 1 8 education pro-
gramme. l

On May Tlh and Bib., 'at

North East London Poly-
technic. Detslle from Sociol-
ogy Department. NELP,
LIvinoatonB Road, London
E13. Or phone 01-390 7792
ext. 5033. H22

Fellowships and Studentships

SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL

Fellowships in Business History

Applications are invited for two 3-year fellowships ln buBlneBa

history; one tenable at Ihe School of Management, Bath

University, the other at the London BusIneBB School. Candidates

should ba first class historians Interested ln the relevance of

business history to modem business, arid to management
.. _ i_ __l AAlb nnnliini IamIm

education and research, and In researching 201h century topics

such as business policy and corporate strategy, entrepreneurial

style and effectiveness, govemmentflndustry relations at

enterprise and Industry level, corporate finance and business

taxation, and public sector management. Some teaching will also

be required. Salaries will be on the 1A scale for research staff

(currently E8.070-E1 0,575), One fellowship will Btarl In October

1882, the other in October 1983.

Further Information from: Dr Paul Long, Sacralary to Ihe

Management and Industrial flateHons Oarmlttea, SSRC, 1

Temple Avenue, London EC4Y OBD. Tel: 01-353 5252, Ext 53-

Completed applications should ba returned by 30 April 1982.

Polytechnics

Bristol
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Salary will be at an
approprlata point
Lacturere ecaloi £6.070—
ri2B60 pnr annum.
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Headship (GradeV)

ofa new Department

of Nursing, Health and

Social Work Ref No. L/149

' Applications are InvHed for the Headship (Grade

V) of a new Department of Nuralng, Health and

Social Work (title subject to confirmation). The

Department will bring together parts of Ihe existing

Departments of Science and Economics and Social

Science,

Applicants should have wall established

academic and professional experlenoB and
.

•

qualifications in one ormore of the Helds and should

have the experience from which to ensure teaching

NEWCASTLE UPON

UNIVERSITY OF

“IMSSfflBW” •

riaBSEnEtt-
fells'"!

I

bor 1 = n 0Jod hou-

tinted. wSuia.
BV «•

?a
r"n6artakS s5m..tutor«*.

taaahlng-

;
15^5?‘^5^

h™- pM?^SS »nS -"Perlanc
v is. 782 par annum.

The date ol appointment will be 1 September

1682 or as soon as possible after that date.

SALARY SCALE! E13914-E15482 per annum .

Forfurtherdatsjisandan epplktaltonk^,
tobe

^

Coldharbbur Lana, FwneHay, Bristol or ring

Bristol 858281 Ext 875
.

Please quote Reference
Number L/149 in all -

commljntcatlons

SHEFFIELD CITY POLYTECHNIC

OBPAHTMENT OF BUILDING

SENIOR LECTOBEB^^NSTRUCTION

tuoowsW «* ha required loWBCh
** K9fwi h

th* rande; £MM P>») “ B1®*Ht P-t
S
^!?:^Srirtd tihVMr

iMI$ from «" Pereonnei Offloer,

ssr-jns?.

JHHBrBristol^*-,
P©ll^®<slhiifijo©

Head of Department

of ComputerStudies
and Mathematics

(GradeVI) Ref No. L/148

Applications are invited for the post of Head of

Department of Computer Studies and Mathematics

(Grade VI) In Bristol Polytechnic. The Department Is

responsible for the leaching of mathematics,

statistics, computing and operations research

throughoutthe Polytechnic, including Iheteaching of

mathematics on teacher training courses.

Applicants should be qualified to provide

leadership In research and teaching, and In the

administration of the Department.

The date of appointment will be 1 September

1 982 or as soon as possible after that date.

SALARY SCALE: £15045- £16500 por annum

For furtherdetails endan application form, tobo
returned by 23 April 19B2 please contact the

Personnel Office, Bristol Polytechnic,

Coldharbour Lane, Frenchay, Bristol or ring

Bristol 656281 Ext 576

Please quote Reference Number L/148 In all

communications

PLYMOUTH
2£/ POLYTECHNIC A

Faculty ol
Technology
Department of
Architecture

SENIOR
LECTURER/
LECTURER II

Salary: £8 ,
462-£1 2,141

(under review)

(Level of appointment and
.starting salary dependent

MIDDLESEX
POLYTECHNIC

RE^IRriai!S
,oE?av

£12.057 — £14.997 mb.
Inn.

TUB rec*ntlY oaiahllatisd
Eh

B

rn v THClinolagy Centre
at tho PolytBCiinlc a
Bounds Graan. North Lon-
don location. Bmbmras
fubi Technology and Bel-Fuel Technolooy and Sci-
ence Thermodynamics and
Haat Bxcnanosr ' Taohnolo-
gy In an tntardloclpUnary
approach drawing on *ha
substantial

,
roBOurcBs.

available • Within tha
Polytechnic.

experience)

also

VISITING
LECTURER

(Short Term
Appointment)

Salary: £6,462
^-El0,431

(under review}

AppBcaUorra ara
:

invited for.

Design Studio Tutors with

speoaj -expertise and ex-

perience In computer aided

design and bullding/technof-

S tiling lecturer post Is

for one year commencing
September 1362. The
permanent post to com-
mence at an agreed date.
Application forms to be re-

turned by Friday, 16th April

1982 can be .obtained with

further partlculare from the
Personnel Officer. Plymouth

with U—
fona, go»*rom*nt asti
fxhmanta and Industry.

Isstt .snneu.ssi
willing tO_ participate
diractTy, or In Ml advlaary
capacity, in. the atructur-
Ing ana Implsmanlatlon of
teaching prosramme* and
tha development or new

a.'tcu'w krill'."/ d../.?;
and an appllcallon rqrm.
ooBtrao rtrat class to: Par-
ajmrw satSff *
and an appllcallon I

post(he rfratclaosto:
acnnai Ofllca. Mldd

Potylechnlc. 1

Plymouth PL4

OXFORD
PULYT ECUNIC

Dapartmant or Catering
Management

LECTU^I^fiOgjHENIUR
; In Fond nnd Uevnraea

Mansgamant

food and - bavarngn mini-
agamant within Itonoura
dograo and other anvanrad
toursea.

iMflcinKm:
^jcl^re^

.
(I £6. 464—

(Trahafer rrom LactuiTr II
to a«nior_Lnciuror It, aub-
ject to *f(l(l*ncy rnqpira-

OXFORD
POLYTECHNIC
FACULTY OFAHCHmCTUREt

bBFate

Head of Dehartmaiit;

-Salary £9624 - C 1 2 1 4 I
(under ravlewi

The Oepartmaht lias
very actively protnotad
siiidlH .iii renewal, iirliun .

ragana rn i tun and conswi#'
t|un for some

.
yaara in

boih .
undargradiiato. and

J

mauaie tuurwn,, In /on- •

unction vwftn lh* .loint
;antr* for Urban poaiun.
A rull-ttmo pmi la now
a vail uli In In (in* area and
ail ol lean is are sought vyhw
have a*parl«lirn In prurll'-n
and arc familiar, In ufliior- :

ni anti in rtotnli, with the
Itrtiulaina and BporBitPS of

.
npnr«*».M Of .

in-ban iiuabnnnry and- in*
renewal or existing build-
ing Block.

Application*. Intludinn •:

>n curriculum vliar and tha
namen «nri -. addroaueij of
three rereraej* ltiqula Or
racefved t»y if April I9t9.-

Farther daialla antl-np-

ElarSprln
Asawlant, Department, ol
Arcltltaciura, pajorrt

tYranafar rrom Lacturpr II
to Etnlar Lnniuror la. aub-
ject lt» efficiency rmjplre-
menta, automatic.

^

Appllcatloria. Including
tha nemas of thrao . ra-
re raoa, ihoujo bo aon t by
1 May. 1919 to the R*afi
nf Department of Catering
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OXFORD
POLYTECHNIC

Faculty of Educuiionol
St udiaa

Depurtinnnl o( Educational
nr<valopm«iit

.ECTU ,,E
¥iJ{i

,eShEN ,0 ,1

1 emjiuri.ry uno-yuar
Appoint ruont
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Clnalnn dare: 9th Mn.

Colleges of Further Education

I

I DURHAM COUNTY COUNCIL
DURHAM AGRICULTURAL

COLLEGE

PRINCIPAL (4-8)
Applications are Invited for the abovs nnsi nt Ptinrinsi _
Durham Agricultural College
appointment will be effective from 1 st September! fgsS.'

7116

1M^i/a
e
lSiAiSwf

P
ifiS?

,

.

i

2
n (SF8 - re'umabte by 6th'April

iaiS3S^,w'‘asass

PjjH DURHAM
^COUNTYCOUNCIL

Jl Roehampton

*>r Institute

Dlflby Stuart
Froebal
Southtanda
Whitelands

£?
ur888 offered by the Roehampton Institute of Higher

Educattan are In combined studies leading to University first end
higher degrees.

ASSISTANT REGISTRAR

Heglslrar at a College is responsible to the Registrar for the day

?
f

i

8™ 0fflce ,n handl,nS course enquiries!
applications, admissions, examinations and records relating tostudents admitted to the College.

8

Salary; NJCWPTC Grade AP3 - £8,567 to £7.248 per annum,
fncfcdfng London Allowance. Hours are 35 per week, annual

avaSle
nHU0mBn{ ,S 22 dayS|^ a 8UPerannu8'ton scheme Is

MoMtomi. and further particulars can be obtained

JS-.V-'S-fl A8a,slant Secretary, Roehamptonff-at Education, Richardson Building, OlgbyStuart Coltege, Roehampton Lane, London SW15 5PH
*

Closing date for applications: Friday, 23rd April, 1982.

educat!on
ALL college of higher

affiliated to the University of Leeds

LECTURER ll/SENIOR
LECTURER IN MUSIC
(Two appointments)

B^t,d ™^BPar,menl O,fe,ln0 BA<H°™). BMOd).

Applicants should possess a high standard ol oraotlcal

SgK.« &

Both appointments required for September, 1082.

^,eSi-S2
fl

14
f

!

08t8 LeClUr8r ll/Sen,0r LflC*urer 808,8 E8.482-

SSSwSsffi

F

5*
.III. «...

JJLMflKEFIELD
22^^METROPOUTAN district council

CrilEF

PROGRAMMER
To be responsible for the
provision of a computer
advisory service, for co-ordh
naUnp the training or College
staff In computer techniquesv* proMig computer
service documentation. Ap-
pU^nla should be wen qufi-
med and have experience of
computing ip the educational

iwwldlna a similar
sendee. Relocation ssstet-

IJKJ?. available where
appropriate.

8*11* Eia.275-E11.517

Aw^tion formsand furtherw«Bs may be obtained

Pmeonnei Office

01 Hl0hB

WBf(SST'
Tel. (0452) 448508 -•

Casing data for receipt of

£P®t

!
dJ8PPL,oaBon forms

car ion, Vf.

raH^rss^sl

April, 1982.

Applloationa aro

s

•niE times higher education sitolbo^ .

Colleges
of Technology

„ KENT^^^
COl/NTY CQUNC1L

-

FOUR POSTS IN
CATERING
EDUCATION

Well qualified appllcents are
required for posts at Lecturer
Grade II and Senior Lecturer
tevels to teach on Higher
Diploma and Degree Courses.

CATERING ADMINISTRATION
Including Consumer Be-

f
8v

t>
u;. Hotel and Catering

Marketing, Human Re-
sources Management.

CATERING 8YSTEMS
Including Systems Planning,
Systems Theory, Catering
Technology.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE
MANAGEMENT
Including Food and Beverage
Cost Control, Purchasing and
Materials Management.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE STUDIE8
Including Kitchen Preparation
and Production, Catering
Theory, Gastronomy. Com-
mencement date: September
1st, 1982. Closing data for
applications: 16lh April, 1982.

Further details from:

The Director,

Doreet Institute

of Higher Education,
Wallledown Road,

Poole,

Dorset, BH1 25BB
Tel: 0202 5241 11
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LONDON
Oloceae or WeBtoiInitar
Education Commlaslon

Tha Adult Education
Committee

require* a

DEVELOPMENT WORKER

Lv
Saiofy £7.?23 plua £385

COUNCIL FOR NATIONAL ACADEMIC AWARDS

Acting Assistant Registrar

W ba well qualified academically and stood

Assistant Secretary (Pereonrwl)

London WC1X 8BP
]

:

Sa^ma^SSSM
03 OM"? of quailtkalfona and axpertanca andrm" d addra8aW« Iwo refaraes Bfwukf be submlttad bylBApri.
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v<,sis; Research Studentships
iSiSBR AND

THF. TIMES HICHER
EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT 2.4.82

Misc continued

Research and Studentships continued Personal

research assistant

City Business History

A full-time post to assist with the preparation

of Volume II of a major business history.

Remuneration at appropriate SSRC rates.

Located in the City of London. Starting time:

August-September 1982. Successful candi-

date will have a sound first degree in

economic history, modern history, or some

related discipline. Further research experi-

ence in these, or similar fields, is also

essential. The post would suit a graduate

student in the final stages of completing a

PhD dissertation; and a candidate in this, or

similar, situation would be preferred.

Applications, including a full curriculum vitae

and two academic references, should be sent

to: Clive Trebtlcock, Pembroke College,

Cambridge.

Pembroke College has no direct involvement

in this project.

LONDON
UNIVERSITY OF

THE LONDON SCHOOL
OF ECONOMICS

SERC STUDENTSHIPS IN
SEA-USE

The Science and En-
qlnrerlnfl Reaeurc-h

.
Coun-

cil has ocrcplad tho
courio: 'M.Sr. Sou -Use
Lew, Economic* and Poll-
cr-Maklnfl' “I th* London
School of Economic* **
sultulila for thn tenure of
It* Advanced Course Stu-
dentship*. The School Is
ihernforn able to uffnr
iwo onn-ynar Bttidnntahipa
on this programme for the
radamli- year 1 October,
1982-30 bnptembfir 1983.
Prof Bremen* will bn alVBn
to, annllrant* ponnnsalnq u
good first dagron In Bi-ona-
mlc* Who vvlnli to apnclal-

.
l*e In the nconumlra op-
tion. Tba programme con-
l*t* of a basic course In
M*rln* Sclnnea. Biology
and Tnchnology, with *
tholra of two option*

. ihoion from: Intarnatlonal
Law or thn Saa. Flnonclol
RtPOrtlnq. nnd • Monage-
mant. Economics.
Problem* or Sea-Use Poll-
ry-Msklns. tognther with
a research essay of 10.000
Words on an aqrond topic.

Candidates should write
at once to the Secretory of
the Graduate School. Lon-
dun School or Ecanomlca
and Political Science.
-Houghton. Street.

dun School or Eranomlca
and Political Science.
-Houghton- . Street.
Aldwyrh, London VVC2A
2AB. for appllcetlon m^te^

SHEFFIELD

LOCAL EDUCATION
AUTHORITY

, Applications are invited
irora map and women for
»h» -POSt of RESEARCH

,ASSISTANT to Join -a cur-

Sntember,

Courses

M.Sc.

(EDUCATION
MANAGEMENT)
Teachersand Administrators

wllh Institutional manaflament

responsibility are Invited to

apply for IhiaC.N.A-A. 2-year

day release programme. Appli-

cants tor tola poslexperience

programme stxxild possess an

honours degree oreqtArelent

professionalqualification and

eithera D.M.S. orequtvatBnt

postgreduste qualification

containing studies In Educatio-

nal Management. In exceptio-

nal oases candidatesmaybe

admitted withoutthe above

qualifications. Location, Dan-

bury Park.

Enqulrtsator

The Registrar, Danbury Perk,

Danbury, ChelmBtord, Ebssx

CM3 4AT.

Tel: (024641)2141.

AKMC
HOSTH UBT LOHOOBKMtiCliWC
.|U»COUNTYcovn

a CNAA

EDUCATION

OFFICER
The Saudi Arabian Edu-

cational Office In London

needs an Education

Officer with full compe-

tence in all matters re-

lated to the British educa-

tional system particularly

In higher education.

Applications should be

sent to:

The Saudi Arabian

Educational Attache,

29 Belgrave Square,

London SW1.

Overseas

Gothenburg

University, Sweden

Professorship

of Spanish
Referanoe nr E 311 a B31/81

Applications are Invited for a

boro, Teoiargeten 18.

attar that date, but

omic jr*ar

THE NEW SOUTH WALES INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

The New South Wales Institute of Technology Is established to provide a wide f
8"98

J* S
those entering or already employed in Industry, commerce and government and to unde^ke app ted

research. The teaching and research activities of Tha Institute are carried on In seveni F

L

8

total enrolment of some 0,700 students studying in more then 20 major undergraduate programmes

end a number of graduate courses.

The Institute Invites applications for the following Academic appointments.

FACULTY OF BUSINESS STUDIES
SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTING

PRINCIPALLECTURER IN ACCOUNTING
The School of Accounting provides undergraduate education hHjreraonB

aild
accounting through a broadly based business degree wllh 8 JSESWSfrS
tlnance. The 9chool also participates in the Faculty Graduate Programmes. tor mid career vocational

managers who are seeking to upgrade and update'melr existing skills. The MBA programme Includes

accounting and Information systems subjects serviced by this School.

tha School already has a flood record ol achievements In its teaching programmes tor

undergraduates and
V
graduates

0
The Principal Lecturer In Accounting, En addition t°.hia teachlng

responsibilities, he wHFbe expected to give strong iBadership tom JXnfwSfeS
developing effective communications with business firms etc., for case writing and student project

opportunities. There will be Bome administrative duties.

Applicants should have a higher degree and an appropriate mix ol teaching experience and practical

experience in business or government.

SCHOOLOF MARKETING

SENIOR LECTURER IN MARKETING
The Faculty of Business Stadias offers a Bachelor of Business Degree

Marketing conducts a concentration In Marketing. The Master of Business Administration and the

Graduate Diploma in Marketing ere also ottered.

The School of Marketing, wllh an establishment ol ®M?H<a^arSte^MSna
offerina of undergraduate and graduate aubjecla In tha areas of Marketing strategy, MBmeuna

Research Consumer Behaviour, Advertising, Distribution Management, Sales Management,

uentitlva Analysis and International Marketing. The School la located adjacent to the central

business district of Sydney. Support facilities Indude a new Honeywell computer system and excellent

Applications are invited lor the position of Senior Lecturer In Marketing within MhxJI i

Faculty ol Business Stadias. The candidate should possess post graduate qualifications In marketing

and Bhoutd give evidence of teaching and research activities.
, L KjI.,n

Preference will be fllven to a person whose educations] background and relevant e>^rience Inojcate

thS shrffl prmSe academic, admlnlstiative and professional leadership Including.

Interaction with business organisations. .. . Hn/i fn!>
.

Further Information may be obtained from Dr. Kenneth E. MHer. He«l, School of Marketing, on (02)

20030 ExL 9737. or Dr. J. R. Rosalter. Principal Lecturer, Ext. 9749.

FACULTYOF ENGINEERING
SCHOOLOFELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

LECTURERS

tSmmlHed to co-operative educational principles and maintains an extensive network ol contacts wi

Engineering win be ponskfertd.

FACULTYOF MATHEMATICALAND COMPUTINGSCIENCES
SCHOOLOFCOMPUTINGSCIENCES

LECTURERS

nnrifM bv Coufw Wbffc BfKl Report (IflfiofinfiUon EWWCfi)*
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S. the Computing Sciences

ThW»mani ocndefnlc establishment Is 41 In two departmenls: Computer Sciences and Information

Sciences IneKdes systems architechire. operating ajgtems,

norffwiflanca evaluation, microprocessors, programming, the theory, ol

S^njmplicante should havea decree In Computing Bdeno^or a d*ree In

SS^ffls^xpeflence in compofeg. Prevtous teaching experience would ba an advantage.

FURTHERINFORMATIONAND METHOD OFAPPUCATION
e-inrtAH tor these positions are as folkms:

(Lam 3). *MMB0 (Laval a. **37,071 (Laval 1), InlUal appolnIme-H
rnncipai uau«.p.a

^ Leciurar wfll be made at Leva! 3.

Senior Leduren $A28,127to SA32.782

•LsoturtR
’ 5A20.963 to $A27^39

.

01 * 3r con,,,c, 1*
,U

Z
In certain drtumalancea, the opportunity exists for Indefinite appointment at all loveis, from

commencement of duty, Iwwavarthte is subject Ip negoitetion. - .
.

,

Fates and contribution toward removal expenses aria provided lor ov ‘

{m/nihta hmvtelon overseas appointees wfil be expected to enter into a service ®flre8m®hLte remain

StaThe (nstffff^nS^Sol Urree (3) yoare/A Houatng Loan Schemote also available. With

^SiTSXBCed^ flteff «re psrlWttrxi to undertake Ikntted conairtting work.

.

,

inofcfltiona close on Htii May 1982. Written application* should tedgdo: Address, phone nuihber.

«S^°parfi2j^«JSMe^ol qSliHoaflons;^^ktatiow; research wcxkund^
^^recUonvrithbusiness organlaallorte; and the names and addresses <rf Ihrse refareas from whom

contWenUal;reports may be obtained.

tteSoWSorSwy, ^.S.W. Goyemmenl Offices, 96 Strand. LONDON. WC2N BLZ

systems i processing
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here again and the grass beckons and
the sun occasionally shines, I am
tempted to turn my attention to
horse racing and my own record as a
punter.

I know nothing of the subject and
can therefore write about it with
confidence. What I used to know,
about it was gleaned from a fellow
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
University researchers need a clear career structure

cir - Your leader and the extensive (when they can find the time in accustomed to maintain a permanent to retain any real standing and

Snorts from the Leverhulme seminar between lectures). Such enthusiasm staff, rather than recruiting for each lion of achievement in re«

.

1

i «funlinn to the critic- sic the vnnnu wnrknrc will retain will rnntrnrt Th» owarrlinn nf iirantc hu ihrniiph this nruscnl decade.
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rescurch

Union view

Binary
problems
skirted

Bin’s standing in basic and applied own field I notice (rather readily, as there are no logical difficulties in the Association of Scientific, Technical
while the Chilver report on higher

research relates to activity in this secretary-general to the 11th Euro- councils reviewing the institution's & Managerial Staffs National Advis- education ill Northern Ireland pre-

sector and since observation and the pean Congress on Muscle & Motil- total capability to carry out a project ory Committee for Academic Staff.
scn|s a wide-ranging review and re-

exisling evidence widely quoted from ity) the growing proportion of the prior to making an award which in- commendations, the Government’s

nie survey published in Le Monde young and talented who now work in eluded an element towards the salar- Sir, - With reference to your leader response concentrates almost entirely

uieaest a clear decline already estab- Europe. ies of career grade staff. on ‘The Research Jungle’ (March 19) I on the future of the New University

Ushed in that standing, we are talk- Two things need to be done. One The other side of the coin lies in would like to take up your Iasi point 0f Ulster.

ins about the whole future of our .is to trim down (though not abolish) universities taking the teaching func- on separate funding for teaching ami
[t js c | ear that the Government is

national capability in this area. the numbers on short-term contracts, tion seriously, particularly as a basis research.
, .

primarily concerned with rationuliza-

This association has long criticized and to provide instead a dear career for appointment and promotion. I think higher education in Britain
tjon antj reduction of opportunity

the structure of research in British structure for experienced researchers Again, this is a long standing goal of could learn a lot from the system in and uie nectj tD save money. Hence
The leaving of the dav- in universities. There will alwavs be this association. There will never be the GDR. The bulk of the teaching

jjjc concern for NUU and its future

because the university has for ob-— . , . vious reasons failed to reach its stu-

oloved either on short-term contracts of for the type of situation where one lecture without researching one’s dieust) who are specialists in their dent intake targets,

or on studentships, with supervision some of those employed on serious material, or usefully research dis- fields but are also for the most pari The Government has made clear

fmm staff whose ostensible appoint- investigations at research centres are coveries one Is too inarticulate to trained teachers. Their teaching loaa 0 decision has been taken that

IllGUl * — > | ji i r,

to justify. Among other oddities, it

has always been true to say that

these short-term appointees spent

half their time learning their trade,

rather than practising it. That the

system worked was related to the

young researchers having - in the

context of an expanding sector - a

wifw >ia lu mill uuyvii luiuugu hui auuuaii; uinvLiamwa lanuig uiw itaumig turn.' vh jw|/ui uw. iwnumg * o

na1ionai”capability
in this area. the numbers on short-term contracts, tion seriously, particularly as a basis research. _ ,

This association has long criticized and to provide instead a dear career for appointment and promotion. I think higher education in Britain

the structure of research in British structure for experienced researchers Again, this is a long standing goal of could learn a lot from the system in

universities. The leaving of the day- in universities. There will always be this association. There will never be the GDR. The bulk of the teaching

ta-dav conduct of research to a pool a case for some short-term arrange- a rigid dichotomy of function be- is carried out by “university

of newly-graduated recruits, em- ments, though none that I can think tween teaching and research. Can teachers” (Lehrcr im
_

Hociischui-

oloved either on short-term contracts of for the type of situation where one lecture without researching one’s dieust) who are specialists in their

or on studentships, with supervision some of those employed on serious material, or usefully research dis- fields but are also for the most pari

from staff whose ostensible appoint- investigations at research centres are coveries one Is too inarticulate to trained teachers. Their teaching loaa

ment was as teachers, was never easy employed on monthly arrangements, expound? Nonetheless, universities amounts to approximately 2U hours
‘"

inirifw Amoneotheroddities.it The waste of skill, the harm to will be healthier when they recognize per week and they are encouragedllo

morale of vouns researchers, cannot the justice and the utility of the do research if they so desire, but

a case for some short-term arrange- a rigid dichotomy of function be-

ments, though none that I can think tween teaching and research. Can
of for the type of situation where one lecture without researching one’s

some of those employed on serious material, or usefully research dis-

investigations at research centres are coveries one Is too inarticulate to

employed on monthly arrangements, expound? Nonetheless, universities

The waste of skill, the harm to will be healthier when they recognizeThe waste of skill, the harm to will be healthier when they recognize

morale of young researchers, cannot the justice and the utility of the

be obviated save by offering the freedom to have a primacy of corn-

chance of a career. The ancient dog- mitment.

ma of “every academic a teacher- These arc changes which we would

researcher” must go: in principle as defend in the context of any financinl

well as in the often already conceded climate, not merely of the present

practice. A new national body to one. They would be cost-effective.

iiaiuwu ivnviiB.ii. * “““"6 “— mat a aeosiuii nns occn isk.cu ««
amounts to approximately 20 hours NUU aml ulster Polytechnic must
per week and they are encouraged to

eitj,er merge or nuU will, in effect,

do research if they so desire, but be ^osed. The new institution will

(hat is not their mam function. The be ex„ccted to mnintnin the practical
AceictPHtPM rtprinTp.rs^ nnd ljnzent€ft ni «*•****«»<• nf thn

context of an expanding sector - a practice. A new national body to one. They would oe cost-eiieciive,

dear career expectation, albeit as a oversee the money used to finance and would serve as a springboard for

“teacher”. That has now changed, such a career structure is a logical achievement when sanity returns to

We are heading for a situation in possibility, but Is by no means a government policies. In the interim,

which Britain's research effort will necessity. Universities already main- universities cannot sit paralysed in

rest upon the efforts of the half- tain a career structure in the sciences the face of government hostility,

trainea 20 plus group, directed by for technical staff who assist in re- Changes in a rational direction must

the over-burdened 50 plus group search; consultant laboratories are be made, and soon, if this country is

Assistenten (lecturers) and Dozenten
(senior lecturers) arc thus able to

devote most of their time to research

as they only have to teach about six

hours pci week. This leads to a

better standard of teaching and so

the students benefit and no institu-

tion is deprived of original research.

Yours faithfully,

B. H. BEEDHAM
22 St Agnes Road,
Moseley, Birmingham.
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Sir - As the oreanizers (and two of methods, and for seeing adult educa- have been concerned centrally with Sir, - May I record my admiration Natflie has long believed that the

the contributors? to the^conference tion as a process whereby students the academic analysis of the ideolo- for the continued lPvc"t‘^H“s extslenee of the bmary system edm-
rm “The Politics of Adult Educa- could acauire the personal and intel- gleal basis, historical development Ms Charlotte Barry in reporting the sive ond a major impediment to

lion” we Hre oleased that Peter lectual ‘abilities to determine their and contemporary political profile of affairs of the Polytechnic of Central rational and sensible planning. It Is

Wassell ITHES
P
March 19) consi- own ideological framework and com- adult education. The contributors London. While it is not my intention not a view that has hitherto com-

KLpawrs pVeSedto fcHf S^ffltS^atthepre- have been chosen because they have to be drawn into a discussion mended itself of thisGoveroment.
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throughout for objective teaching

methods, and for seeing adult educa-

The conferences in 1981 and 1982 PCL points

have been concerned centrally with Sir, - May I i

. i .1 .1 (np Ika mnhn

and vocational aspects of (he

polytechnic and to continue the non-

degree work which the polytechnic

now undertakes together with

appropriate provision tor part-time

studies.

However, the Government con-

cludes that the new institution should

be n university rather than a

polytechnic. There Is little rationale

for this view. The response simply

states “The Government believes

that it will be appropriate for the

new institution to be a university

I

rather than a polytechnic.
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Natflie has long believed that the
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a high standard; However, he does vious conference in 1981, contribu- had something valuable to isayjbout
rorreSt^ome^the foaccur-

s«m to be labouring under a num- tors included Professors Jennings and these theories, and we are confident ooasion jonert^W' ma«ur

ber of misapprehensions concerning Styier, and Frank Pickstock - hardly that these papers,
,

a selection of
JLEA has not decided to

the nature and purpose of the con- representatives of the ultra left!) which is to he published shortly^in
^ h polytechnic,

frrenre. The weekend was concerned Again, it, is true that the contribu- the Leeds Studies in Adult and Con- «lhMd hinds tram me

with the political analysis of adult tors stressed the importance of adult tinuing Education series demon- No dnue
tta

education, not with the provision of education provision for the working sttate both breadth and insight in
financial ve\r

political studies in adult education. class. But this has been a continuing aspects of this imJJ
rtaa
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5 198^83 the ILEA intends tc

Moreover, although it is true that preoccupation of adult educationists manna: which refutes' Pf.^Wassell s 2. In 198^83 the ILEAgluten

iwst contributions were made from [socialises and non-sodalists alike) wmewhat rimpUst.c criticisms.
SS^oresent^ level?an InSSSS ol

a broadly socialist perspective, it is from 'the earliest days.. as.
:
anyone "

: the^ -BSS- to«£
wrtaijly ?0t the case that any of us remotely famihar wth the histor^f FtBLMOUBE,

SSytechnic in making i substantia

J
?
85 irgipng explicitly or implicitly adult^^educatiori wli be

JJJ ^ and kdition to ils allocation.
for an exclusively socialist adult edu- reasons for and nature of this, con peparimeni w aouk cu

, V Tha -ILEA could riot make it
Hilion structure and provirion. On «rn were oxamined in« depth E^mural Siudto
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the contrary, there was a strong plea during the weekend. University or Le
. ^ ywr i$g2/83 at me moment as
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they were not' satisfied . With the

r,pf . . , lion of a strategy which may secure Economic troUDles financial Management and control

UCL independence
fends for parts of UCL at the ex- Sir, - If Fereanti-mided Rubles miss

systehis, but it Is hoped a>mt advira

L. of smaller schools and the the point as much as A. R. Oliver ory committee wifi resolve these

Sf, J A change in the funding PL
j slructUre of the university, (head of eduction and tralmnp, Fer-

. matters before the Autamn when the

arrangements for University College, w * a
,™ aware Qf tbc other wider ranti) does (THES, March 19j,

then next block grant would effective.,

London is, rithtly, of national sigmfi- SUMestetj [n y0ur lead- they should get out of that line of 4. The sovereign body of the

canoe. We read' that the College is ’^P ‘

nd ^iii be working within col- business. Conceivably, by now, Je polytechnic remams_the court of gov-

onanimous in its support for airect . ’ d university to preserve the juxtaposed letter from Seye Ruhra- eri,ors. The joint advisory committee
access to the UOC and .can only L

eg
®r S of academic and mann and John ReiUy s UnionATew be focusing on mutters of finan-

S
occupation of adult educationists manner which refutes Peter was!

cialists and non-sodalists alike) somewhat simplistic, criticisms,

m the earliest, days,. as
;
anyone -^

remotely familiar with the historyof ‘

adult education will be aware. The RICHARD TAYLOR

2. In 1982/83 the ILEA intends to

continue to fund its polytechnics nt

not a view that has hitherto com-

mended itself of this Government.
Nor does Natflie believe that the

way to end the binary system is to

transfer selected institutions into the

university sector. This would merelyCOilUllUC IU 1UUU » uoijt,w>hiu» I .
----- ------

their present level an indication of I create another barrier which would

the ILEA’s generosity to ..the] in cum be no less divisive. .

* It would be easy to make sectional

reasons for and nature of this con-

cern were examined in some depth

during the weekend.

Department of Adult Education and

Extramural Studies

University of Leeds. J

polytechnic in ' making a substantial

addition to' ils allocation. cominents about thisaUUIUUII SU *»« W I .
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nense of smaller schools and the the point as much asiA. R. Oliver

Krieral structure of the university, (head of eduction and training, Fer-

nortnal annual block grant to PCL
fqr the year 1982/83 at the moment as

they were- not satisfied . with, the

financial management and control

systems, but if is honed a joint advis-

ory committee will resolve
.

these

matters before the autumn when the

the purpose which Natflie has in

mind . for iffe essentia! task is to

idairitain and expand student oppor?

(unities particularly in Northern Tre-

fend where levels of unemployment
are proving devastating to tbe

morale and opportunities of young

unanimous in its support for direct

««$s to the UGC and.can only
presume that the provost has passed
oyer the opinion of the student body
by accident.

quo University institution

tin t . . . . . Yours faithfully,
•
ull union has debated the issue MARTIN YOUNG,w general meeting and it has also prasident

fe.
Consi<

?
efed by the University of university of London Union.

London union general union council,
a delegate meeting of all the student PIPPA LEGGATT, •

u^ons in the federal university. Both Education & Welfare Officer,

unions are united in the. condemna- verslty College London Union.

EUtmCKS U1W AUIUUUI "»«•« -IT , V J
next block grant would be effective., people. Investment in the education

4 The sovereign body of the system at all levels is essential if the

polytechnic remains the court of gov- young people in the province are to

emors. The joint advisory committee have a future,

will be focusing on matters of finan- The Government skirts rather .than

dal control ana management. tackles the problems of the binary

5. All five ILEA representatives, on divide and there must be serious

the court of governors did not sign danger that ui consolidating all hign-

the document recommending Ine er education into the university sec-

joint advisory committee. One tor (with the exception of the three

ognition of the nation's ecoaomu. 5 five ilea representatives, on

malaise was a landmark which was ^e court of governors did not sign

passed by much earlier In the trajec- ^ document recommending the

tory of ine argument. joint advisory committee. One
«r iifiinoi) KSe Hice^Tif
Yours,

A. ROBERTS
Harbeck House

aaeiegate meeting of all. the student PIPPA LbUUAi i, •

• Harden Bingley,
unions in the federal university. Both Education & Welfare Officer,

West Yorks,
unions are united in the condemns- verslty College London Union.
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voiced his dissent.
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6 . The discussions with the CNAA
on' linguistics within the PCL have

not just suddenly arisen; they have

been Very long and complex.

7. The recovery plan was developed

by the planning and resources coti-
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W arc going to get.
The best way of attracting coop- yours fahhfully ,

8.*tho number of non-academic
! The fart that the NAB is the onlv eration from the proponents of a JOHN MILLARD, ...
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posts currently vacant, which nre

.foordlhatlng botW we ^ave means a fferent form of national body is to Broadway Ayenba, .
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colleges of education - and therein

lies another tale) that the gulf be-

tween further and higher education

will be widened and deepened.
The UGC has hitherto had no

understanding of the further educa-

tion system and has not shriwn itself

particularly responsive to the necessi-

ty of building and maintaining links

with FE colleges. This is hardly

perhaps surprising since this has nev-

er been a major source of recruit-

ment to the university sector. But it

is 0 major source of recruitment to

polytechnics just us the linking of
opportunities for students to move
from pnrMime 10 full-time study,

from higher diploma and certificate

courses, to degree courses has been
an essential feature of extending

•
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subject to selective advertiseipent, is courses to degree courses has been

nowhere near SO. . : an essential feature of extending
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A level entry into higher education.

This is certainly something which the
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magnitude, and not one of the mag*
nitude faced by other polytechnics. .

Yours faithfrilly,

T. E. BURLIN
Senior Pro-Rector
Polytechnic of Central London.


